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ST. HR COATS
$2.50.
Vie Khali Hell this week Gents’ ^ood
gtJlft warranted Rubber Coats at only
Ladies’ and Children’s Gossamers in
fnll line of sizes.

a

RINES BROTHERS.
noir.

uzt

CONCEDED
A Tower

of Strength combined
with Elasticity, Long Fibre,
I iae Lustre A- l ast Color.

SUPEEIOR

KNITTING SILK.
One of the many tine productions ot Geldings Bros.
& Co.'s immense Silk Mills, whose name alone
is a sufficient guarantee for excellence.
Them-

good*

are

offeriug

opcu nnd

-ALSO THE-

KENWOOD

KNITTING

A favorite with many

SILK,

knitter*.

Price 25 ets. per half-ounce ltulls,
it within the reach of all, thereby enaconsumers to enjoy the luxery of Silk
Hosery, Mitts, etc., at a trifling expense.
Remember these fine goods in all Shades and Colors,

placing
bling

—CAN

HAD AT—
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Durant Block, Congress St.
Mole Agent* for the uni method of Index
ti tamping.
oct22

sn-eodtf

DR, E, B. REED.
ni'UIC.tl. R0091H

ST^ PORTLAND,

ME.

GOOLD,

Luke’ii

Cnibnlrnl,)

Teacher of Organ and Pianoforte,
I GO I’silii Street,

City.

octl

sndtf

NATURE’S
REMEDY.
THE ONLY TRUE

BLOOD PURIFIER.
Strictly Vegetable. Composed

of the plants and roots best known to
r most eminent medical botanists for
r alterative, tonic, and solvent propSrrofiila, Cancerous Humors,
r. Eruptive and Skin Di Keanes
iy eradicated by Its use. Vegetlne
annihilate* disease by going to its very t'ounf tain source, and exterminating the poison from the
system. It is a complete Resolvent, dissolving and
carrying away through the natural channels the diseased and wasted particles, and restoring to healthy
action all the functions of the body. For sixteen years
tills invaluable Blood Purifier lifts been before the
public. Millions of bottles have been sold, and in no
one case has ft failed to effect the promised results.
Ko other medhine has so good a record, or can show
so many unsolicited testimonials.

«

LIVER AND
BILIOUS
PILLS
Cure

Headache, Kideache, Coated Tongue,
Constipation, and Bitter Taste in the Mouth.
The best Liver Regulator known. 25 cts.; 5 boxes,
$ 1.00. by all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co** 30 Hanover St., Boston.
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The Ladies should all call at

Miss

Fairweatlier’s,
ELSTREET,

NO. 8
And

see

the Elegant Display of

BASKETS.
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Catholic Cathedral at Allegheny

City,

Pa., Destroyed—Loss SIOO.OOO.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 13.—Shortly after
midnight lire broke out in St. Peter’s
Roman
Catholic Cathedral in Allegheny
City. The lire had gained such headway

when the firemen appeared on the scene that
all efforts to extinguish it proved futile. The
entire edifice was destroyed. Loss estimated
at $100,000; fully covered by insurance. It is
said the fire orignated from the natural gas

register.

A Loss of $100,000.
Stapleton, S. L, Nov. 13.—A fire which
started at fi o’clock this niornintr in the nflicc

of the Staten Island dying establishment at
West New Brighton destroyed the press
house, dyeing house, frame room aud silk
house, together with their contents and machinery. The loss is about $100,000. The
fire was got under eontrol at 9 o’clock. It is
said to have been caused by a kerosene oil

stove.

_

THE MOB REPULSED.

Thousand

Make

a

Vain

Lynch Law.

San

Franciscans

Attempt

to

Revive

_

San Francisco, Nov. 10.—An immense
audience assembled at Metropolitan Hall last
night to express their indignation over the
murder of little Mamie Kelley, who was shot
down in such a cowardly way by Alexander
Goldenson on Wednesday last. Several fiery
speeches were made, and when the meeting
adjourned the excited crowd left the building
and proceeded to tlie county jail, where the
prisoner is confined, with the evident intention of taking him out and lynching him.
While passing through the streets the crowd
was greatly increased in size, and by the time
its destination was reached numbered 10,000.
Several attempts were made to storm the
jail, but it was so strongly guarded that the
police were enabled to repel the mob at each
attack. At in o’clock the excitement had
somewhat abated, and no trouble was antici-

pated.

Who is

WEATHER.

Washington, Nov. 15.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are fair, warmer weather.
Tito indications for New England are fair,
warmer weather and
westerly winds.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
Nov. 14, 1886.

__Portland, Me.,
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Wind. W
W
W
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Velocity. 16
Weather.
LtSnw Cloudy Clear
Mean daily bar...29.586 Maximum ther. 35.5
Mean, daily ther. .32.4
Minimum ther... 81.6
Mean daily d’wpt.25.1
Max.vel. wind..*28W
Mean daily hum....75.2
Total oreeip.07
*
MOO A. M.
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
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Have Narrow

Escapes.

Brave Work by Newburyport, Mass.,
Business Men in Saving Sailors.

Largo Meeting of the Strikers
Yesterday.

Held

Snow in New
gland and New York.

A Heavy Fall

of

En-

Only One Slight Disturbance Report-

|

I*

§

J

Snowed

Trains

in

and

Delayed

Several Hours.

Newburyport, Mass., Nov. 13.—'The

se-

storm last night

drove two schooners
Into the bay disable d, and both are piled up
on the sands of Plumb Island, total wrecks.
Fortunately there was no lives lost. Schooner Franklin, from Thomaston, Capt.
Upham
from Thomaston for New York, with 900
casks of lime, struck about five miles below
the life saving station at 8 a. m. The vessel's
dangerou3 position had been observed by the
patrol and the whole crew were immediately
sent to her assistance, horses having first
been obtained from the city to drag their apparatus through the soft sand several miles
an old vessel,
away. The Franklin w as
owned by J. A. Creighton of Thomaston and
consigned to F. E. Morse, New York. After
rendering all possible assistance to the crew,
who were saved, Thomas Dailey was sent
back to the station with the apparatus. The
storm was at its height, and as Dailey neared
the station he discovered another vessel in
distress near at hand. The regular crew being absent at the first wreck, Dailey was
the only one available for duty, but a volunvere

teer crew of 25 men was made up from persons who had been attracted to the beach
by the disasters. With a will they entered
upon the work of saving the four men who

clinging

Chicago, Nov. u.—In

a

“Jim Cummings?”

Lawrence, Kan., Nov. 15.—The police
authorities here think ‘Mini Cummings,” the
reputed express robber, is a man named Purlngton, who was confined in the county jail
here last winter for obtaining money fraudulently, and escaped in April. “Cummings’
handwriting, as published in the St. Louis
papers, corresponds with that of Purington,
and hotheringham’s description of tho robber tallies with Ids.
After I’urington’s escape lie wrote several letters to the authorities taunting them on their
inability to run
him down.
__

A Priest Consecrated.

Baltimore, Nov. 14,-Rev. Alfred A.
Curtis, the newly appointed bishop of the
Catholic diocese of Wilmington, Del. was
oouseerated in the cathedral in this city today with impressive ceremonies. Bishop
Curtis was formerly an Episcopal clergyman.

A Fire Engine and a Snow Storm.
Farmington, Nov. 13.—At a special town

meeting this afternoon, it was voted to raise
a sum not exceeding $5000, for the purchase
of a steam fire engine and appliances.
The first snow' storm of the season prevailed here today. Nearly five inches have
fallen. Snow is reported a foot deep at

ltangeley Lakes.
House Burned

at

perilling,
tator,

locally prominent Socialistic agiprecipitated a general discussion of
owderly’s order, the attitude of the strika

1
ers, and what action

should he taken.

It

was soon developed that there was a
very
strong opposition in the Assembly to obeying Powderly’s order and strangely enough
tile opposition all came from delegates who
are Knights,
while thoso who arc Trade
Unionists almost unanimously favored obedi-

ence, many of them on the ground that disciple ought to he maintained among the
Knights, and others on the ground that
Powderly s order was the only rational
tiling he could do in the premises.
Mr. Schilling introduced a resolution instructing and empowering the executive
committee of trades assembly acting as a
joint committee to hold themselves ready,
ami whenever called on by the executive
committee of strikers to investigate the affairs at the stock yards and act with the
strikers and assist them in any way possible.
This resolution was understood to mean that
that tlie strikers would not obey Powderly’s
order, and that the trades assembly would
aid and abet them in disobeying.
Richard Powers, ex-President of the seamens’ union, vehemently declared the Powderly order arbitrary and dictatorial.
1 he strikers on the ground lie asserted were
m the best jiosition to decide as to the
proper
course and
they were in favor of continuing
the strike. If any outside pressure was
brought to bear to enforce the order it would
result in a schism in the Knights of .Labor,
the destruction of that organization in this
part of the country and the crippling of its

v. usiimun

street,

uwueu

uy
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occupied by II. M. Hall and I. A. Tucker,
was burned Saturday night. The loss on the
building is 82500; insured for 81WX). Tucker
A
lost his furniture which was insured.
portion of Hall’s was burned and was not
insured.

Sweeney Held in SIOOO Bonds.
Rockland, Nov. 13.—Clara E. Pease, the
woman who was stabbed Wednesday night
by Patrick Sweeney, left the police station
tills morning, it being certain that her
wound is not serious. Sweeney was held by
Judge Hicks in 81000bonds for assault with
intent to kill.

ASHORE ON SQUIRREL ISLAND.
Schooners Abbie

H.

Hodgman and

Rosie E. in Bad Positions.

Nov. 13.—Schooner A. If.
Hodgman, Frye, master, from Ray of Fundy
with spars for New York, went ashore this
morning at 4 o’clock on Squirrel Island.
Schooner Rosie E., Rogers, master, from
Columbia Falls, Me., with lumber, for Boston, went ashore at 5 o’clock at the same
place. Botli vessels are in a bad position,
Boothmay,

and with the

help

of the

FROM

NEW

ings.

YORK.

A
The Vote at the

Recent Election.

New York, Nov. 15.—The board of county canvassers made a report this afternoon
of the result of the late election. The figures do not alter the result as furnished by
press returns election night. The official figures for mayor are: Hewitt, 90,553; George,
08,11; Roosevelt, 60,435; and Wardewellp,
582.

Fish’s Pardon Probable.
The efforts to secure a pardon for ex-.Marine Bank President James D. Fish are lie
ing pushed with great vigor.
President
Cleveland will probably set him free. He is
very feeble and canuot possibly live over a

few months.

Augusta.

Augusta, Nov. 15.—A two story house

steamer Sasanoa

could not get off. They are filling, and will
go to pieces unless the weather moderates at
once.

Chester W. Chapin.
Springfield, Mass., Nov. 14—Mrs. Dorcas Chapin, widow of W. Chapin, formerly
of the Boston & Albany railroad and a member of Congress, died here this morning at
the age of 86. She was noted for her many

A Strike of Car Drivers Probable.

1, has been posted at the stables of Dekals
Avenue and Newtown Street Car Company
in Brooklyn. It is claimed that under the
new schedule that some of the men will
work 18 or 19 hours per

therefor not

more

day

Sensible

Temperance People.
anti-salnon temperance Republicans
State

The
of tins
through their State committee
have issued a call for a State convention to
be held in Cortland on the 30th and the dav
following The call expresses conviction
that the only rational hope of successful
political action in advancing the temperance
cause is through tiie
Republican party. The
following are announced to address the convention: H. W, Blair, Noah Davis. William
Windorn, IhomasL. James. Rev. Drs. Daniel and Dorchester, Geo. H. Ball, I) B Deck
Frank Rogers Morse, Mrs. J. Ellen Foster.
Albert Griffin and Henry B. Metcalf
Tim
objects of the convention are stated to be
the perfection of a State organization and
laying out of plans for future work.
Mrs. Stewart’s Will Probated.
New

der Mr.

York, Nov. 13.—Citations

in the

proving of the will of the late Cornelia M.
Stewart, widow of the late A. T. Stewart,

returnable at 10 a. m. today.
The will
admitted to probate, ami Charles!.!.
Clinch and
the
unHilton,
executors
Henry
der the will, oualitied. Letters testamentary
will be issued today.
There were no objections bled to the probate of the
will, nor any
apjiearauces. Under the laws any interested
lias
one
party
year in which to life a jictition
for the revocation of the
probate.
were
was

A

Bicycle Contest.
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 14.—Morgan
won the six days’
bicycle contest, making
740 miles and one lap in all. Otted, in 48
hours’ riding, eight hours
jier day. I (eating
the record for this style of race
by 150 miles.
Schock was second, ten miles behind.

Unit-

ed States steamer Kearsarge arrived here
Saturday night from the Mediterranean. All
well on board. She will go out of commission here for repairs.

Oleomargarine
Railway's

Enforcing

Law.
Accounts

Tne Missouri Legislature.
Jefferson City, Mo., Nov. 14.—Official
returns complete show the next Legislature
to be Democratic on
joint ballot by a majority of 44.

Abbey’s Management.

A Scheme

of

New

Commander Schley’s

the Naval Apprentices.

Regarding

Appointments for Maine.

Washington, Nov. 13.—The Postmaster
General lias appointed the following named
fourth-class postmasters:
.].
H. Piper
Newburgh Village; L. M. Sawyer, North
Yarmouth.
Our Army Roll.
Lieut. Gen. Sheridan has submitted to the
Secretary of War his annual report. From
the report it appears that at the date of the
last returns, the army of the United States
consisted of 2,102 officers and 23,94« men, distributed as follows:
General officers, 16;
general staff, 573 officers and 1,214 men; ten
regiments of cavalry. 411 officers, 6,942 men;
five regiments artillery, 272 officers, 2,473
men; twenty-five regiments infantry, 836 offices, 10,721 men; Indian scouts, 595 men; detatehments. recruiting parties and 2,003 men.
Indian Confederation.
The interior department today received a

copy of the “fourth annual message of Hon.
I). W. Bushyhead, principal chief of the
Cherokee nation, Indinn Territory to the
national council,’’ sitting at Tahlequah,
Nov. 2, 1886. The most important feature of
the inessege is the recommendation that the
30 Indian tribes in territory form a confederation for the purpose of anticipating and
resisting the passage by Congress of an act
creating a territory out of “No Man’s Land”
and portions of Indian Territory.
Free to Navigation.

The Department of State has received a
copy of the decree, made
by President
Blanco of Venezuela, under date of October
25th last, opening the Orinoco river to free

navigation.

Demands Two Months’ Pay.
At the last session of Congress Representative Belmont, as chairman of the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs,
appointed
Mr. Harry Spofford, son of Librarian Spofford, clerk to that committee with an annual
salary of $'2000. During the recess Mr. Spofford went to Europe and remained abroad
for two months under the impression that he
was stfll the clerk to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
In the meantime Mr. Belmont removed
Mr. Spofford and appointed a New York
friend to the vacancy, to date from Sept. 30.
Upon Mr. Spofford’s return ne went to the
Capitol to draw the salary he supposed was
due him for the months of September and
October, but learned that he had been dispiaceu

anu wiai

mere was

nut

one

month s

salary to his credit.

Mr. Spofford claims
that his removal should not have been made
during the recess without the sanction of a
majority of the members of the committee,
and therefore will claim the amount of his
salary' for the months of October and November. He has presented his case and submitted it to the first comptroller of the treasMr. Spofford does not
ury for derision.
question Mr. Belmont's authority to remove
him while Congress is in session but insists
that the rules of the House will not sustain
his action in the present case.

Commodore Schley’s Scheme for the
Naval Apprentices.
Commodore W. S. Schley, who has charge
of the training squadron in connection with
his other duties, favors the passage of a law
which will enable our naval apprentices
every year to compete for admission to the
Naval Academy.
If Commodore Schley’s idea is carried into
effect an incentive will be offered not only
for enlistment of a still better class of boys,
but it will spur them on after enlistment to
surpass tliair fellow apprentices in order that
they may be chosen to represent the squadron in the annual competition of the Naval
Academy.
The plan is to send every year four of the
apprentices having the highest degree of
technical and general knowledge, and whose
physical condition is good, to the Naval
Academy, and allow them a fair competition
with candidates designated in the ways now
prescribed by law. In the event of their

passing, admit them to the Academy with
all the rlghts^and privileges of naval cadets.
Silver Dollar Circulation.

Washington, Nov. 13.—The

total amount
of standard silver dollars in circulation Nov.
10 was $61,333,240, out of a total coinage of
$244,7G5,380. The amount outstanding Nov.
7,1885, was $40,442,089, out of a coinage of
$163,817,342. The Treasury Department has
tried to increase the silver dollar circulation
to $63,000,000. but it is now thought that it
will be impossible to reach that figure, as
the present tendency is In the opposite direction.
The net gold holdings of the Treasury,
coin and bullion, now amount to $159,868,640,
against $142,238,589 on Nov. 1, 1885.
Pacific

Railway's

yesieraay ana toaay with Secretary Lamar relating to the adjustment of
differences between the government and the
railroad company on current accounts. A
settlment entirely satisfactory to both parties is in a fair way of being reached.
The
amount detennined on will be immediately
liquidated by the company and the accounts
closed.
interviews

Internal

Revenue Report.

Joseph S. Miller, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, says in his annual report that
the total receipts from all sources if internal
revenue taxation for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1886, were §116,902,889, against
§112,421,121 in 1885; §121,590,039 in 1883; and
§141,523,273 in 1882. The statement of withdrawals for consumption during the past
year as compared with the preceding year,
shows a large increase in all articles of taxation except snuff, of which there was a decrease of §195,747.
The principal increase
was in
cigars, cigarettes and spirits distilled
from grain.
The cost of collection during
the year was §4,299,485, about 3.6 per cent of
the nmount collected, against §4,455,430 in
1835, or about 3.9 per cent of the amount collected. The receipts during the first three
mouths of the present fiscal year were §28,904,901, an increase of §230,441 over the receipts during the corresponding period of
last year.
The increase was mainly on tobacco and fermented liquors, although there
was a small increase in receipts from spirits
distilled from apples, peaches or grapes. The
principal decrease was in the tax on spirits
distilled from materials other than apples,
peaches or grapes, and in special retail

Arctic Whalers.
New Bedford, Nov. 13.--Despatelies received here report tlie following additional
arrivals at San Francisco from the Arctic:
Steamer Alliance with 130 barrels of oil and
lino pounds of bone. Barks—Wander, 30
barrels of oil and 800 pounds of bone; Ocean,
230 barrels of oil and 2800 pounds of bone;
Sea Breeze, 400 barrels of oil and 4500 pounds
of bone; Dawn, 100 barrels of oil and 1700
pounds of bone; Helen Marr, 600 barrels of
oil and 10,000 pounds of bone; l.ydla, 480
barrels of nil and 4500 pounds of bone; Atlantic, IKK) barrels of oil and 11,000 pounds of
bone. Most of the fleet have arrived. The
Triton is about a month overdue, and some
anxiety is felt for her.

It is estimated that §118,000,000 will be collected during the current fiscal year from various sources of internal revenue.
Commissioner Miller says his office is much embarrassed by the presence of the new source of
revenue, olemargarine, and the entire absence of any statistican information to the
The number of
quantity manufactured.
factories engaged in its production, and the
number of wholesale and retail dealers of
the same.
5Cd illicit
During the year
stills were seized and the persons employed
therein arrested. The seizures were principally in Georgia. North Carolini, Tennessee, Kentucky and Virginia.
The amount
spent in detecting and punishing persons for
violations of the internal revenue laws was
842,561. Property worth 8286,982 was seized
for violations of the law.
The number of
bureau employes lias been reduced from 230
to 195. and amount of salary from $284,591 to
$248,8io without diminishing the efficiency ol
the office. The number of stamps issued
during the year was $550,061,029 and their
values $131,112,305.
The aggregate amouni
of taxes collected from tobacco during the
last fiscal year was $27,907,302.
This increases internal revenue taxes
imposed on
manufactured
imported
tobacco and snufl
and on cigars and cigarettes.
The increase
of collections for the last fiscal year ovei
those for the previous year was from manufactured tobacco, $805,025; cigars and ciga-

retts, $581,550; special taxes, $52,098.

Tlie production account shows an increase
manufactured
tobacco
of 10,798,201
in the number of cigars and cigarettes of 433,507,247; in tobacco exported ol
29,309,280. I he number of cigars imported
during the hscal year was 73,139,079; the
value of manufactured tobacco imported,
$08,939; number of distilleries registereei
during the year was 6,242, and the nunibei
6,034. Of the latter 5,075 were frui
1 he total
distillieries.
spirit-producing ca
of
pacity
gram and molasses distilleries it
operation September 1st last was 188,747 gal
Ions per day, against 282,928 a day September 1, 1880. The number of grain distilleries
registered during the year was 1,132 oi
which 950 were operated, a decrease of 0” ii
number
registered,
and increase of 3:
in
the
number
com pares
operated,
with the previous
year. The decrease
a
occurred
in
class
0f
distillerie:
liRvlng smaller capacities for produetioi
74 in number o
distilleries of this class registered and of fivt
In the number operated; in the larger distil
erics there was an increase of n in the sum
her registered, an increase of 37 i„ the nuin
her operated.
I lie quantity of grain use< I
in the production of spirits durine the m
bushels,
an increase s o [
1.330,129 bushels over the amount used ii
the preceding fiscal year, and is
2,005,36
bushels less than the average for the
las
nine years. The number of gallons of
spirit; 1
produced from grain during the year (80
344,380) shows an increase of $7 510 jgo ,,a|
Ions over the product of the year ended Jun ;
in

pounds;

Murder and

Robbery

in Ohio.

Cleveland, ()., Nov. 13.—The house of
S. Wheeler, extensive property
on Eagle street, was entered last
night by robbers, who, after beatiog and
kicking tlie old man into insensibility, and
choking ids aged wife to death, proceeded to
ransack tlie premises. Quite a sum of money
in a closet escaped the notice of the robbers,
and it is not known how much wealth was
secured. Patrick Graves, a former tenant,
lias been arrested for the crime, and Wheeler

Benjamin

owner,

identified him.

The coroner is

investigating.

Death of an Old Man-of-Warsman.

Huntingdon, Pa.,

Nov. 14—John Hughes,
who served on the man-of-war Essex during
the war of 1812, is dead. lie resided at
Mapleton, in this county, and was 91 years
old. So far as known there is but one survivor left of those who did service on the
Essex—Maj. Elliott of Lewiston, I’a., the
oldest printer in the State, who recently celebrated his 94th

birthday.

A Democrat Elected.

Charleston, S. C., Nov. 15.—Corrected
returns from the Seventh Congressional district give tlie election to Elliott. Democrat,
by a majority of 707 over Smalls’, Republican

operated

t.,-'e.mTmvlngtb,V®n a,fallingof

11311,u5,'F"i

1886.

15,

PRICE THREE

30, 1885 and is 873,005 gallons less than the
average product lor the last nine years.
In closing his report Commissioner Miller
reviews the action taken bv him lor the enforcement of tlie oleomargarine law and
says: “It is impossible at this lime to estimate the amount of internal revenue which
will be derived Ironi oleomargarine. If, however, the operation of the law should prove
unsatisfactory in its present form, which is
construed to levy a tax only upon the article
manufactured and sold, or removed for consumption or sale, as suppositious butter, the
law can be so amended as (while imposing
the tax upon oleomargarine, oil ueutral and
such like substances, without which suppositious butter cannot be extensively manufactured) to provide also for the use of such
substances by subsequent compounders without the payment of a second tax, as rectifiers
are allowed to compound distilled spirits on
which tax is paid without paying an additional gallon tax simply by delivering up the
original tax-paid stamps and receiving in
exchange other stamps representing the
same quantity; also for refunding the tax on
so much as is used for lubricating purposes
or otherwise in the arts and sciences.
In my opinion the advantage in securing
tax from tlie manufacturer who derives his
material from slaughtered animals can not
be over estimated.
These manufacturers
are comparatively few in number.
Uy requiring them to stamp and brand all their
and
to
such
books as will
keep
productions
indicate tlie destination of their products,
such products can be followed to the dealers

through

and
the dealers to consumers.
At
the same time by use of the system of exchanging stamps similar to that now in operation as to distilled spirits the article may
be readily identified by the consumer without necessitating the imposition of a second

tax."

THE HADDOCK MURDER.

Fixing

the Crime on the Sioux

City

(la.) Saloon Keepers.
Sioux Cirr, la., Nov. 13.—I). W. Neal of
New Jefferson. Ia., is here ready to
appear
as a witness in the conspiracy cases.
Prosecutor Murphy regards him as an exceptionhonest
witness.
He
relates
that
about
ally
J uly 23, ten days before the murder, lie was
a
Jewish
saloon
approached by
keeper
named Adelsheime, wfio proposed to him
liberal pay if he would take a contract to do
a “slick job.”
Neal Is a brakeman and was
living here at the time. He had formerly
known Adelsheime at Cedar Kapids. Adelsheime first asked him if he wouldn’t name
somabody who could do the work. Neal did
not quite grasp tlie proposition and suggested some Cedar Kapids gamblers, well known
to Adelsheime. The latter said, “No; I
know those fellows. They are gamblers.
They won’t do at all. What we want done
is hard work—killing. Why can’t you do

“Who do you

want killed?” asked Neal.
“This Methodist minister up on tlie hill,”
Minister
Haddock. “There is big
meaning
money in it. You will never be found out.
I will send you anywhere you want to go—to
California, the old country, anywhere."
Neal said he would think of it.
“Now the saloon keepers have a meeting
this afternoon,” said Adelsheime, “and I’ll
sw*

whnt

Iip

oan

dnnp

Vmi

paiha

Ia

mv

at 9 o’clock tonight,
place
know.”
Neal

agreed,

and 1 will let yon
and the two men

FOREICN.

VOTE OF

INDIANA.

Majorities in Congressional Districts
-The Democrats Have the Legisla-

remains,

Loss of a Steamer in a
A Rumor that

Heavy

Cale.

Ninety-Six Lives

Wore

Lost.

An Insane

Prince Commits

Suicide

by Shooting.
Loxdon, Nov. 13.—Three persons have
been killed and thirteen injured In a railway
Sisteron, In the department of
Basses Alps. The accident was caused by a
train running into a land slide, which was
accident at

caused

by

a

recent

heavy storm.

The Bulgarian Problem.

The Bulgarian problem has not made any
approach to a settlement, unless it be
by the removal of Prince Waldemar of Denmark from the list of aspirants for the vacant throne. The Prince’s refusal Is; final,
unless there should be a complete change in
the relations between the Czar and the Bulgarian government. As long as Russia declines to recognize the action of the National
Assembly as legal, neither Prince Waldemar
nor any other Prince of like political relations would accept the Bulgarian crown,
even if it were, as Gen. IgnatleiT said of the
keys of Constantinople, ‘‘offered on a golden
dish.” It is reported that M. de Giers, the
Russian foreign minister, favors the candidacy of Prince Nicholas of Mingrelia. and
that Prince Bismarck thinks that the Georgian Prince would do as Jweil as another.
But at Vienna, and especially at Pesth, the
name finds a cold welcome.
He Is a careless,
good-natured, insignificant man of the world,
who has long outrun the constable, and is
ready for any chance to restore his shattered
finances. He is a captain In the Russian
guards, and. if elected, would be a mere
puppet to do the Czar’s bidding at Sofia,
Another candidate, who has come into
mention since Prince Waldeinar’s disappearance from the list, is Prince Blazo Petrovies
nearer

of Montenegro, a brother of the president of
the Montenegrin Senate, and a cousin of the
reigning prince. He is a youngish man of
30, and is q uite popular in the Black Mountain in spite of his Parisian education. Personally he is more worthy of a crown than
the Mingrelian prince, but I can hardly regard bis candidacy as serious.
Vienna
would never consent to see a Montenegrin
on the Bulgarian throne, and, indeed, ft is
not improbable that Prince Blazro has been
put forward to draw Austria to assent to the
nomination of Prince Nicholas of Mingrelia
as the less objectionable uf the two.
Suicide of a Prince.

Rome, Nov. 14.—Prince Roccagiovine, who
was wounded when
serving as a volunteer in
the French army, in Tonquin, has committed
suicide by shooting himself with a revolver.
He had lately shown signs of insanity.
Ninety-six Lives Reported Lost.
Lojjijojj, Nov. 13‘—Advices have been rePlymouth that the Chinese steamship, Tokfttaman, burst her boilers while
under
running
high pressure in a gale off
Nugata, and that OH persons ou board perished, including the officers, who were Englishmen.

ceived at

THE

DOMINION.

Underhanded Work.

Halifax, N. S., Nov. 14.—The Dominion
has demanded a deposit of $400

or the release
Jovernment

of the Gloucester fishing
schooner. Flying Scud, which was seized
for
yesterday
selling some of her gear.
Consul General Phelan believes there was
some

THE

underhand work

connected

affair,

with the

and will not make the deposits.
suspects the captain of the schooner

purposely

led to commit the

Cutting

Has No

illegal

act

He

was
in or-

der thut those giving the information may
share in the fine.

ture.

Indianapolis, Nov. 13.—The majorities
in the several Congressional districts indicate the extent of the revolt against the
Democratic party in the State, and also show
the strength |of the gerrymander overcome
by the Republicans. In the 1st district Gen.
Hovey has 1357 majority; 2d, O’Neil, 1209;
3d, Pharon, 2634; 4tn, Ilolman, 788 ; 5th, Notson, 532; 6th, Browne, 8144; 7tn,
Bvnum,
1884 ; 8th, Johnston, 1143; 9th, Cheadle', 3(10;
10th, Owen, 2073; 11th, Steele, 408; 12th,
Capt. W’hite, 1481; 13th, Shirley, 1018. The
total Republican majorities in the 1st, 6th,
8tb, 9th, loth, 11th and 12th districts amount
to 18,025, while the Democratic majorities in
the other districts amount to only 7065, leaving a Republican surplus of 10,960.
On the face of the returns, the legislature
stands 76 to 74 in favor of the Democrats,
but a Vigo county representative’s ineligibility, of which there is no doubt, and
which many Democrats concede, makes the
legislature a tie on joint ballot.
In one senatorial district, where there Is a majority of
only two. and in a representative district
where the majority is only 21 and frauds
charged more than sufficient to overcome
this, the Republicans have begun a contest.
To meet this the Democrats yesterday began
six contests out of nine Republican Isenators
elect. The result may be that for the fourth
time In the history of tbe State Indiana may
be deprived of its ecjual representation in
tlie Senate,
ST. JOHN ACITATED.
Anxious to Become the Atlantic Teriitiiiuo vi

uio

vaiiauian

raunc,

St. John, N. B., Nov. 13.—The entire province is agitated over the question of making the port of St John a winter terminus
for any line of steamers that may be subsidized by the Canadian government. The
latter lately called for tenders for a mail service between Canada and Great Britain, to
commence when the present contract expires
iu 1888.
St. John lias been indulging for
several years in the hopes that it would become the Atlantic terminus of the Union Pacific. and of late it has looked as if Boston
had the lead. The Board of Trade has declared against the above action, and decided
to send three members as delegates to Ottawa to intercede for the city.
The delegation
to Ottawa Monday, to consult with the
’ostmaster General, and their hands will
be strengthened by a memorial which the
Board of Trade has passed.

foes

“A FORECONE CONCLUSION."
Mr. Howells’

Play

to be Produced at

Madison

Square Theatre next Thursday afternoon. In
sneaking about the play, this afternoon, Mr.

Palmer said: "This play has been referred
to under tho title of ‘Priest and Painter,’
which was the name given to it by an Englishman, who made an adaptation of Mr.
Howells’ novel, the scene of which you know
is laid in Venice. Mr. Howells’ adaptation
is, of course, independent of this, and he
preferred to retain the title of his novel. The
play is in four acts, and this performance Is
arranged ns a test of its theatrical qualities.
The principal characteis will be taken as
follows: Mrs. Vervain, Mrs. Phillips; Florida, Marie Burroughs; Don ippolito, the
priest, Alexander Salvini; Ferris, the ;artist,
Mr. Massen. and Billings, the sculptor, Mr.
Holland.”
BARTHOLDI OFF.

Sculptor’s Departure Hastened
by the Illness of his Mother.

New York, Nov. 13.—M. and Mme. Bartholdi sailed for France today on La Bourgoyne. Their departure was hurried by tho
serious illness of the sculptor’s mother.
Quite a number of persons were at the steamship dock to bid the visitors good-by.
A Fatal

Explosion.

Loi isvn.r.E, Ky., Nov. 13.—During a tire
in Kobinsou’s block tonight a large cistern
oil Sixth and Main streets exploded and tore
up the street. This was caused by foul gas.
Two lire engines were demolished bv the
explosion and James Connell was killed outright, Chas. Obst had three ribs and a leg
broken, a.nl two firemen were painfully in
jured. The lire was under control at !)
o’clock, blit not before it had spread to stores
of L. h. VVerren, boots and shoes, and
Crowuan and Shutelsworth, wholesale clothing. These buildings were only slightly
damaged by fire, but the stocks suffered by
water.
Following is the loss: Kobinson
Bros., $35,000; Win. Conwall, $00,000; L. L.
Warren, $70,000; other losses, $10,000.
Tho Vermont Claimant for tho Stewart Millions.
New York, Nov. 13.—Judge Wallace ol
the United .States Circuit Court has decided
in the suit of Stewart vs. Hilton that the
plaintiff suits are now in default, and deposit
$250 security for costs, as a condition for obtaining leave to vacate the order dismissing
the billing. Tho plaintiff is a resident ol
Vermont, and claims to be one of the heir:
of the late A. T. Stewart. He has broughl
through his guardian two suits against Mr.
Hilton to have Mr. Stewart's will set aside,
but both have been dismisted in court. He
is now trying to make a third attempt ti
break the will, aud will be allowed to do s<
by complying with the order of Judge Wal
lace.
_

Col. Ingersoll and the Anarchists.
CmcAuo, Nov. H.—Col. Kobert Q. Inger
soil writes that he has not time to in anj
way connect himself witli the anarchist:
cases.

on

Mexico.

Paso.

_

CENERAL NEWS.

Boston contributed 8100,000 to the Charleston sufferers.
Saturday morning, Lillian Quinn shot
Frank E. Lockwood at Winfield, Kan,, and
then herself, in th through the head. She is
dead and it is believed he cannot live.

Joseph Wheaton, Jr.,

cotton broker, and
officer of the Cotton Exchange, committed
suicide by shouting in Brooklyn, Saturday.
Financial difficulties led to the fatal act.
A banquet was given to Wilson Barrett by
Henry E. DIxey at the Hotel Vendouie, Bosan

ton, Saturday night.
Many distinguished
guests were present.
Boston contributed 8100.000 to the Charleston sufferers.
Sullivan and Kyan had a slugging match
at San Francisco Saturday night. In the
third round Kyan was knocked down by
Sullivau and was unable to move. The
crowd present numbered 9,000.
An entertainment at San Francisco, Saturday night, netted 8M0O for the Charleston
sufferers.
One of the most desperate and remarkable
fistic encounters on record is reported to
have taken place Friday morning, in Westchester county, N. Y., between Billy Davis
*ivn

n
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IIUIJIJIU

10-fout ring fur a purse of Sliio
subscribed by some physicians who were
anxious to make scientific examinations concerning how much punishment a man can
stand.
Davis Is 21 years old and weighs 115
pounds. Kenney is 18 years old and weighs
lit! pounds. Thirty-one rounds were fought
with two-ounce gloves and at the close of
Mass., in

a

the Inst round the faces of the men had been
beaten out of all semblance to human shape.
The light was declared a draw and the purse
divided, but it is not known how beneficial
to science this two hours’ slugging match
The men were so exmay prove to be.
hausted th■ *t when one fell against the other
both dropped to the floor.
Hotel Brunswick, at Woodsville, Vt., has
been totally destroyed by fire.
A call is to be made for all labor and
trades unions in the United States and Canada to meet in convention at Columbus, O.,
December 8th.
Hoof Prints.
Pilot

Knox, 2.192, will he wintered by Jack

Bowen at Mystic Park.
Bowen will also
have the care of T. L. D., the Maine pacer.
Camors, formerly owned by Stephen
Gowen, of Biddeford, record 2.25J, is said to
have been trotted the past season as a ringer.
He was very fast as a young horse, but unreliable, and when he broke it was necessary
to bring him almost to a standstill before he
regained his feet. He was a remarkable
horse for closing a long gap, and if he had
been handled so as to have been level headed
could have trotted below 2.20.
Henry D. Tobey of Eliot is the owner of a
Wilkes mare colt which promises well. This
colt was sired by Dan Wilkes, by Geo.
Wilkes, Jr., dam Topsy. by Goodwin's Hamblctonian, lie by Uyskyk’s Hajnbleti nlan.
b. P. Hamilton of biddeford received a
4,.!.....^...

The

Designs

Ai.BUQUKiMjUE, N. M., Nov. 13.—An investigation of the matter has proveu that
there is no truth in the rumor that Cutting
was collecting recruits for an invasion of
Mexico. The foreman of the Democrat has
a letter from Cutting, in which the writer
applies for a position as compositor, giving
as a reason his desire to get away from El

Square.

New Youk, Nov. 13.—Mr. Palmer has arranged to have W. J). Howells’ play, “A
Foregone Conclusion," given at the Madison

pick them, and then
so that when the farmer

,v..4

..

4

_—_k:..
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day, making au offer (or his trotting horse,
Frank F. l'he offer was a liberal one, hut
after due consideration Mr. Hamilton wired
them lie had concluded not to sell.
liiddeford people seem determined to have
a new driving park.
tiideon, the well known stallion, is 2B
years old instead of 1(> as has been stated.
The Piscataquis Observer
savs:
Mr.
Dixon, who purchased a few weeks since,
a tine black mare of E. T. Monroe of Dover,
known as the McKecknie colt, for $:tuo, sold
her to a Portland gentleman the past week
for (MOO.
This was the first get of Fred
Lothair and she is not only stylish and large
but somewhat of a trotter. After disposing
of her. Mi. Dixon purchased at the same
price its half sister, by Fred Lothair. owned
by Larrabee and Monroe. This, although a
smaller animal, is said to lie promising, as
fur as speed is concerned; at least the purchaser is more than pleased and would refuse
The stock of
an offer of SflOO for her to-day.
Fred Lothair is showing up finely, and several of his get hare sold for good prices.
An Old Goose

Story

with Some Addi-

tions.
Belfast Journal.
A Belfast man while in Boston recently
heard from a lady friend there a story which
seems to belong in the category of things too
good to keep. The lady in question spent
the summer at a farm house in Dover, N. H.
While there some cherry rum was in process
of manufacture.
The man of the house

thought there

just cherries enough,
while his lietter half thought there were too
many. Strange to say tlm limn prevailed.
were

Soon after he was called away on business,
and the wouiau, sure that she was right,
proceeded to take out a quantity of ttie cherries, which were thrown down beside a
brook a short distance from the house. The
live stock on the farm included a number of
geese which frequented this brook, and not
being aware of the deadly effect of rum soaked clierries they devoured the fruit, and
twelve lifeless geeso were soon after stretched out by tlie brookside. There was conIt was
sternation in the househod then.

came

home

and found the geese missing he
would
conclude they had been stolen. The picking
was
process
completed, and the naked
corpses left for interment the following day.

Next moruiug however, there was great
commotion in the attic and on going up
the geese were found walking about and
scolding In geese language at their loss of
feathers. The geese had been simply deaddrunk. Here was a fresh problem to deal
with. Finally the geese were removed to
the yard and it was decided to tell the man
or the house on his return that
during his
absence a band of gypsies encamped near by
bad stolen the geese, removed their feathers
and then tunied them loose. The
story was
told accordingly, and the only remark the
good man made was, “Lucky they did not
keep the geese.” The lady after her return
to Boston had received word that the geese
were doing well and had uartlv regained
If this story had
their plumage.
been
located in Maine we should not have credited

it.__
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BREN-

from Poverty
Affluence,

Rise

to

N. Y. Hun.

The

of

the late August Brentano
Is worth the careful study of all young men
who are striving to get ahead in life, and especially of those who cry out that the hard
conditions of their lot make the struggle for
advancement hopeless.
There is not one of them in this whole city
who began life worse handicapped for the
He cams
race than August Brentano was.
to New York about a generation ago, a poor
immigrant from Austria. He could not speak
our language, he was a total stranger, and,
besides, he was afflicted with bodily deformities that would have crushed the spirit of a
less resolute man, and, perhaps sent him
down into the ranks of the permanently dependent. Nature had denied him the opporcareer

tunity of earning his living with his hands
for they were twisted and greatly deformed,
so that he was debarred from nearly all the

employments open to bis fellows. The
struggle for existance was therefore peculiarly hard for him, and the reasons for discouragement were extraordinarily great, since
doubtless, like all people so afflicted, his disposition was painfully sensitive, and he felt

that an evil and a cruel fate had set him
apart from tiie run of men.
But Brentano’s bodily
infirmities only
made him the more self-reliant aud determined to surmount the obstacles to success*
He was ready to set himself to work at any
n men

milt'

in

ms

aim

way

w ao

w 11.111 it

his restricted capacities. lie could carry and
sell newspapers, and though the business
was a humble one, the labor exhausting, aud
the rewards small, he went tnto It at the first
opportunity and pursued it with tireless zeal.
That was about thirty-five years ago, when

New York Newspapers were almost wholly
distributed by carriers from house to house.

Kach carrier had his definite route, and it
was his (unction not only to serve papers at
the doors, but to seek aud obtain new customers. The business required great industry and punctuality, and necessitated rising
before daylight and long and rapid walking
in all weathers In the gray of the morning.
It also involved no little risk in comparison
with the gains obtained, and demanded both
tact and patience in Its prosecution. Customers paid weekly, and accordingly there
were great numbers of bills to be collected
when the route had been made large enough
to be at all profitable. But an active and enterprising carrier was able to build up a
business whose good will eventually CUM to
have a pecuniary value like that of a mercantile establishment, or, more exactly, like
that of a milk or a bread route.
Accordingly when carriers wished to go
out of the business of delivering newspapers
they could sell their routes for hundreds of
dollars, and so obtain the aapital for larger
ventures.
In the old days, and even when Mr. Breutano landed in New York, there were comparatively few news stands. A business
which has now grown into enormous proportion, so that it gives employment to thousands
of people, was then In its beginning, aud he
was one of the earliest to take advantage of
the new method of distribution. We remember well when he set up his first news
stand on Broadway, where he at once attracted attention because of his appearance,
and won a profitable trade by reason of his
enterprise and anxiety to please his customers and anticipate their wants.. He wigs
noted for his promptness in getting the papers en his stand, and before long had increased the variety of his wares by including publications not often found at such a
place. If a customer wanted any periodical
which he did not have or sell, he was eager
to be allowed to get it for him, and get it he
would at any cost of running and Inquiry.
In that way Brentano’s news stand came to
have a celebrity which extended far beyond
the neighborhood In which it was situated'.
He succeeded in making his name known
more than that of any other newsdealer In
town.
Then, when be bad accumulated enough
money by prudence and economy, he entered
into a more ambitious field. He rented a
store and established what, if we remember
rightly, was the first, and for a long time the
only shop of the kind in New York. It was
on Broadway, and was stuffed with publications of every sort both domestic and foreign. If you could not find what you wanted
in that varied collection, Mr. Brentan
was
glad to be told of the lack in order that he
might supply it.
Therefore the demands of his increasing
custom taught him the proper; directions into
which to extend his business, until at last he
hml
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papers and periodicals, but also a bookstore
at which the
freshest
publications of
every kind could always be obtained.
Therefore when he removed his place of
business to Union square he was already a
prosperous man and there was no dealer of
the kind so well known as he, b ih in the
1 Vuple had
town and outside of its borders.
found out that what they could nor get elsewhere he was sure to have or to g ; for them

promptly.

Such a career ought to afTord < ucouragement to every clever and enterprising young
man who is disposed to grumble because his
circumstances are not what he would have
them. Mr. Brentano, too, was only one
among many who have risen in the same way
and in the same employment during the period covered by his career in this city. The
men who are now at the head of the great
news companies were generally trained to
the busim-s at little news stands, and they
have had the industry and ability to grow
with the growth of the present method of
newspaper and periodical distribution.
Nor were their chances greater than those
which arc all about us now. Other employments as humble and as little profitable as
the news business was when MV. Brentano
set up his stand on Broadway may to-day be
made the beginnings of fortunes.
St. Michael's Church

Stands

Firm.

There no longer seems to be any doubt St.
Michael’s church steeple was not moved or
its position in any way changed by the
earthquake. T ie wrenching of the front
and side of wall and the porch Is now attributed to tlio raising of certain parts of the
church and not to the sinking of the steeple,
as was at first supposed. This is conclusively shown by tiie fact that the floor and centre aisle of the church are raised in places at
some distance from the foundation of the
steeple, and that while the flagstone pavement of the vestibule, which runs through
me mmuie
was raised

oi

unuer

me lower

me

steepie,

CENTS.

WHERE IS EDWARD PAYSON POX.

to take the dead geese up Inbunr the

finally decided
to the attic,

separated.

Neal went across the street to a colored
barber, named Smith, and repeated his conversation with Adelsheime.
Smith said,
“¥nu take my advice and have nothing to do
with this thing.” When Smith was asked
today if he could verify Neal’s story, he said
“Yes.”
Adelsheime denies Neal’s story as a fabrication, but admits having known him in
Cedar Kapids.

Accounts.

Charles Francis Adams, Jr., president of
the Union Pacific Railroad Company, had

liquor dealers.

Arrival of the Kersarge.

Poutsmoctit, N. H., Nov. 15.—The

STAR.

New York, Nov. 13.—Society has received wiiii surprise the announcement which is
made here that the favorite amateur actress,
Mrs. James Brown Potter, has signed a
contract with Manager Abbey to appear under his direction next year. Mrs. Potter is
lo receive! it is said, the sum of $00,0000, and
until the period set for her professional debut w ill prosecute her dramatic studies in
Paris under the tuition of competent instructors. While in Paris, so it is ; reported, Mrs.
Potter will be domiciled under the roof of
her un de, Mr. McLane, United States Minist.pr t.n Frnnpft.
\Tn (Iptiinl nr nnnfiriii'itinn nf
the report has as yet been obtained from Mr.
A I) hey’s represen inti ve.

and receive

of the car drivers’ union will order a tie
up
unless the company gets up a new schedule.
A strike is expected within a week.

NEW

Report that Mrs. James Potter is to
Make Her Professional Debut Un-

than $1.75. The leaders

Death of Mrs.

charitable gifts.

Regard

to

decision of the

strikers last night whether or not to return
to work, led to serious complications
today.
A special meeting of the
Chicago Trades
Assembly had some time ago been called for
this afternoon, the understanding being that
action would be taken in regard to boycotting Armour.
Powderly’s order had led
many of the delegates to believe this morning that'the oliiect of the meeting had been
removed, but President Rowan had scarcely
rapped the Assembly to order when Qeorge

....

Counsellor S. C. Hatch of this city,
offers a reward of $1000 for the capture of
the Fletcher Brook murderers.

in

with the Government.

J~.|j
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f

through

WASHINGTON.

Internal Revenue
Commissioner Mills.

Pacific

The
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Suggestions

Return to Work.

ed to Have Occurred.
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Report

The Men Vote to Obey Powderly and

to the rigging. The vessel
\\ mu
Xhcriuo’tei
was the Carrie II. Spofford, Capt. Scott,
from Deer Isle for Boston, with granite for
J. S. Cram. She was 98 tons and 18 years
%
h
j
j to
old.
During early morning the vessel bePlaee of
Sfe I
| *
came disabled, and the captain determined
to
beach
her.
Observation.
£
;
She struck on the southern jetty, and the
captain, with Capt. Davis Marshall, a coast- influence throughout the land.
=
>
It was in vain that the
Z
ing pilot, 70 years old, and two sailors, took
opponents of the
g
resolution pointed out that the disobedience
to the rigging. A tremendous sea was runto
order
and
the
waves
would
dashed
be just as destrucning
over
the
unfor35 —n N W,Fsh Clear
Powderly’s
Eastporl, Me 29.37
tunate seamen and up to the cross trees, but tive to the Knights.
32
_o W
: 11 Clear
Schilling and Powers
Portland, Me 29.60
8
carried
their
the men clung on while the amateur life-savThe assembly immeMt.WasliiuTl 29.64
—41 NW 82 p'oggy
point.
34;
17 CJearc
X1 W
Boston, Mass 29.87
ing crew were doing thelF utmost to rig a diately adjourned. The great strike was also
36
New Londou|29.94
the chief topic of discussion in the Central
X4; \V | 10 IClear
breeches buoy to land the sailors.
The sec39
Lt Cloudy
xn W
Albany. N. Y 28.88
ond shut fired was perfectly aimed, and the
Labor Union.
Resolutions were adoptod
37
New York... 30.07
X5! NW 16 Clear
hawser was hauled aboard and secured to sending the strikers sympathy and the sub40
9 Clear
x« W
Philadelphia. 30.15
tlie
foremost.
stantial
When
the
of
life
the union.
support
NW
Lt
30.22
Clear
saving apparatus
40|
Washington..
X5|
was
T. R- Barry, of the Knights of Labor
40
8 Clear
X4 W
nearly ready to be run aboard,
Norfolk, Va. 30.24
gen49
era!
PXftClltlVft
hnnrd
msiirl t/viov flior hu l.n
the
W
6
30.33
Charleston...
Clear
mainmast fell with a
crash, the
47
—3 elm —|CIear
8avannali.Gai3 .36
men only escaping with their lives. The forelieved the men would go to work tomorrow,
49
—31 elm.IClear
Jacksonville. 30.33
and that the strike would end. He had
mast was shivered, and those on shore
V.....
Gtl Of
M;
vO,
V L' !
U
f’l.
thought it was only a question of a few sec- great hopes that tlie non-unionists would all
43
SW Lt Clear
Memphis.30.39
leave the packing houses in a short time,
onds
before
all
the
ton rigging would be
42
xlo SW Lt Clear
Cincinnati. 0 30.31
when all the striking Miignts could obtain
jueanwmie tue breeches buoy
swept away,
33
_o SW Lt Clear
Pittsburg.... 30.24
had reached the vessel's deck. Capt. Martheir old positions. This afternoon he saw
41
x3 W
17 Cloudy
Buffalo, N.Y. 30.08
43
shall was given the first chance to come I " hat assemblies he could, urgiug them to
23 Cloudy
x16 W
Oswego. 29.97
30
9 Clear
o W
Cleveland... 30.20
ashore, but the poor man, as be was being ! comply with tlie order and return to work.
38
W
7 Clear
Detroit. 30.20
led to the basket, fell from exhaustion to the
Only two assemblies of Knights of Labor
33
0 Pair
x8 IW
Alpena,Mlcli 30. >4
are known to have refused to
vessel’s deck. The other 2three were thorratify Pow33
10 Clear
o W
Marquette... 30.18
oughly benumbed, but finally succeeded in derly’s order. These two are under the lead
42
Lt Clear
x6 W
Chicago, ills. 30.30
of
their
him
into
Master
tlie
41
lashing
and
he was pulled
Workman, George Schilling,
Milwaukee. 30.24
buoy
X0 NW 10 Clear
and that known as the mixed
ashore nearly dead. He was taken to the
34
0 Clear
_4 W
Dnlntli.MIun 30.32
assembly, the
36
7 Cloudy
Master Workman of which is Win. Butler,
_i N
Sl.pHul.Minu 30.41
station, physicians sent for, and in a few
60
St. Louis. Mo 30.32
x9 SW 14 Cloudy
who ordered tlie strike. The packors and
hours was considered out of danger. The
39
Leavenworth 30.30
x3 Cltn
Clear
other three men were landed, and when the their foreman met today at Armour’s to pre49
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last one was saved a grand shout weut
pare fur a return of the men tomorrow.
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from those who had worked heroicly to save
Shortly after the meeting a placard was
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lives
issued headed: “General Order No. 1”, and
of
their
fellowmen. The rescued
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men were taken to the station and made as
was signed by Sheriff Hanchell.
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comfortable as possible. To Thomas Daily,
tlie
of
the
various
employes
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the cook, great praise is due.
Denver, Col.. 30.23
Twice he was j packing houses desiring work would report
El Paso, Tex. 30.18
60
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thrown down in the
at
the
places
men
of
designated
each
deep surf, wounding his
W. W. KI< UKL11K1<<JKB,
head, but he quickly rallied and inspired his house being given a separate location, w here
crew
the manager with the assistance of the foreSergeant, Sigual < orps, l v
by his bravery. Among those who
assis ed m the grand work were several
man would select from the Hub of the rebusiness men of Newburyport.
turning strikers such men as desired to come
MAINE.
to work on that or any other day, giving to
Nkw \ ouk, Nov. 13.—Au usually
heavy
each man a pass with the name of tlie iirui
snow storm for this time in the season ocBound Over for Trial.
stamped on It which will admit him iuto
cureil last night and today in the northern
the militia picket lines. After having select[Special to the Fbess.]
part of New England and New York State.
ed the men they desire, the managers will reIt was doubtless the heaviest fall so
in
Richmond, Nov. 13.—Mrs. Hannah Huntearly
quest tlie balance to return home and report
the winter for over ten years.
Jt seems to
ington, for an alleged attempt to poison have been more
again at some place on any day that may be
severe in northern New
named by the manager.
Win. Merrill’s cow, was this week bound
Alter this' had
l ork, where nearly 20 inches has fallen, and
been posted in public places other manifeswhere at last accounts it was still snowing.
over for trial at the December term of the
toes
on
wrapping paper appeared, advising
There was a heavy snow fall last night in
Supreme Court.
the strikers to remain out.
The foreman of
V\ atertown, and snow is still falling now.
the
houses made some of their selections
at
Readfleld.
It
is
over
a
foot
and
a half.
Forgery
Trains are mure this
afternoon and issued passes to choice
than an hour late on all the roads leading to
[Special to tlie Fbess.]
mechanics, those having families being most
the city. There is over a foot of snow on
Readfiei.d, Nov. 13.—Reuel Fletcher, of the ground
favored.
at Auburn, and it is still snowThere is a general anticipation of a great
Mt. Vernon, was arrested Friday for forgery.
ing. The heaviest snow storm ever experideal of trouble tomorrow and for several
enced thus early in the season is now preThe arrest caused a great deal of exciteuieut
weeks
to come.
About the only disorder
vailing at Geneva. Snow is 20 inches deep
and talk, although for some time there have
reported today was at Fourth and Loomis
on a level and in drifts from three to six feet
streets.
been reports of crookedness and conjectures
Nelson Morris, tlie packer, had
deep. Trains on all the tracks centering at
as to what it might he.
Fletcher was arrest- Geneva are two hours late. At 8 o'clock this sent a milk wagon from his establishment to
the
to get some milk.
depot
A mob of
morning the storm at Ithaca measured exed and brought before Trial Justice Lowe of
hoodlums surrounded it and cut loose the
one
deep on a level. There is a
this place, where lie pleaded guilty to the actly windfoot
horses, roughly handled the two men in tlie
and the snow is drifting badly.
high
tlie conveyance
wagon, overturned
and
charge of forging the name of Lewis Gordon
Railroad travel is considerably impeded and
turned
tlie milk out into the gutter.
Three
all
trains
are
late. Fears are entertained of
of East Readfield, to a note of $103. Failing
men were airested for the offence.
disastrous floods in the valley if the snow
to get bonds he was today committed for
At a mass meeting of the Knights of Labor
goes off suddenly.
One foot of snow fell at
trial.
Rochester last night, and it is still snowing assemblies, about 2000 voted tonight to obey
Mr. Powderly and return to work tomorrow.
Fletcher has been engaged in the organ
and blowing furiously. Trains are impeded
At first the vote was 1142 to 265 against
and
Reports from Utica, Albany,
business in addition to carrying on a small
delayed.
while inauy refused to vote, but
EMpra, Buffalo and poiuts along the Hud- Powderly,
the speeches of Barry and Carleton finally
farm, and is well known in this section as a son river,
bring information of a great snow brought
out an unanimous vote in favor of
It is known that in the
music teacher.
storm. Fifteen inches of snow has fallen at
uat'K tu wurk.
hands of the banks, and wealthy men in this I Syracuse. Northern trains are snowed in
and
western
trains
are
delayed several
vicinity, are a number of notes for various I hours.
LOST IN STOCK SPECULATION.
amounts, and whether the signatures atDover, N, H., Nov. 14.—The first snow of
fochud 'ipd rxitininp nr nnt i< nnnr «» wiiltinnt I
the season fell at Dover last night.
Three
inches fell and it was still snowing this mornWhat Tabraham
of interest to the holders.
Says About the
ing. Six inches of heavy snow fell in HanFour Inches of Snow at Sanford.
Money Alleged to Have Been Misapover last night and it .was still falling this
propriated.
Sanford, Nov. 13.- -Nearly four inches of morning. Six inches of snow fell at Rochester last night.
snow has fallen throughout this section durNew York, Nov. 13.—Hubert J. TabraBurlington, Vt., Nov. 13.—A snowstorm
the Boston stock broker, who was
ing the night.
began last night and continued today, be- abm,
arrested in this city on Tuesday last on the
A Schooner Ashore.
tween 11 and 12 inches having fallen. The
of having embezzled $3000 from a
charge
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Nov. 13.— street cars are blockaded aud put on run- Boston woman in June, 1884, was surrenners.
dered
to Officer George J. Pinkerton of the
Schooner Mary Jane Arey from New York,
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 13.—Schooner Boston police, who held a requisition signed
of and for Winterport, Maine, cargo coal,
Snow Bird is ashore at Charlotte, with crew
by Governor Hill. The prisoner was brought
fouled another vessel at Kdgartown this
safe. The barge E. C. Buel, which started
from police headquarters, where lie has been
from Oswego in tow of tug Protector, is
confined since his arrest, to the district atmorning and iiad her stern badly damaged. out
ashore at Braddock’s Point. Nothing can be
He waived the service of
torney’s office.
She afterwards went ashore in the harbor.
learned of her condition.
An unknown
the requisition and expressed a willingness
schooner from Pictou, Ont., is also ashore at to Immediately return to Boston.
River Improvements.
Braddock’s Point. The whereabouts of the
The prisoner, who was represented today
Biddeford, Nov. 13,—The contract for barge Bolwin are unknown.
by a well known New York criminal lawyer
extending the breakwater at Saco river for
Syracuse, N. Y., Nov. 13.—Snow’ to the asserts that ho will he able to prove his inwhich the government appropriation of $12,depth of 15 inches has fallen here. Northern nocence in court. He says the money alleged to have been misappropriated was simply
trains
are snowed in and Western trains are
was
500 was recently made,
today awarded
lost in stock speculations authorized by the
to George Andrews of this
There delayed several hours.
city.
The complainant had a civil
Greenville, N. H., Nov. 13.—Three complainant.
Andrew’s bid was 98
were seven bidders.
suit
against him, Tabraham says, and not
inches of snow have fallen in this section.
cents per ton.
succeeding in it tried the criminal proceed-
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Dr. Heed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
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His Accounts

Right,

His Habits Good

But H« Can't be Pound.

Friday morning the Prxrh announced that
Mr. Edward P. Fox, employed by Comey *
Co.. New York, was missing, and giving hl»
description. The New York Tribune of Saturday gives the following account of bis
loss:
"It Is thirteen days since Edward
Payson Fox walked out of the store of Co*
mey A Co., No. 577 Broadway, *n whose employ he had been for thirteen years, and
neither his family nor his employers have
been able to find any trace of him since. Mr.
Fox was the confidential bookkeeper, cor
respondent and salesman of Comey A Co.,
and on Nov. 1 went to the store, as was hia
custom, about 9 a. m.
He opened the safe,
read the mail, wrote a postal card to bis
mstber, who lives in Monmouth. Me., and
then, without putting on hie overcoat, went
out of the store without saying a word.
There was nothing singular about this, for
he was not accustomed to give explanations
of his comings In or goings out, unless he
was to be gone an unusually long time.
As he did not return that day. great alarm
was felt for his safety, and the store waa
usual, and
kept open for an hour later than
then Superintendent Murray was communiat
all
the police
strict
cated with. A
Inquiry
stations and hospitals failed to reveal where
A thorough Inspecthe missing man was.
tion of the books of Comey A Co. showed
that they balanced to a penny, and also that
Mr. Fox had charged himself with #100, only
a portion of the money due him by the firm,
No reason can
the Saturday previous.
be assigned for Mr. Fox’s sudden departure,
for, in addition to blsJaccounb being straight
it is said that bis family relations were of
the pleasantest kind.
He has a young wife
and a two-vear.uld son, of whom he was exceedingly fond, and whom he kissed affectionately before he left home. Then, too,
on

his

habits were of the strictest kind. He
drank, seldom smoked, and was a
member of Dr. Armitage's Fifth Avenue
never

Baptist church.

Some years ago, when suffering from debilit is reported that he wandered in his
mind fur several days. On the day he disappeared be was not feeling well, and told his
little son that he might return home in the
course of the
morning. As he was also subject to heart trouble. It was thought that possibly he has temporarily lost his mind, but
as every measure has been taken to find him
without avail, fonl play Is now feared.
H. A. Karnes, who knew Mr. Fox, says that
lie met him in Broadway, between 10 a. in.
and noon on the day on which he disappeared. Mr. Crafts, who knew him by sight,
says that he passed him in Houston street,
about 11.30 a. m., going toward the Bowery,
on the day following, and thought to himself
"How well Fox is looking." Mr. Crafts also
says that be noticed that Mr. Fox had eviA Miss Ludinm,
dently Inst been shaven.
with whose aunt Mr. Fox hail boarded at Asbury Park this summor, says that she passed
him in East Broadway in the afternoon ot

ity,

f

aomn

slut/

flint

If

f'vaftu

I*

eatis

ha

eata

him.

She, too, noticed how well he looked.
Many photographs, of him have been distributed aoout the country, and a liberal reward
is offered to any one giving information as
to where he is.

THE STATE.
axuhoscoooix couxty.
Boston parties are looking over the Androwater
scoggin
power at Lewiston.
AJtOOHTOOK COUXTY.
A special election
to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of the late Charles Parrel, representative-elect from the Van Buren
class, was held on Monday, November stb.
There were 'bree candidates: Thomas Keegan of Houlton, nominated by the Democrats ; Isaac W Keaeson of Limestone, nominated by the Republicans; and Alexis Cyr,
who represented the district in tbo last Legislature, and who has been elected by the
Republicans, and who now ran as an independent candidate but claimed to be a Democrat. yet drew his support almost If not
from the Republican side. The rewholly
sult of the election was as follows: Keegan,
308; Kenneson, 78; Cyr, HO.
The starch factory in Blaine has manufactured 47,000 bushels of potatoes Into
starch the present season, and the one located in Mars Hill, about three miles distant, has ground 40,000 bushels, making a
total of 87,000 bushels raised within a circuit
ef five miles. The price paid was from 38 to
<£2$ cents per barrel. The farmers have also
imberof bushels for the
starch factor; is now

CUXCKKl.AXD COUXTY.
haspoisoned an ox and horse of
Herbert of MeKenney, who lives in ScarPeanut
shells containing Paris
borough.
green were found in the barn and a man was

Some

one

prowling about the place one night.
Wilfred W. Dennett of Brunswick, formerly of Bath, died Wednesday, of heart
trouble and paralysis at the age of 19 years 8
mouths. He was a graduate of the Bath
High School class of 80, and was attending
Bowdoln College when taken ill.
seen

FHAXKL’X

COpXTY.

Tile Franklin county commissioners have
decided to lay out a road from Madrid to the
Sandy river lower pond, via the West branch
says the Phonograph. It Is believed the
nnn

l,n K..J1* f... la.U-1 »l.nn E.lfVWl s.„l I* I.

said that the decision of the commissioners
is conditional upon a legislative appropriation sufficient to render unnecessary a local
tax for its construction.
HAXCOCK COUXTT.

It Is

that the Atlantic House. Bar
reported
lias been sold tor
$40,000.

Harbor,

KNOX

COUXTT.

The Winslow Packing Company have put
up 71,000 cans of corn at their Camden factory this season.
KEXXKBECCOUXTT.

WTnthrnp sends $300.80 in cash to the Eastport sutferors; about $400 worth of clothing

also sent.
The Methodist church in Wlnthrop Is to
have a new bell costing $300.
There is an actual crusade against the rumsellers in Hallowell.
A movement Is made to have the Augusta
waterworks extended to Hallowed.
Thirty-seven girls have been committed to
the Mufne Industrial Schools for girls In
Hallowed since the opening of the new
school budding January last.
was

OXKOHO COUXTT.

The Masons of Norway
temple next season.
PEXOB8COT

propose to erect a

COUXTT.

Fred doff of I>exter. who has been attending school in Boston, was aeddentady shot,
while on a hunting expedition a week ago
.Saturday, receiving a bad wound. At last
accounts he was as wed as could be expected.
For the purpose of obtaining a water supply, the citizens of Lincoln will present to
the next legislature a petition for a village
corporation charter.

Newport has raised $300 by subscription

for a fire engine.
The Dexter Gazette says that a barn at Argyie, owned by Benjamin Ballard, and containing 13 tons of hay, farming ;tools, etc.,
was struck bv lightning la week ago Saturday night, and burned to the ground.
SOMERSET

COUXTT.

Boynton Bros, of Lexington, who recently
lost two horses by breaking through a bridge
at Flagstaff, will demand payment of the
The
county, says the Fairfield Journal.
If the matter is
damages are set at $3000.
not settled by the County Commissioners at

eighteen Inches In the centre, the once, suit will be brought at the December
condition and arrangement of the angle* has | term of court.
not been changed in the slightest degree.
WASHINGTON COVXTY.
would seeui to show that the earth
which raised and lowered the lighter
portions of the structure were not powerful
enough to affect the heavy base of tlie steeple.
The central aisle and vestibule, from Meeting
street nearly as far back as the chancel, are
raised and lowered, while in the middle of
the aisle the opening of a good-sited tlssure
The tlagstones In the cenean still be seen.
tre of the vestibule, which was raised about
inches
eighteen
by the earthquake, have
sunk about eight inches, and are .gradually
settling down to their former level. In shoring up the front wall of the church the tint
pew on the north side of the aisle has been
removed, disclosing a large cavity in the
wall produced by a shell during the bombardment of the city. The spot was covered
at time by the sexton, with a board bearing
the date of the oceutrenee, August, 1803.
The shell Itself Is believed to be imbedded
about two feet under the ground.—Charleston (S. C.) News and Courier.
Tills

waves

The Death

Rate.

The whole number of deaths in the city foi
week was 11, from the
last
following

The Calais Times says that the Malue Red
Granite Company have secured another order of $17,000 for red granite plant cases fur
the Capitol at Washington.
These plant
cases form part of the terrace that Is (wing
built around the north, west and south sides
of the Capitol, and which is considered to be
the finest terrace In the world.
The fled
Ileach granite now extends all
along the
south side, ami this year's contract will
complete the entire length of the west or
principal front of the Capitol, The company have also received an order for .lot) tons
rough stone for the front of a large block of
buildings in Raltlnmre.
YOUK COUNTY.

Henry Raker, a carpenter In the employ of
the I.aconla company, was found dead on
the floor of his mom in Antholne's block ou
Alfred street, Sunday forenoon.
His death
seems to have been dne to some sudden illness.
Mr. Raker was about 49 years old and
leaves a mother living at Old Orchard, two
sisters and a brother.
Wells has no fire department, but ought to
have

one.

A few days ago a son of Amos Allen of Alfred, while riding on his bicycle on the road
-WARDSDiseases.
12 3 4 5*7 Total.
leading from Alfred to Sanford, found a val1
Cliolcralnfaiitum
1
| liable gold watch andchaln. Up to the pres2
Diphtheria.— 2-! ent time no Inquiries
regarding the lost
1
1
Epilepsy.
I property have been made.
3
Heart.
1 1
1
2
Alfred Pierce of Limerick, obtained hi*
1
Infantile.
l
Peritonitis.
1
i
papers last week for t pension, on account
1
t
Teething.
of his son, who was In the army.
He re3 8
Total.
7 7 1 2 l7 : celves $2,ia« hack |u>y and $12 a month.
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The Yantic to Co to

The IT. S.

steamer

Aspinwall.

Yanntlc arrived in

Norfolk, two days front Newport. She wil
remain two or three days at the former plact
to coal and provision the ship, nnd will then

Bowdoin College.
The following have been announced of the
senior class to participate In the Senior and
Junior exhibition to occur at the end of the
term: C. J. Goodwin,
Fartulngtou, salutetorlan; C. B. Burleigh,
Augusta; E. L.
Means. Mlllbridge; A. W Merrill, Farmington E. T. Little, C. H. Verrill, Auburn; I.

Aspinwall, to look out for America!' j
Affairs on the Isthmus
property Interests.
are reported to lie in a “feverish” state.
II
Is probable that i>. man-o-war will bo ordered ! C. Plummer, Yarmouth; C.
to Panama for similar reasons.
I lent. Mass
sail for

C

Choate,

Se-

-—

PRESST]

THE

The meaures are the stopserions danger.
ping of immigration and the limiting of suffrage to owners of real estate who can read.
“Let the farmers,” he says, “do the voting
and all will be well.” He thinks “the ragtag
and bobtail of the large cities are less fit to
vote than the farmer’s oxen.” His programme, if carried out, would surely des ioy the Democratic party in every Northern ■state, so that Is not entirely without
merit.
______

MONDAY MORNING, NOV. 16.
We do not read anonymous letters and common
The name and address of the writer are
11 all eases indispensable, not
necessarily for pul>
ication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
•immunicauons that are not used.

Elions.

The balcony at the base of Liberty's torch
Is now open to visitors, but no one has yet
tried to jump from It.

CURRENT COMMENT.
A PITY IT IS NOT TliUK.

understand them.

head.
_

The Mayor of Charleston acknowledges
the receipt of 8100,000, which Boston has
sent to aid the sufferers from the earthquake.
He acknowledges also that the people of the
North are pretty good people.
Mr. Black, late Democratic candidate for
governor of I’ennsylvania, says the anti-administration Democrats heat him by staying
at home. Then there is such a thing as an
unti-adminlstration Democrat.
Wo suspected it some time ago.
entertainment in the Opera
House at San Francisco was bringing in
85,500 for the Charleston sufferers Saturday
night, nine thousand people In the same city
were paying $12,000 to see the sufferer Ryan
pounded by Sullivan.
an

The Supreme Court of Massachusetts has
decided that it is unlawful to keep barber
shops open on Sunday In that State. Some
of the “boss" barbers

don't like it. h.it the

tutu who worked seven
days in the week
without any time to themselves are perfectly
satisfied.

That woman suffrage bill that was lost in
the Vermont Legislature is described as
hardly worth passing. It proposed to give
the ballot only to those women who owned
two hundred dollars worth of taxable property. This w ould have crowded out both the
needy spinster and the woman w hose only
possession is a shiftless husband.

Tlie affairs of Grant & Ward are perplexing the courts of New York Mayor Grace
*s soon to be made to explain how lie cleared
$150,000 out of the concern. There is also
considerable curiosity to know how Grace’s
hanker, E. H. Tobey, who is supposed to be
in Peru, cleared $100,000 out of the same

bankrupt concern.
In an address at the Harvard celebration
!>r. Oliver Wendell Holmes said that Emerson
came from "the daintiest
sectarian
circle of the time in the whole
country.”
Imagine the horror of the Autocrat when he
took up a newspaper and found himself accused of saying that Emerson came from the

dirtiest sectarian circle, etc.

It is not to
be wondered ttiat for once he broke his rule
of not correcting newspaper errors and asked
the Boston Advertiser to set him right.
The Emigration Commissioner at New
York was surprised the other day. Nine

Bosnian gypsies, witli a performing donkey
and three bears, came in on a Spanish steamer.
Thinking them little better than paupers, and wishing to spare the country the
infliction, he told them they could not land
unless they showed some money.
Thereupon they produced a large bag filled with nickels and silver, which the astonished commissioner estimated at about $5000. This incident suggests that they are likely to be more
costly to this country than would an equal
number of paupers.
The French Canadian National Club of
Biddeford announce the purposes of their
organization. There are, they say, over
800.000

French

Canadians in flip TTni*p«i

States; they
live better
“they
here, have more comfortable homes and enjoy
more luxuries than they could ever expect
by
returning to their native land;” and, in
short, they are “here to stay” and to take
their" place in society as a part of American
society. "The object of the Club National is
to improve the French people of Biddeford
morally, intellectually and socially, and
above all to do its part in making them like
find that

can

other useful American citizens.
The Pan- Electric speculators are in a bad
way. If they bring their suit in the name of
the government in the Circuit court for the
Massachusetts district they will bring it before judges who have once decided all the
chief points at issue in favor of the Bell Company. The suit was brought In Ohio because
it was believed it would get a more favorable
hearing there *han anywhere else. But the
Ohio judge kicked it out of court and now
Attorney General Garland’s wicked partners
don’t know what to do. The Attorney General
used to have good luck at law, but bad luck
at poker.
Since he got in with the Pan
Electric speculators his luck at law' appears
to have changed.

Springfield Republican.
It Is understood ut Ottawa that the Dominion government Ini'no foot a
scheme to appoint another llshcrii' commission, two
members of which shall be from the United
States, two from Canada and a fifth member
neither American nor English. Canada will
propose that the United States shall give
Canada a stipulated sum for tlie use of the
inshore fisheries, thus being left free to arrange the importation of fish into the States
as t ongress may decree.
It is useless to
discuss the merits of the proposed commission. It certainly is an evidence of a desire
to readjust our relations upon this question.
But Canada suffers as much from the orescut naru and last
prohibition as we do, and
any further subsidy from this country to
Canada or Great Britain for fishing privileges
is utterly out of the
question. The position
cannot be put too plainly before the colonial
and the imperial ministries.

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

will be produced in New York

Wednesday.

Should Mr. Carlisle be chosen Speaker,
Mr. Mills of Texas, by reason of his
present
position on the Ways and Means Conunitte
is spoken of as chairman.
While James D. Fish is said to be break-

Every package

alum,

or

any adulteration

whatever.]

warranted.
by all dealers.
Cook Book free.
Biiniford Chemical Worlu, Providence, K. I. j

three stockyard capitalists In that city, Alle.rton, Morris and Cudahy, against which
the wratli of the strikers has been most directed, began their business lives as obscure
and penniless laborers.
Prof. A. A. Hodge of Princeton seminary,
who died on Thursday at the age of 0.'!, belonged to a family of theologians.
His
brother, C. W. llodgc, is a Princeton professor, and his father was Dr. Charles
Hodge, the eminent Presbyterian divine.
Prof. A. A. Hodge was for a time a foreign
missionary, but after returning to this country and preaching in several churches, he
was
appointed in 18(14 professor of didactic,
historical and polemical theology in the
Western seminary at New York; in 187!) he
accepted a similar position at Princeton the-

ological seminary.
The Boston Transcript has this good story: “A very amusing thing occurred at
Cambridge on Monday. Among the distinguished representatives from other colleges

present at tile Harvard celebration was Kev.
McCosli of Princeton. When President Eliot read the list of honorary degrees, Dr. McCosh was not a little surprised to find that
his name, and therefore his college, did not
appear. He was naturally indignant. It
was a snub to himself and to the
college
which he had the honor to represent. He
would show that he felt this Insult
deeply.
He left his seat and the building, and
proceeded to the house of Mr. Peabody, with
whom he had been staying, packed his valise. shook the dust of Cambridge from liis
feet, and left it with a vow never to see it
again Upon reaching home the doctor disthat he had Kami maria
Harvard in 18(56/*

covered

Catarrh to

on

T I

i\

^

_

Consumption.

Catarrh in its destructive force stands next to
undoubtedly leads on to consumption.
It is
therefore singular Uiat those afflicted with this
fearful disease should not make It the
object of
their lives to rid themselves of it.
Deceptive remedies concocted by Ignorant pretenders to
medical
knowledge have weakened the confidence of the
of
great majority
sufferers in all advertised remedies. They become resigned to a life of
misery
,orture themselves with doubtful palBut this will never do.
Catarrh must be met at
every stage ami combatted with all our might, in
many eases the disease lias assumed dangerous
symptoms. The bones and cartilage of the nose, the
orgaus of hearing, of seeing and of tasting so affected as to be useless. Die uvula so
elongated, the
throat so inflamed and Irritated as to produce a
constant and distressing cough.
Sanford’s Radical Cure meets every phase
of Catarrh, from a simple iiead cold to
the most
stages. It is local and
“■JJjjoine an,d destructive
constitutional.
Instant in relieving, permanent in
curing, safe, economical and never failing
Each package contains one bottle of the Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal
Solvent, and an
Improved Inhaler with treatise; price, *1.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co.. Boston.

datives11811

TIi&M&wnrmly

_

H«r

TWENTY-FIVE

imon

1

4..

—

debility or dissipation,

one minute
mi.|*n■ u

e. a & a

are

relieved

intends to concentrate the troops at the
more important strategic
points. Fort Snclliug, Minnesota, is said to he one of the
points, and it is expected that at least two
regiments will be concentrated there next
spring. Army officers are represented as
saying that the Northwestern Canadian frontier is our weakest point, and that this fort
should be garrisoned and strengthened, as a
precaution against possible troubles with

Now if this administration is
preparing for
with England there is
one
strategic
point in Maine that should he improvedthat is Fort Kent.
Bub Bean could take
care of the Moose
Biver road, and the
Shaekers would make It hot for Invaders
over on the other side; but Fort
Kent should
be fortified.
on

Saturday devoted its

Send for Circulars

_

J. D.
public
CHENEY, Piauoaud Organ tuner has a
alate at Horse R. R. Station opposite Preble
House. P. O. address Deerlng Maine. Recap
ping piano hammers a specialty.29 4

&

Tea. Address NAT’L. TEA & COFFEE, CO.,
Boston, Mass.oct22eod&w3m

energetic man, to represent us.
$75 per month and expenses.
Goods staple; everyone buys, outfit and particulars free.
STANDARD SILVERWARE CO.,

Boston.oct22eod&w3m

to board;
few horses
WANTED—Horses
would be takeu to board by the subscriber,
reasonable
with
a

large assortment and are prepnrcil lo adjust the same
principles. We use NACHET’S TRIAL CASE, together
with the OPTRALIUOSC'OPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods know'll for detecting all optical defects of the eye and detera

sep28-6

people of Portland to know
WANTED—The
that MRS. SNOW. Magnetic Physician,
Test and Business Medium, has returned from
her vacation, and can again be found In her
parlors in Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India.
Office hours. 0 to 12 a. in., 2 to 6 and 7 to 10
m.

p.

STEINWAY.

and

Ex-

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness hy all
Chemist* and Physicians who have examined It
I have given this powder a
thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to he recommended'for
wholesomeness and efficiency.”
RICHARD ( STANLEY. A. M. Ph. I).
Professor Chemistry and Geology. Bates
College
State Assayer of Maine from '76 to ’83.
■

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

IMcase call ami hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful Instruments.

TE CHN ICON.

good
HOBME
worker, dark brown color, six years
FOR

noU__

<uf_

I

M

nicely matched. Can be

_3
above lines

These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Pei sans to whom the
not appear equally black at five or ten feet, have a visual imper ectton which comtno
not improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of he

TUNING TO ORDER.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street llloek, Portland.

dtf

GOLD WATCHES!
v

buy

in GOLD WATCHES. If you
v.ntihi nay you to ceil early

large stock of silver Watches always on hand,
prices io suit the times. Pinger Bings a specally. Call and see my prices In the big show
vlndow of my new store, 177 MIDDLE STREET,
the P. O.
octbd&w

C. H. LAMSON.

{JIM

F ARRCN

Price 75 Go and 33 ell.
Krlday, Nov, lath.

Hale

mences

"WOODBURY

&

MCLTM,

of seats

rom-

novlldtd

PORTLAND CADETS,
l«lh

1441 II.

d

spectacles wi 1

Spectacles for 25

Eye glasses for 25

cents.

50

“

11

“

11

100 pieces Camels’Hair Homesppn, 54 in.
wide, 62 cents
worth $1.00.
100 pieces Cilbert 6-4 Suitings, all colors, at 75
cents,
been selling for $1.00.

41

TjTOR MALE-A lodging house on Tremont
A
street, Boston, Mass., 18 rooms, all full;
walnut
and painted Rets;
furniture, black
carpets, tapestry and ingrain. Rent *71 a mouth.
Price *000. Cause of selling, sickness. Call or
address MISS L. FOY, 342 Tremont street. Boston, Mass.
10-4

A

MALE—New milk cows, at TEWKESFOR
BURY FARM, Ocean St., Peering.
12tf
MALE
Owner leaving the country will
FOR
sacrifice for *400, Boarding and Lodging
House In

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each. PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for 1.50 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Ulass.
A Large Variety of Go d Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best quality, al $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each

Corner
migO

Nos. 28.

Sale ot Reserved Seats open at their Armory,
Nov. 10tb, at 1 o'clock,

evening,
Tuesday
nov 10

_eodat

SOCIAL ASSEMBLY

186 MIDDLE STREET.

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 16.

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECTKITIES
for Savings Banks and Trust

Funds constantly

on

octi

41 CMC It V (HV4DUR.
Tickets admitting (lent and Ladles, GO cents,
nov13
d8t

GRAND PR0MENADEC0NCER1

hand.

eoutf

FOR TLANI)

TRUST COMPANY
City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

516

and teams of a Contractor having
THE
large amount of stevedore and custom
work. Cause of

r, h. steams & Go.,

Are You Familiar with the Plans
OF THE

selling is the owner wishes to reApply to
CHASE, I.EAVITT A CO.,

tire on account of age.
novlldlw

or

COFFEE PARTY,
ix aid or

—

—

ST. DOMINIC’S COMRM
or

—

ST. VINCENT DE
—

GRANULATED

AT

PAUL,

—

make the above

unprecedented low price.

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
585 and 587 Congress and 235 Middle Streets.

nov8

TO

LET.

TOrooms, bath room, cemented

TreiuontSt. and Temple Place,

RENT—Tenements In the new houses
on Grant between State and Melien streets.
The above are finished in cherry and white wood,
with modem Improvements, and well arranged for
comfort and convenience, will be ready Nov. 20th
BEN J AMIN SHAW, 48 Vi Exchange St.
11-1

FOB

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS

LET—Brick house No. 10 Gray street 10
TO
with all modern conveniences; plenty
ot
house has

Just been papered and painted
thoroughout. Rent low. Inquire of CHAS. H.
RANDALL, 21U Commercial street or N. 8. GARDINER Exchange street.
n-i

BASKETS.

RENT—Until May 1887 a furnished
house pleasantly and centrally located; modern Improvements.
Apply toJ.D. DEXTER*
CO., 482 Cungress

FOR

Ms for Holidays a Specialty,

St._

our

stock of

Fall and Winter goods. It is more
complete than ever before, and

includes everything that is nobby
and stylish in the shoe line, and
qualities and prices to suit all

pockelbooks.

TELL YOUR WIVES
Ladies floods
complete and as usual,
include all the correct style's.
W e want to show you our goods.
Come and see them.
lines of

are now

PALMER,
Congress

Street.

HAVING

PHCENIX
INSURANCE CO.,
HARTFORD,
..

Reserve tor

NET

H

an

Prle« *2.00. Address Mrs.
r ^lW.,‘"llHadley,
rr,',aralll>"'
W.
128 Summer St., Lynn, Mass.
oct22
cod3m

eodtf

WATER C01PAAV.

Notice to Builders and Others.
service pipes being put In before the
rjl(»
1 close of the season, applications must lie
made for the same before November 2fith.
novlOd2\v
GEO. P.WESCOTT, Treasurer.

I CURE FITS!

When I Buy cur© 1 do not mean tnerelv to
©lop them Tor ©
time and then have them return
again. I mean a radical cur®
t,,8e*8® *'f FITS. EPILEPSY or FALLING
sickness a life long
study. lwarrant my remedy tocuro
the worst cases. Because
others have failed 1© no reason for
not now receiving a cure. Send at once for a treatise and a
Bo*** of my infallible remedy. Giro Express and Font
GOlce. It costs you nothing for a trial, and 1 will cure you.
Address Dr. II. (T. BOOT, lM Pearl Bt.+Naw fork.

i.iV2J22de \ho

llOVG

Reinsurance.oaf
t?i «*
SURPLUS,
921,814.62
jr.

oct29

:«* Barkan

"«’r.

*«•_e0<l3w I

X

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman

*4 Silk

■

Curtain.,

Curtain Fixtures,

UPHOLSTER / HARDWARE.
W1 MAKS

(Boston, Mmw.)

Spiced Seasoning.

ap21

Sample

Box to Flavor Eight-Pound
aeut for 'i-cent atarnp,

*

htanlkt T. Ptujw,

GroSrErisCtfs.
PIAN03
tmc mewr**

Conparties,

near

otiier

taken rooms at
543 • ‘A POIH1RKSS
NTRKET,
where I shall be pleased to see
my patients atm
friends.
novl2d2w

1
1

_

IttllUMM
TiCSC
M IBtf/tNLiM

AMO OMWJri.ITT WOl MI**U9MI0 A «tft»
TATICM 0MC9OAAH0
IT AMT MAMlirABTUMli-

ORGANPIANO

CIDER BARRELS.

CO-

■si TREMONT ET. .-*■-. BOSTON.MAS3■PID FOB CATALOGUE AND PRICES
*r.NTIQN PAPER-

i®*pf barrels Just received and for sale
Ar>NE
by R. STANLEY* SON, 410 Fore Street
rortland.
sep20dH

eb24
II

Frank C. Crocker.

decl___audit

BONDS!
Rockland.Ms * 4s
No. Pacific Uold-Ks
Anson.4s

ROBINSON, Baritone,
OK BOSTON.

At Union Hall,

Wednesday,

Hath.Ss & 4s
Maine Central 7s A Ss
P. & O. It. K—Ks

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
104 HIDOI.I!

January 1.1884.

(STREET, Portlaad.
tanldtf

PER CENT RONDS GUARANTEED

by the Mh^wnltcr .Harijgniie €’•.
More
than
Savings Banks in New Hampshire

fifty

Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Irdivlduals are
investing in this class of securities.
illustrated pamphlet.
an,

HTORE-Has rePORTLAND BIRD
UI1d*‘i the United
th<; ,new ,ture
,adfe»
f,hestock ofenWknee on Congress 8tside. A full
young singing
male canaries on

suudrfes

hand; also birds of every variety
pIu,nas!e' ‘"Betlier with seed and

°r

s^

BOARDED—At my

Call or

ROOM*.
front

and

GRAND

FOX HUNT,
OX

—

MOGES ISLAND, November 18th, 188$.
Steamer leaves Burnham’s Wharf, Portland, at
Union Wharf, Yarmouth, at M.30.
Tickets—fueludlhg permission to uuut. Boat
Fare, and a Omni Dinner. ON a: IIOI.I.IH.
(’•’’’Each man bringing a fox hound will be

7 a. m.; leaves

charged 60 cents

extra.

Tickets for sale by T. B. DAVIS; J. M. (;i BUS
Commercial St., Portland; and of <; KKKLY'S
EXPRESS, Yarmouth. No postiionemeiit on accuuut ui

wcaiurr

novidufti*

NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST.. PORTLAND. ME.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

7th STOCKBRIDGE,
CITY HALL,

Thursday Evening,

Nov. 18lfe.

LAST

First National Bank STODDARD
STOCK.
APPLE

Lecture.
PETER THE GREAT

TO

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
BANKERS AND

BROKERS,

218 MIDDLE STREET.

Portland. Maine.
eodtr
"ov-*_
ilALE

HELP.

WANTED-By a

young man. a situation In a
as coachman or care of
general Indoor work; best of city referAddress F. W. M.. Press Office.
12-1

private family

horses,

or

enees.

situation by
young man. 18
WANTED—A
years of age; has worked in retail dry goods
a

business; able and willing to make himself useful.
Address E. IIEARLE, Cape E., Box 18 Willard
P. O. Can turnlsb satisfactory references.
10-1
COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

Dissolution

of

Co-Psrtaershlp.

co-partnership heretofore existing

THE
the lirin
is this

and

—

OF RUSSIA.

TOK

LKCTIBK,
*■ I'MMik
liarbariaa’a Kk«,|.i'ai la
Clviliaaiiaa, Waadrrfal Aaktiiaa, latlaraianblr PrrM.rr.arr.Urla Hauiar
aad Dreadfal V'raeltr.
TOOK
■■l.lsrimKIW:
Mplradid Viewa af Old aad IV.a Kaaaia,
Aalkralir Par,rail., Trarala ia
Hallaad aad ICurapa.
Evening tickets 50 and 75 cents, now on sale at
Stockbridge's Music Store.
novl2dlw

GILBERT’S

^ASSEUHLIEST

Thursday Evening!*, commencing Oct.
21. Tickets admitting Gentlemen
with Ladles, 50 cents.
INSTRUCTION from 8 to 9. DANCING from 9 to 31.

MONTGOMERY

street.

FAIR,

NUTTER, KIMBALL & CO.
Portland, Nov. 1,1886.novlodlm

DISSOLUTION

©»

BIRTH

under

style of Nutter, Kimball it
Co.,
day dissolved by mutual consent. Mr
•lusto M. Quintero haying withdrawn. All affairs
of the late ttrm be settled by Mr. E. T. Nutter and
Mr. George L. Kimball, who will coutlnue the
business under the same firm name, at 418 Fore
name

THE

OF_CO-PART\ERSUIP

heretofore existing under the
THE partnership
of W. t. Wilson A Co., has been ulsW.

Nov. 99, 23, 24, 25, 26 and

Admission 25 cents.

oct2o

27.
dm

name

soived,

A.

Wilson retiring.
FRANK W. STOCKMAN.
WM. A. WILSON.

lc_ntlnue the Grocery Business at the old
under the firm name of W. L. Wilson A Co
oct28dtfFRANK W. STOCKMAN.

VIEWS

OF

PROPOM AI.M.
Propo.nl* !• r Hrnnriii Reck in Porn,
nionlh Harkor, Now II .• as,.*hii r.
U. 8. Engineer Office, i
__Portland, Me., Oct. 27.188«. (
BALEDPKOPOSAL8. In triplicate, for blastIng ami removing leilge from (Iangway Keck.
In Portsmouth Harbor. N. 11 will be received at
this office, until 3 p. m., of Wednesday, the 17th
of November. 1888, and will be opened Immediately thereafter In the presence of such bidders as
may attend. All necessary blank forms, and lull
Information ou the subject will be furnished to
parties desiring to bid, on application at this office.
JAKED A. SMITH,
Major of Engineers.
oct27d4t-novl5A115

Portland and Vicinity

SHAW ON BOXING
Jl»T OUT,

By Prof. ED. F. SHAW,
Lata Instructor at Harvard University.

room with an al
desirable

8? “a

gentlemen
Call from

conveniences?

With forty elegant new Illustrations photographed
from life, especially for this work. Positively the
most perfect teacher, and the brightest and best
Book on Boxing ever published. Haudsomely
bound.

Price, Paper,
For sale by all
houses.
nov

50 Cent* t

news

Photographer.
Special facilities
#f Groups, Plcnlts
ties. yachts. Island
mals, Ac., hy the
Process.
llyl*

for One Photo*
and other par-

Cottages, AniInstantaneous
codtl

Cloth, $1.

dealers and sporting goods

10_eod2w

I.ET-Any one or two persons looking for
a cheap corner room
newly furnished mul
heat and sun al day. as pleasant a
roouTas a‘“v

could wish (or. will do well to call It
l
CUMBERLAND STREET, corner of Franklin
street, between 8 a. m. and 2 p. nm
one

*!*“'—

Hght“

...12-1

—

I.ET—Two

large rooms with ample
riaun, suitable for gentleman
TO
and wife for light

S^rREET.'0

,a"“‘

n°°r-

LET—Rooms

or

closet

iventUm..

ImtLmlroldwaPARK

State Street furnished
TO
unfurnished; steam heat, SS room and* best*
of accommodations.
on

No sticking, blistering, breaking, or trouble.
Elasticity, stiffness, and gloss produced, (live*
Troy flnlsh. Ask your grocer for STAHtTIINK
8ee that the Fox head Is on every package. Made
ami guaranteed by THU IILDHI.I
POM
STARCH AO.. A'laciaaaii, O.

n»

iMjCllAlUl

St*

Enquire 233 Middle
12
LET-Two nice furnished rooms with r,„
naee heat. gas.
water and
"
at
Wllmot St.: also two very fine uianos'at
iaf,“
*
Exchange it., at HASTINGS’

TO

d™ets

No'“

WORKROOMS

__11-1

0^x771,,.
ROOM*
tian Woman's Home, No. 2(1 Hprinir
furnished at low rate to
situ 110 114
a

are

coming

to

our

runj
street

all young women

city seeking employment

references »re required.

W.

<14,

Agent,

mard__dpm*

farm in

8t'10-1

ROOMTOI.ET-A

Nov. 17th,

Commencing at • o’clock, p. m.
Tickets 60c., to be had at Stockbrldge’s
S. Banks’, Congress Square.

—

N*.

BY

novlS

G°a”“

housekeeping,

I1

AMSIMTBD

MR. B. A.

TO

REMOVAL.
D. M. D.

can-

No. 43
30-3

in?his
“to 9
P-J11'____13-1

___fodlv

0Ctl5

salary;

no

mimcei.i ANEOCN.

wife; all modern

h»lu:k,
and our Stap BoUrr Is ktandurd.
tr A.k your Pain for thorn, take no otkK
[WHOLESALE-1

WM. G. BELL & CO.’S

HAYDN ASSOCIATION

S_.,

Address AID SUPPLY CO..
Eliot St., Boston, Mass.

cove at No. «lo
Congress
room for two gentlemen or a

TUB ONLY

genuine

WITH

FEMALE HELP.

Agents,

•

«

One of the best Jewelrv

giris In city or country can earn a good
work sent by mail, distance no objection,

(mm
lllS) 1
^^IHawlejSt*Boston,Bass.

II THANKSGIVING

My former office In Hammond Block,

Faok N.tLB-*600.

something entirely new,
WANTED—Ladles;
perfectly simple and easy, ladles and young

S."Kti»ick?c&i

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

FLAVOR TOUR

gress 8<iuiire haviug
jeJWC(j
I am obliged to
remove, and have

—BY THE—

stand,

Stores In Boston; excellent location on the
line to depots. To a man looking for such a store
this is a fine chance. Kent only *400 vear with
tenement connected, .full N W. 8. RAYMOND &
CO., Real Estate Agents, 277 Washington street
I Boston. Milss.
jj.jj

HElJiOVI*, PrfmidfRl.
W. JlliLI^ON. Vicf-PrM t»
u

Easier r Department

BRANN,

Ht'NINE** CH ANCE*.

•

Window Shaii*

OSCAR B.

TO

A

eodlf

Turkey

I.ET—House 29 Cushman street; newly
papered and painted, and In first-class order.
Inquire at 81 State street.
4tf

total as*kt«,

Manager for City Agency,
Portland.
J

Permanently removed, by

HOTII, EBBCKLE8, Pl.t]PI.Its,
llt'Hda permanently cured, by

PRINCE & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

I

CASH CAPITAL,
$2,000,OOO-00
Reserve for Unadjusted Losses..
» "1.4o

SINKINSOIM,

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

niiil RIiirU

CONN.

Jauunry lat, 1NH6.

jrwiCHT,

DRESSING

IriOK

THE

DeWITT, President,

TURKEY

as in.

KENT—unices and chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios and work shops In
Mussey’a Row, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. P. PREBLE.
20-tf

“Time Tried end Fire Tested."

DIRKCTOB8.
Edward K. Skccomb. West Newton, Mass.
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine.
John E. DeWitt. Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston. Mass.
Hun. Pkrcivai, Bo.nney, Portland. Me.
Hon Maiiquib F. Kino, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster. M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E Richards, Rockport, Me.
Gbokob L. Dkbluih, Boston. Mass
George stannarii. Brooklyn, New York.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robie, Gorham, Me.

OC120LORKNflO

i.ri.'u

I.ET -A new house, with 4 finished rooms,
with an acre of land for a garden, at Willard's Point Village, Cape Elizabeth, 15 minutes’
walk from Ferry, on Cai>e Cottage road. Four
more rooms to be finished for another tenement.
Price *10.00. N. S. GARDINER. 40 Exchange
street.
9-1

INSURANCE.

OF

nov6

vui-it.-

Inquire

R,oct6____I
H. Stearns & Co, TO

a
COMPANY, and because ol its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans and conservative management.

Agencies.

in:,rhlt.

lower tenament In new house In rear of
of K. S DAVIS, 108 Exchange
Street, Portland.
_10-1

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
THE
Maine lor their especial patronage, because
It is HOME

JAMES

ELIJAH,

H.

on

cacti; also
above.

every desirable feature in a PERFECT LIKE INSURANCE POLICY.
II you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full information In regard to the Company
and its plans.

any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits in the count
ry to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
F. DYER.

an Indian Preparation.
Reliable reference given. Consultation free. 13y
Mrs. W. W. Hadley, 175 Tremont 8t.. Room 46,
Boston, Mass. -1 uesdays, Wednesdays ami Thursdays; hours, U a. m. to 4 p. m. P.O. address, 128
Slimmer Street, Lynn, Mass.

RONTON,

F.

_10-1

LET—Double tenement house with stable
i TOand
Oak Street. Peering, between
garden
Lei&rflton
Ihiilev’s
A

unques-

CORHEMPONDENTN,

CREEN & BATEMAN.

rooms

sun;

IflHE NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
1 POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains

Superintenaent of

MENDELSSOHN’S ORATORIO,

V. Nltrli £11 hnage.
Private Wire to New York and Boston.
T1 ember* of the IV.

fur-

three minutes walk from Congress
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vs Exchange
11-1

street.

IMPORTERS.

triHE wise provisions of the Maine Non-ForfeiX lure Law apply only to the policies issued by
tills Company, and under its workings extended
insurance is provided for in case of lapse.

CEO.

TICKETS s
UKNTM, 3. CTM.
LiOIKN, M CT*.
For sale at the usual places.
novU
dlw

—

FOB

Square.

more

are

new

BENT—Very desirable tenements with
bath rooms and other conveniences. Sunny

you aware

whose Integrity aud ability
tioned.

cellar

exposure;

PORTLAND, WE*

JOHN E.

CARD.
permanently associated myself with
13. A. Atkinson a Co. house furnishers, corner Pearl and Middle
streets, Portland, I shall be
happy to meet my friends In the State of Maine at
my new quarters.
My twenty-five years experience in the business with Walter Corey & Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (in connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Go., warrants me in believing that I can fill

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

nace, just putln thorough repair; stable if desired; will lease to the right party with not a
large family. Call on N. 8. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St., or J. E. PALMER. Congress Bt. 12-1

BOSTON

OFFICERS.

eod2w

Bankers and Brokers,

WEDNESDAY EVENING, Nov. 17, ’8A

THE

*

CORNER.

pays its losses promptly. Its policies are InIT contestable
alter three years.
has liberal plans. Its affairs
IT managed by its Board of Directors carefully
and Dill

Having made large purchases on the
present depressed market we are enabled to

eodtf

J. 8. WINSLOW & CO.

—

that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

ABE

DEPOSITS

PULLEN, CROCKER 4 CO.

junn m. r nttm

business

realize that this old and sterling coma HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?

Congress Street.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON
jelO

address Tor

FOR SALE.

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtf

you
DO pany
is

ensure

Tuesday Esenina,

TICKET* SO CENT*.

MECHANICS’ IIA la la,

flourishing city near Boston; furnished
complete, and paying *200 per month clear, year
round; always full; low rent; good location; never
changed hands; investigate. Address J. W. FKRGURSON 2nd, Lynn. Mass.
13-12

a

OF

POITlM

CITY HALL,

Bankers and Brokers

—

CEORCE^CT FRYE,

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

nov6

SWAN & BARRETT,

FOR

Union Mutual

541

eodtt

jau 1»

0-1

LET—Brick house 87 Pine St., contains 10

No.

Securities, suitable Tor
Savings Hanks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

NEW YORK

MALE—House No. 127 Western Promenade, occupied by the late William T. Small.
The house Is new and in thorough repair and contains all modern conveniences.
Its situation Is
unsurpassed by any in the city. For price and
terms inquire at the house, ISABEL II. SMALL.

—

M. G.

Choice

_

RIMII SETTER FIT PM
O. W, WELLS. 27ii Middle Street.

“

11

J. L. FARMER, agent, 22 Exchange St.

0-1

cents.

cents.

our

Cor. Middle and Exflwiii'e Street.

MAI.E—Cabin Tickets for

FULL LINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

100 pieces Gilbert Silk and Wool mixed dress
eoods, 40 in.
wide, at 44 cents, been selling for $1.00.
IOO pieces Arlington Scotch Checks at 50
cents, been sell*
ing for 75 cents.
25 pieces Boucle Plaids at 50 cents, been
selling for 75

tastes and

BALL,

AND

COMPLIMENTAJtY TO

Sixty Dollars;
FOR
Forward Cabin Thirty Dollars, in mall steamINVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
from New York. November 16th. to San Fran-

This

corneas.

cisco.

Sale,

Morning.

see

DRILL

er

ALSO

Owing to the warm weather and other causes there has
been a tremendous discount made on several makes of
American Dress Coods. We have secured a
large lot and
shall offer them, commencing Monday

Fail lo call aiul

BANKERS

10-1

MALE—Nineteen second-hand Sky-light
0 feet: suitable for hot
houses. Apply to BERLIN MILLS CO.
10-1

MONDAY MORNING.

if

tear

OF
York, t hicag* and Hvmton Ntst lt
KithitoNm.
PRIVATE AVIKE.I TO
New Ysrlt, thino|(o \l imhingtoa, Perlland. Fall Hirer, Frorideare, and New
Bedford.
octl i(*od3inoH
TIFTIIII Kh

City

seen at

FOR
windows, 6 feet by

defect is called ASTIGMATISM.

u

Breat Mark Down

driver or
old and

a LB—One pair black Horses, six years
FOR
old. sound and kind, good drivers: weight
lino lbs and

Hotel stables.

*

DRESS GOODS SALE !

MALB-A

weighs 1000 pounds. Can tie nought low as owuer
does not want to winter him. inquire at office 13
Spring street, City.11-1

EASTMAN BROS.^BANCROFT

Hint

WHOLESALE ANO RETAIL,

and BROKERS,

JUNKERS

FOB MALE.

Gentlemen, Don’t
BUROETTORGANS.

F. H. PRINCE & CO.,
No. 9 State St., Boston,

—

d4w

nova

HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
M- ^ Medical Director.
HON. JOSIAH U. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

PIANOS !

—

First National Bank Building.

E. B. ROBINSON & CO.
123 EXCHANGE ST

ing purchaser.

The Lowest Price Made for the Last
One Hundred Years.

SPECIAL.-Her
are to

n.

nations,

This is an assorted lot of choice Imported and Domestic made Garments, in Black and Brown English Gurls. Chinchilla, Black, Grey, Blue, Brown
and Fancy Astrachans.
Fine Satin Lined Scotch
Plaids,Cheverons,&c.,&c.
An examination of the above will
repay any intend-

SUGAR 6IE

octl4_

rates,
good care and acconiinou. uviBUitn, isux 170, Gorham,
Me.

upon scientific

are

Purity

FOK SALE BV

PAYSON & CO.,
M g„h..., w,.
eodU

novlS

WANTED—Alive,

mining the lenses needed for their correction.

BEST

cellence.

H. M.

LA

CO.,

Ave., Boston, Mats.

at

Wc have

that

DIEM wanted to get up Tea Clubs for our
Pure Teas and Coffees. A host of useful articles to select from as premiums. Send for I llustrated Price and Premium List. Mpecinl offer
to every tenth persou that answers this advertisement, we will send fire one pound of choice

EYE CLASSES.

AT $10.00 EACH.

to know

WANTED—The

-

MILLION DOLTHREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS'
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
aud Massachusetts.

sec-

The Argus itself pointed them out, and then allowed its New
York correspondent to point them out also.
The result is somewhat coni
using. The Argus considers the
George vote as no
evidence that communism is growing in the
country, but thinks it is only a reminder by
the working men that they have grievances
which they want attended to. The New
York correspendent takes a very different
view. He characterizes the vote for Georgias the “uprising of the commune,” and sa\s
it renders the re-election of President CleveHe thinks there is danger
land impossible.
ahead, and judging from the measures he
recommends to avert it, he considers it very

WANTED—Six

Prlos-Lists Free.

and

E. VAN NOORDEN

over

ond page to the lessons of the New York

municipal election.

thousand dollars at five per
cent, for five years ou real estate in Portland. Gilt Edge security. For (urther particulars enquire of O. D. KICK, 261 Commercial St.
12-tf

BEST ROOF

has

The Standard of

Westerly Is a wealthy manurarlurlng anil hanltIngtown, having a imputation nl abo-l K,"Oii, an
valuation of -4 003340: anil debt <il hut
000,000. It has H Savings anil National hanks;
10 large mills anti
(avturles; the most extensive
granite works In the country, anil excellent railway autl water communication.

______

MWKtf

than SIX
IT LARSto-day
IN ASSETS, and

England.
war

26-4

Metal

aijd j!lf.a,I,,)1f

I

DUE 11)00.

Interest Payable at the Maverick Nat l Bank. Boston.

29-4

ing trades, to sell a stable line of goods on commission. Address BOX 1X15, Springfield, Mass.

Shingles.
SPECIAL
SALE
-100
SPECTACLES.
LADIES’
JACKETS,

in

and treat the case entirely on ii merits. He
finds, what no doubt Is the fact, that there is
very little merit in it, and reports accordingly. It is hardly possible that in the face of
this report the
President will grant n

Washington despatch says that the war
department is gradually abandoning the
smaller forts, like Fort
Halieck, Nevada,
and Fort Abraham L'ncoln, in
Dakota, and

of

Mall
C. TRE-

old.

with
established
WANTED-Salesman
trade with dry goods and merchant tailor-

In the World Is the Montrose Patent

and speedily cured by the Cuticura
I*laNier, a new. original clerant
Antidote to pain and inflammation.
At all druggists.
25c.; five for $1.0 :or of Potter
■M ug Co., Bowton.
novl5M&Tb&w2w

„1.„

A

quality

and Wednesday, N«.
yember lath, lttth and 17th.

Monday, Tuesday

XOKTIUUK SINKISti FUND,
five PER CENT BONDS,

milk cow,

"VITA NT ED—A graded Jersey, new
VT
must give an extra quantity and
milk, not under 6 and not over H years
full particulars and bottom price to M.
MAINE, West Buxton, Me.

Portland, itle

nov8

weary, lifeless all gone, sensapresent with those of inflamed
ftop
kidneys, weak back and loins, aching
"PUBS 8lde?/ overworked or worn out

favorable reply was undoubtedly very
great, but he was strong enough to resist it,

pardon: and certainly it is not for the public
interest that he should.
The criminal of
high social station
ougtit not to he
punished less than the lawbreaker of low deireated strictly according to his desgree.
erts lie would he punished more, for the former has had education and moral
training to
keep him in the right path, while the latter
has frequently had neither.

barrels; will pav 2" cl-.
tlOUDY & KENT, 11-1

WANTED—Flour
each for lOOO.

PORTLAND THEATRE.

Nrw

WANTED—Printing

MONTH.

Under G. A. It. Hnll, Near City Hotel,

cers,

fa linar

THIS

PRESENTS

Me._12-1

press. Rotary size not
smaller than 8x12; must be In perfect order ; state lowest cash price. A. SPK1RS, North
Windham Me._
11-1

M OR.RISON tfc CO.,
NO. 565 CONCRESS STREET,

And that
ever

bj disease,

WANTED—To

Middle st„ Portland,

FIRST

A4ICME4IENT*.

an

KIDNEY PAINS

\

buy fl.OOOcast off clothing
of all kliids. Highest cash prim paid.
Call or address Immediately, MR. 8. LEVY, 1)7

valuable present.

a

_12-4

Maine.__

|

Inin ml.

Kho.l.

—

to

the Trustees of Hrldgton
\WTANTED—By
v T
Academy, proposals for taking full charge
Address GKO.
of tho school for a term of years.
E. CHADBOUltNE, Secretary, North Bridgton,

for Presents this month.

names

341

13-1

get up ami dust with
those elegant long wool dusters, and to buy
those splendid sheep skin carriage and parlor
ENGLAND DYE
mats found at the NEW
HOUSE, 63 Union Street, where the ueatest and
best cleansing and dyeing Is dime, _12-1

TXT’ANTED—l’pople
v v

customer has a chance to secure a

Every

at

_15 4

and

f IK

Call und register your

Cook,

experienced
WANTED—An
Congress street.

DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY & SILVERWARE.

For sale

down physically at Auburn, Ferdinand
Ward lias been represented as waxing fat
aud lusty on the regimen of Sing Sing.
It is observed by the Chicago Mail that the

a

The Argus

It is recommended by
It contains no cream tartar,

ing

The report of the District
Attorney of
New York on the petition for ih pudon of
Janies D. Fish is good easy reading. The
hrmiffhf

than any other powder.
eminent physicians.

roundly

fcr their counsel.

firpm&lirp

shortening

WANTED—Two

eod3m

but 24 Japanese in New York
city to pay their respects to Prince KomatsuMr. VV. 1). Howells’s play, “A Foregone

Conclusion,”
this week

less

Iron Moulders. Enquire of
O, M. BTANWOOD & CO„ 2*51, 2u:i and
265 Commercial street, City._
13-1

,it(

383 liarrison

There;were

Up to Saturday seventy-five hundred of
the places left vacant by the Chicago strikers
had been filled by new men who had been
promised permanent employment, and as
men are applying for situations at the rate
of 200 or 300 a day, unless the strike is soon
terminated, all the old employes will be out
of a job. There has been no more foolish
strike for a long while than this one. There
was no adequate cause for it, and the time of
year—just as cold weather is at hand, when
unemployed men are exceedingly anxious to
get employment—was exceedingly inopportune to begin a movement of this kind. The
workmen huve had very bad advisers, and it
won’t be long before they find it out, if
they
have not already, and cur.-e them

QUESTION.

requires

of Rock

Wood; also, plenty of Soft and
Birch Edgings and Slabs, under cover.
Wood
sawed and split by steam power.
ISAAC LITTLEJUHN, 174 Congress street.13-1

TO OUR CUSTOMERSFREE.

of

A SUBSIDY OUT OF THE

on

JOHN E. PALMER.

novo

The administration has given a good ileal
patronage” to the political managers in
Hr?
”tote,8 of Indiana .Virginia, Maryland,
Wisconsin and Illinois, Tills lias been done
in a manner quite inconsistent with the
princiole of public office as a public trust.;

to

We offer for this week 25 dozen more of those line Felt Hats in all colors,
nobby
shapes for Ladies and Children, at only 50 cents each. Sold everywhere for $1.00.
50 dozen Felt and Astrachan Hats, the leading style for
winter, in all desirable
shapes and colors, at $1.26 each.
10 dozen Lady Cleveland and
Clyde, two novelties introduced by us, the original
and genuine shapes and the most
popular hat of the season.
10 dozeu French Felt Bonnets at $1.00, reduced from $1.75.
50 dozen rich Fancy Feathers and Birds in new designs at
very low prices.
Our Fine Goods Department is full to overflowing with elegant Goods and Novelties that we can make to order in the most fashionable style.

QUITE AN ADMISSION.
N. Y. Times.

$40,000.
WESTERLY WATER WORKS,

where you will
Maple and Beach

is Prof. Hosford’s llread

N. Y. Sun.
As a stateman, Col. Wattcrson declares
that Mr. Phelps is “not as big as Vermont is
for a State.” It might lie said with equal
justice that he is no nearer being a Democrat
than Vermont is near being Democratic.

FINANCIAL*

ACTIVE MAN (ONE OUT
of employment) to begin on moderate salary and work lilmseir up, representing, In Ills own
locality, an old established house. Refereuces
exchanged Am. Man utactuiuno House., n;
Barclay Street, N. Y._novl5dlaw4wM

please call, before buy1. Littlejohn,
WANTED-People
ing your coal and wood,
find the best assortment

IN

made by the only process that
prodaces a baking powder of any nutritive value.
It supplies the nutritions and
strength-giving phosphates required
by the system.

WANTED.

WANTED—AN

THE BEST BAKING POWDER JOHN E. PAMLER.
THE WORLD
MILLINERY.
Preparation,

BRIGHT RUT HEARTLESS.

Waldemar’s father says that he must not
accept the Bulgarian throne, and so, like a
dutiful son, he declines. There is no doubt
that Waldemar’s father possesses a level

KUSCBI.LAIVKOEH.

__

Boston Globe.
The Eastport and Farmington fires were
not wholly without good. There is scarcely
a town In Maine which is not
Improving its
facilities for extinguishing fires.

The last indictment against the Andover
professors would seem to be specific enough
to go to trial on.
The charges are tersely
and vigorously put audthe layman can easily

While

niN(!RLI.AHE01*.

oonS
g_2

novl

eod3m

I

THE PRESS.

Europe, which sufficiently indicates the hab- who threw It overboard to see if it would
its of people there. Even now our people
swim, Kobinliood, chief of the Androseogarc only semi-civilized, for the water
supply gins, Madockawando and Cheberrina Sachof the nation is nearly everywhere tainted
ems of the Penobscot, and their War Chief
with drainage. But what is that?” he con- Simon
Mugg. Simon was a had Indian from
tinued, interrupting his train of thought, “a way back, and led the party which sacked
war dance?"
the town in 1G7G and drove the remnant of
It did look like a war dance. Our
the people to shelter on Cushing’s Island.
young
people were dancing in a circle around their Vet he spared Anthony Brackett for old acfire, and the picture of the bright flames and quaintance sake.
Probably if we could get
flying figures against the background of the Iudian side of the history we should find
darkness was beautiful and striking.
that he was a brave patriot, who fought no“I suppose the Indians did that on
yonder bly for his native land, and fell a martyr to
green,” said the Professor.
liberty in an attack upon Black Point in
“I think so,” I replied. “They had war
1G77.
dances before going to battle, dances of vic“Mr. Newbegin, Mr. Newbegin,” said an
tory after battle, dances to thank the„good eager voice, “will you dance the Virginia
Great Spirit, ‘Ketsi Xiouaska,’ dances to
Keel with me?” A young girl with an apple
propitiate the bad spirit ‘Matsi Xiouaska,’ blossom face, rushed upon the veranda, and
and dances to placate the
‘Madaodos,’ or the whole tribe rushed after her. The Prominor deities. 1 doubt if they had
fessor looked disappointed at losing the rest
any music except rude drums, as they appear
always of my discourse. The little widow said he
to have accompanied themselves with a
looked tired! but anyway, ho softly intimatprodigious howling. Xow our young people are ed that I might set him across
again to his
doing better.”
hotel, which I did to the tinkling strains of
We listened. They had tired themselves the
guitars and bqnjos, which were making
with dancing, and were seated on the rocks music for the waltzers at the
cottage as we
and ground, singing very sweet choruses to
rowed softly away into the still moonlight.
the accompaniment of guitars and banjos.
When 1 returned the fun was still going on,
“1 think I could have loved an Indian
and it continued full as lively, 1 am confimaiden if she would have played the guitar dent, as ever the Indian dance
was in the old
and sung like that,” 1 remarked.
time, until the late boat took them hack to
“No doubt, no doubt, 1 believe you, my
town, a happy and satisfied party.
boy, replied the Professor. “Bachelors do
not seem a success
among nomadic races.”
WIT AND WISDOM.
But tell me,” he continued, “what do
you
know about the really old families of the
Omaha dame—Poor deal', I know
you have
town? What do your records relate of the
heard bad news from home. Isu't your husband
well?
particular savages who ate clams and danced
New York q^me—Oh! lie is In excellent health,
war dances on this island?”
and Is enjoying the bracing air of Canada
very
“They are described as hospitable and much.
“Canada?''
generous. In July, lisos, Champlain met at
“Oh. Yes, he found it necessary to go there some
ago to save hisfortuncs don’t you know?”
Saqg Marchim, the Sagamore of Casco Bay. mouths,
‘•But—you arc weeping again."
“1 can’t help It! Such a disgrace;
Champlain describes him as grave, dignified,
my soil has
graceful, and reputed as one of the bravest married the daughter of a tradesman.”
men of his country.
Champlain gave him
presents and, in return, received from him
an Etehemin boy, who had been
captured in
some foray to the
eastward, for that tribe ■When Baby r>... sick, we gave her Castoria,
lived on the St. Croix and St. John rivers.
When she wrr v < ;hild. the cried for
Castoria,
It was probably Alarcliim’s
daughter, whom When she Occam* Miss, she clnng to Castoria,
Levett met in 1(1211, who had then married
When ehc had Children, she ga.« them Castoria,
the Sagamore of Saco. ‘For,’ said
Levett,
‘you must understand that the father was
the Sagamore of this place and left it to
her
at his death, having no more children.’
Here we have a real Indian Princess, and
‘•Patrick, you told me you needed the alcohol to
clean the mirrors with, and here 1 find you drinknot only the acknowleged leader of Portland
ing it.”
society, but also the ruler of Casco Bay, and
tlie glass oi'm Join.”
it is pleasant to see what a
gracious and noble appearance she made as queen. Levett
1___.fa.i_
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THE CORN ROAST.
BY ADAM

VBWBEGIN.

Written for the Press.
In the latter part of August Butterfly invited about thirty young people from the
city to a corn roast. A very merry party it
as it came down on the four o’clock boat.
A big fire was burning on the
hilltop, that
the embers might be
ready for

roasting

and In the meantime a
supper

Mondamin,
was

the cottage, the corn being
last, as in the land of the

served at

intended to

come

Ojibways.
I had

friend,

obtained permission to briug my
tho professor, who was

a hotel on an
adjacent island,
enjoyed ourselves in watching

the young

sojourning at
anil we much
the ways of

and maidens as they grouped
themselves upon the piazza to enjoy their
supper.
Some secured comfortable seats
upon tho steps, and others found cosy nooks
in the big oak w here a
platform had been
men

constructed.

After supper had been cleared
away we
left to ourselves to smoke and watch
the happy party upon the hill as
they stood
around the fire roasting the corn in the embers by means of pointed sticks with which

s

were

the ears were transfixed.
“Do you suppose,” said the Professor,
“that the Indian youths and maidens had
just such parties here in the oldeu time?”
“There is not any doubt of it,” 1 replied.
“The Indians came down in tho summer to
feast on fish and clams, as the crows did in
the winter. The crows continue the custom,
but the Indians do not for obvious reasons.”
“Because they are all good Indians in the
happy hunting grounds now?” hazarded the
Professor.
“Precisely. They did not hold their feasts
upon this little hilltop, but all around the
high bank of the cove yonder the burned
empty shells tell of their meetings, exteudiug over countless summers, and near the
bar is another big
shellheap. If we could
only extort from the buried past the romances and lovetales of the lives of the
many
generations of Indian maidens who have sat
around those other camp-fires, or watched
the sweet moonlight on the waves from that
grassy bank, how we might delight the ears
of these young people
to-night. But, alas,
mo

"vuu.cuuij

empty

ciaiusueiis

WHICH

tell us of the feast and the numberless catli.
erlngs, and tell Ned Morse of their age.”
“Are there any historic accounts of Indian
asked the Professor.
Diamond Island was a convenient and favorite spot for the Indians to encamp ; and it is recorded by Willis that when
Governor Belcher held his conference at
Falmouth with the Indians in 1732, the savages, two hundred in number, quartered on
this island. It was too early for green
corn,
being in July, but the clams were ripe.”

“O, yes!

“Of course there were no maidens with
that party,” said the Professor.
“Probably not, but in their good old times,
before the white men came,
they brought
their families and made a long visit
during
the hot weather. In fact, they had to. After the spring run of fish
tip the rivers and
corn planting was over, while
they waited
for the earn to grow, they were
obliged to
come to the shore to get more
ample supplies. The deer and moose which could be
run down in the crusts of winter
could escape the hunter in summer.”
At this point we turned to sec what our
young people were doing, and found that
they were seated In a ring around the fire,

laughing,
throwing

chatting and eating com, and
the cobs into the llames ns
they
polished them off.
“Did the Indians bring their corn down
here to eke out their fish diet?” asked the

m

Professor.
“No doubt. They had cornfields nigh on
the Presumpseot River, and although
Longfellow only describes them as eating it in
yellow cakes I am convinced that they taught
our forefathers to eat it roasted.”
Probably they invented the clambake,
also," said the Professor, “as we know they
were familiar with heating stones for
steam
baths, and they could not have failed to appreciate their use in cookery. If we could
only find a bean pot among the Indian pottery, we could perhaps find that they invented Boston Baked Beans. But about the
maidens ? Did not the aborigines practice

4k

The Algonquins called them Abeuakis from
‘Abanki,’ ‘East Land,’ for the natives of
America looked to the mystic East for their
civilization as did those of Europe and Asia,
It is true that courtship is unknown among
the Turks and some other polygamous peopie, but Indian life more resembled that of
the Arabs, and it will be remembered that
Jacob courted Rachel fourteen years, seven
of them under the

watchful,

tender eyes of
Leah. No doubt the young people loved and
wooed very much like those of other nations. Longfellow describes them husking
together, the young men and women, chattering and singing, and hailing a red ear as
a sign of a sweetheart.”
“Did not the women do most of the servile
work?” asked ttie Professor.

“Yes-

simple

and

strike the

priests

Still

chronicler says:
The

extremely indolent. This
alway in their eyes, a good quality,
for they pretended that work degraded man
was

v

%

men
s,

were

and was suited only for woman: that man
was created eiily ii.i war, hunting, fishing,
and for constructing canoes and wigwams,
while woman was enarged by the Creator to
do all the other w ork necessary to sustain
the family. Thus, among them tiie lot of
woman was exceedingly active and laborious.

“The women must have been kept busy indoors and out, for we find them described in
their wigwams by tlieir captives, as engaged
In making baskets, and collars and belts of
wampum and shells, as well as clothing for
their families."
“Were wigwams built on this island?”
“Probably not. The Indian was accustomed to sleep iu the open air. In journeys
he would build

boughs for

a

fire, cut some fir or spruce
bed, and sleep unprotected
a

from the elements in quite severe weather.
Their white captives lound this exposure
one of their severest trials iu captivity. When

they reached the shelter of the

^

v-

their lot

savage

wig-

easier.”
“I think," said the Professor, “that may
account partially for their sparse population.
Our soldiers in the late war toughened under
similar exposure, but it told upon their vltallty in the future, and made many break
warns

w’as

down In later life. The effect upon the Indians must have been the destruction of weak
children and the earlier death of adults.
That, by the law of natural selection, would
have resulted in a race of great vigor, witli
occasional examples of advanced age, but

to

take;

could recover heavy damages."
Tlie prisoner seems to understand tlie damages
that would ensue, but thinks recovery doubtful.

All cases of weak

tame back, backache, rheurelief by wearing one of
Carter’s Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache
Flusters. Price 25 cents.
or

England

New

liter-

xoauuu

in iuui

jeai,

wnui

you coal conspirators

Ightiug qualities.”
There was a light step
the

on

the

you two

talking

veranda

in upon us.
about so long?

pyramids?*’she asked.
The 1. w. always thinks people are talking
bout the py ramids when they are not sayng something sweet to her.
“No, madam,” replied the gallant profesf or, “we were
discussing your lovely predeessors the dusky aboriginal maidens.”
“We are the aborigines now that the new
1 olonists have built on the other
side,” said
t lie widow, “and I have come to warn you to
1 egin at your lastly. The girls are having
ecitations now, and when tiiat is through
* lie whole tribe is coining down to dance in
1 he cottage.”
Wliy the little widow should always treat
1 uy most entertaining conversation as
preaclii ng 1 never could make out.
“You were speaking of the two chiefs,”
uggested the Professor.
“Yes. It is somewhat difficult to ascertain
< xaetly the powers of those chiefs.
The In< lians lived
together like large families, and
t eem to have held their lands in common.
riiey had two Councils, the Grand Council
.ml the General Council. The Grand Coun< il was composed of Tribal chiefs and heads
< f families.
In this they consulted about
< very matter concerning the interests of the
I ribe, and pronounced sentences of death.
Phe General Council admitted all members
< f the tribe, men and women, and iu that
1 .omen

were

allowed to speak

as

freely

as

lc.,

«<•»»?

land between Capisic
to Francis Small. The

<

pref.48

pref.

pno..

Tenn.13%

California

Ophlr.ife.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Nov. 13,1886.-The following are t<day '8 quotations of Provisions, 6tc.:
Pork—Long cut 14 00® 14 25; short cuts 14 60
15 00;backs 14 60 <116 00; light backs at 13 O0@
13 60; lean ends J4 60@16 00; pork tongues at
13 00@a$l 3 60; prime mess $13 60®14 00;extra
prime at 10 50a$ll; mess, at 11 UU; do new at
11 50® 12 00.
Lartf—choice at 6Vi®7c 4* ib 111 tierces; 7®
7Vic in 10-tb pails;7V4ffi7«%c in 6-lb pails;7Vi a8
iu fMb pails
Homs at il n 11 Vic p lb, according to size and
ure; onoked shoulders 7Vi®8c; pressed hams'ut
i)trv..

jh, city, at 0«* t* th
Butter— >V»'stern extra fresh made creamery 28
extra firsts at l* *«:.■
to rn! 19
«m to choice held creamery 19//22c ;
a22c; do
Jo fresh imitation creamy, choice at 21 422c; do
first«
ll»c; do factory, choice at l5tT: do tun
to
it 12u 14c; do common lotsat lOa 11c;
Jo o.
nominal at 14®2oc; do New York cmi.
extra fresh 2 Jo 30c; do extra firsts 25®27c; good
to choice June 22®24c; Vermont crmy extra at
2'J«-30c
Jobbing prices J.a2c higher.
Cheese—Northern,choice to extra, 12Vfc®13c;
sage 18Vic Ohio choice to extra 1214& 12 Vic;
Western choice to extra 11®12c; 1 »wer grades
according to quality; job lots V#c higher.
1 ,:u —Neal by 27« 28c; Eastern extra 27c Eastern firsts at 24a25c; N 11 and Vermont extra at
27c: N»-w York choice at 24a26c;Western choice
it 22 (i 23c; Michigan choice 23 « 24c;Nova Scotia
25c: limed two. 19c. Jobbing prices lc higher.
weans—Choiccfsmal! N Y baud picked pent 70@
I 75 ; 1 usii; choice New York large baud pickeo
lit» ! Oval 7«»; small Vermont hand picked pea at

H."».
<;.iy—1 botce prime.it $17®$17 50; fair to rood
17 »m>; Eastern fine $i2«$14; poor to
: Hi 005
ordinary $13&$14: East swale at 9®$10. Bye
straw, ebolce, $15 60®16 00; extra at *10 60; out
straw $H(t'.i t» ton.

1*.-

Texans

Jrauberrles—
Maine......4 7o®5
Cape (X>d... 7 00®7
Pen Beans...1 80,a 1

.Midiu,
sa

1

O()|l)evoe’s

Brilliant. 11 y.

501 Ltgonla.

s

2 0083
2 75<a3

00|Omlural.ny. U‘/l olO'c
OOlValeucia.-..
;aH
Curkeys.i6;82oi
Mugnr.
piiickens.12®14|
granulated » it.... -.-.i,,,
fowls.1 l®12IExtra C...
Tucks. (gi
meeds.
|
ieese....
(® I Red Too_*2>ti.o*2>/4
A|’P,”'
Seed2 2682 36
Timothy
0
fvl.hl
bill
1 2o®2
25 Clover.
?
,,nc
y
1

ChrrMv.
i Vermont....13
c.isVa
factory 13 alSVi

j?.Y.

Svaporated I?

lb
I.cuioum.

9gl0c

|Sdge"' iii„,','el1.4'’1+1'J

Creamerv 11 lb...20878
Palermo.6 00S7 00|Gilt
Hugo Vor....25827
rtesima.600®7 001Choice.17dl8
Walagers....
.Good.Ua.\r,
Genoa.,.
Florida.
®
...

ii»l.eJinLa«..H
Wesslna and Pa
a

[By Telegraph.]
NKW YORK. Nov. 13, 1880.—Flour dull; sales
10,4011 lihls; Slate at 2 15*4 75; Ohio at 2 00
loo; Western 2 15*4 76; Southern 3 26ai6 On.
Wheat lower; sales 424,000 lmsli No 2 Red for
December 84% [*8f>Mtc; 210,000 hush do for .Ian
11 80 hi u 80%«; 00.000 hush do May at 92% a
12 <A c; receipts 300,400.
Corn dull; sales 108,000 hush; receipts 201,-

(Kerosene-

90iSilver Wune
71Medium....1 80,81 90 Centennial..
«,!
German mnl 60® 1 76
KnUiu*.
Itellow Eyes.l 4081 65|Muscatei
rfisinm
Potatoes, biisli, 45,8661 Loudon iaiy’r 2
S7
it Potatoes
Boons

Domestic Markets.

c

Pratt’sAst’l.vbbi.

store.12®14
Ka*«.
{Eastern extras ..248 25
.Can & Western
2P
I

Plermo p bx.e 60®7 001Mand.

2*

—.

tina- receipts ll.i'OO; sblpments 15,(XX); the
n il ket is strong for rough and mixed at 3 3i>,(
; On;
i-king and shipping 8 00*3 85; light 3 30
*3 80; skips 2 00*3 00.
dhctp—receipts 3,00O;shlpinents 000; rommou
tr,e lower; good steady: natives at 2 00*3 9'>:
Western 3 00*3 00; Texans 180*3 00. T.ambs
t 2 5*1 HO.

»lb....11*1 .i,„

IPort.. Bet. pci.
(Water White

T,.1,..t.

CH 1C A tit I, Nov. 13. 1880—Cattle steady jl'ecelpts
l.oiiii; shipments0,000; shipping steers at 3 80
a ft lo; stockers amt feeders merely
nominal 2 10
H3 oo; cows, bulls and mixed 1 3o@3 00;through

8 0088 50
Pollock.2 oo0.2 751 Plate_
DOUa'joU
laddock.1 5o a 2 00
ExPlate. 05"alooi
lake.1 26®l 75ILaro—
Tubs** b»..ii«A c7
lerring
Tierces
Scaled!? bx.. 1 Ca20c
o.,
,,,

Oil.

ftwMfklin^

bush, barley 19.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 4,000 bbls; wheal I! 3 (Kin
3,000 buah; rye

300 hush.

Oats dull; sales 15,000 hush; receipts
Im.
Beet

51,300

steady.
Fork Brin. Lard dull.
Sugar i|«det. Butter steady. Molasses is dull.
Petroleum ateauy. Itiee Is linn. Coffee Is sieady.
Freights are Arm. Spirits Turpentine linn. Rosin
dull. Tallow steady.
Colton firm; Uplands 9 3 10c; Orleans 9%c;
sales238,bales; futures barely steady.
CHICAd'i. Nov. 13,1880.—The markets to-day
were quiet, and the general feeling was one of
weakness. Large receipts, Idg stocks, ami clear
L-oid weather had a depressing effect on values
From the start; closing prices of wheat were1* *
Corn closed Vsc
:iBc under those of yesterday.
lower, Provisions were unsettled. Hour fairly active and steady [Southern Winter Whet4 16*4 50;
Wisconsin 3 ui>*4 15; Michigan do at 4 00*4 50;
soft Spring Wheal 3 60*.4 10; Minnesota (Takers
;t 50,(4 lO; patents 4 4n„4 80; low grades I 76
„•> 75; Rye Hour at 326*360.
\Vheat—No 2
Spring at 73a73Vbc; No 3 do at 03 Wo 00
;No 2
Red 73% «.74c. Corn— No 2 ;u 36>/Bc7(>als-No2
at 25% *, 2iie. Rye—No 2 at 52c.
Bariev—No 2
atOlbsC. Provisions Pork at 9 60*9 8o. Lard
5 95; Drv salted shoulders 5 10,« 5 2o; shor. clear
sides 5 86*6 90.
lteceipts—Flour, 2,000 bids; wheat. 90,000
bu; com 101,000 bush; oats 98,000 bush; rye 300
bush ;barley, 47,000 bush.

im-

^°’000 bui

ffiy32TO0bbush?at“

Havana

ueu

*c'

Market.

[By Telegraph.]

HAVANA. Nov. 14.-8ugar-The week’s sales,
owing to unfavorable news from abroad were
lnslguiflcent Prices were in tavor of buyers.
The market closed nominal. Stocks are scarce
The markets at outports are quiet
sugar regular to good polarization,
at #1 37Vj al 87% gold per quintal.
Muscovado, fair to good refilling, 85 to 90 degrees polarization, in hiids, bags and boxes, at
1 62Vj@l 87VaCentrifugal sugar, 92 to 90 degrees
k
polariza^
tion, at 218% 6.2 43%.
in the warehouses at Havana and
Stocks
Matanzas, 23,500 boxes, 223,600 bags and
6,100 hiids; receipts for the week, —-boxes
3100 bags and 223 hiids; exports during the
week, vs 18 boxes, 200 libds and 54,383bags,
inb
cluding 49,383 hags to the United States
hhd of sugar loading at
Freights nominal;
Havana at 2 0062 25 gold;
hhd of sugar from
ports on the north coast (outside ports) for the
Uuited States at 2 26@250.

8d®«s 9d; Spring wheat at 6s 8d
wheat at 6s 1166,73. Corn—mixed
at 4s 4d; peas at 6s 3d.
Provisions. &c. Pork at —s; bacon at; 37s 6d for short
and
37s
for
clear,
long clear. Cheese at 59s 6d
for American; tallow 26s Qd; lard, at 32s 3d.

prime

FOB

13
13
13
13
York..Liverpool. ..Nov 13
York..Liverpool...Nov 14
York..Amsterdam Nov 16
York..Liverpool ...Nov 16
York..Laguayra... Nov 17
York..Bremen
Nov 18
York..Ha- AVCruz Nov 18
...

marvel of purity,
More economical,
not be sold in
competition with the multitude of lo# test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Royal Baking Fowobb Co., 106 Wall 8t.
N- Y.
)u2dly
A

Prepared by AVERY

NEW LUNGS
Cannot be made by medi-

cines,
sicians;

or

the skill of
but the old

be

C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta—

SAILED—Schs T W Dunn, Helen A Chase, A
Waite, and Cora Etta.

a sure

11

cure

for

Hamlin,

Tidiugs,

Demarura Oct 18, brig Mary Ella. Mallet,
Havana; 25th, sch SusieP Oliver, Snare, Philadelphia, to load for Boston.
Ar at Singapore Oct 4th, barques Amy Turner,
Newell, New York; P J Carlton. Amesbury, from
Ar at

teb&

Mantuug.

Send for Essay and DISCUSSION
before the British Medical Association at Brighton, England, lSStl,
(Essay) by the Vice President of
the American Medical Association

Food, free from insoluble matter.

Coughs,

Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the lungs.
Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

There never was an essay read before any Med
ical Society on Haw Footl Extracts, except on
Murdock's Liquid Food, and counterfeit manufac
turers of Extracts have f/ublished many of onessays to show the value of their counterfeits.

hciug the ONLY Kuw Condensed

Balsam,

delphia.

THE VALUE OF MURDOCH LIQUID
FOOD IS RECOGNIZED IN ALL COUNTRIES, AND IS INDORSED BV ALL NATIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETIES THAT
HAVE INVESTIGATED ITS VALUE.

and others on the value of Murdock's
Liquid Food over all
Foods and and Extracts known, it

Botanic

N Blake.
Sch Capitol. Wiley, Bremen—N Blake.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, for Boothbav—D
Choate.
SUNDAY. Nov. 14.
Arrived.
Steamar Tremont, Donovan, Boston.
Sch Sarah & Ellen, Henley, Kennebec for Phila-

Berry. Baltimore.

ones

Adamson’s

Cleared.

Ar at Bilboa 8th inst, barque Mendota,
New York.
Cld at Rio Janeiro Oct 9, barque Glad

phy-

strengthened and
preserved by the use of
can

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—J U
Coyle.
Sch T W Dunn, McFarland, New Orleans—L C
Cummings & Co.
Sch W

Also essay read before the American Medical
Association at Richmond, Virginia, and WashingD. C.
ton,
•

Its value was recognized by the
profession from results obtained
in the Free Hospitals that have
been established and supported
by our Mr. A. L. Murdock during
the last four years.

They

now

equal

140 FREE

BEDS,

.. ..

Domestic Ports.
GALVESTON—Ar 12lli, barque Joe Keed, Alleu, Baltimore.
MOBILE—Old 12th, sens Normandy, Wyman,

Apalachicola; Mary

Power, Plllsbury, Lynn.
KEEN AN DIN A—Old 12th, sell Alineda Willey,
Copeland. New York.
JACKSONVILLE-Ar lltb, sell Nat Meader,
A

Brown, New York.
SAVANNAH—Old 12th, sell Cathie C Berry,
Smith. Baltimore.
SAVANNAH
Sid 12th, sell Gen Adelbert
Ames. Jameson, Philadelphia.
BRUNSWICK—Bid 10th, sell Melissa A Willey,
—

Boston.

CHARLESTON—Ar 12th, barque Vidette, Sawyer, Savannah.
Sid 12th. sell Nellie Bowers, for New York.
WILMINGTON. NC—Cld 13th, sells Cook Borden. Lunt, Jcremie; Albert 11 Cross, Henderson,

Philadelphia.

NORFOLK—Ar 12th, barque Arthur C Wade,
Sherman, Boston.
BALTIMORE-Ar lltb, seb Cassle Bronson,Anderson, Providence.
Old 12th, brig Steuben Blsliop, Rivers, for Port
Spain; sells Sallle Ion, West, Galveston; Win E
Downes, Haskell, New Haven.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 11th, seh Mima Belle,
Thompson, Key West.
Ar 12th, seh Maggie Dalling, Dalling, PascaGrace

Ar at Delaware Breakwater 12th, sell Phebe J
Woodruff, from Kennebec lor Philapelpliia.
NEW YORK—Ar 12tli.steamer Jeaule.Frsethy,
Portland; brig Ellen Marla, Gray, New Haven;
sens SJ Watts, and Vlneyerd, Nova Scotia; A F
Crocket 1, Hillsboro: Henry, Kockport. NB; Viola
M iy. St Jonn.NB; Manila Loa. and Everett, do;
Damon, (lo; Lewis Clark, ami Raven, Im Bangor;
Nightingale, Harbinger; Eva H Herriman, Lalua
Coo!*, Adam Itowlby, and A Harford, fill Bangor;
Khen H King, Eastport; G B Kergusou. Ellsworth
Z A Paine. Franklin; Allen Green, Gardiner; Annie T lluiley, Kennebec; Fred Jackson, Portland;
Annie E Snow, and TNos llix, Kocklaud; Empress
Cbas E Moody. A J Fabcus. Vulcan, W M Snow,
Carrie I. lllx, and Bertha E Glover, fm Rockland;
HI.Sherman, Rockport; Pochusset, Saco; J R
Bodwell, Vlualliaveu; Alice Bell, do; L 1. Mills,
Bristol: Clara Rogers, New Loudon; Delplia, do;
E & G W Minds, Bridgeport.
Ar 13tb, brig Arcot, Cates, Savannah.
Cld 12th. sells Mary F Pike, Mltcliell, Gonaives;
Nellie Woodbury, llodgkins, for Porto Plata; La
Volta, Whitmore, Boston.
Passed the Gate lltb, brig George E Dale, from
Port -Johnson for Salem; sells Alabama, NYork
for Calais; Mary Augusta, do fur Boston : Mary
Means. Ellzalietliport for Bangor; Silver Heels,
do for Boston; Kr.imhall, Amboy for Portland.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid Uth, seb Julia S Bailey,
Gould. Amboy.
NEW HAVEN—Old 12th, sell Sarah M Bird,
Merrill. Baltimore.
PROVIDENCE—Ar Bill, sell Brave, Hodgdou,
Orient.
Sid 12ib, sell Andrew Peters, Warnock, (from
Pawtucket) -or Bangor.
FALL HlVKlt—Ar 12th, seh Victory, MlUlken,
New York,
lOlli

L-nli

Harrington.

RKTURNING-Leave Canton 4.15, 9.15 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8.25 a in., 12.06 p. m.
MTAC1K C'OMMKCTIOMM.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Bucktleld 3.50 p. in. tor W Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.25 p. m.; arriving at Peru
6.30: IHxfleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p. lu.; also fur
Brettun's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 8.00, Dfxfleld 7.00 a m.; arriving at Portland 12.06 p. in.

FIB8T-CLAB8 STEAM EBB

1

R-

Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT-OF
j,
.-aw

-“"Perilssii

Worcester, Cliaim, Ayer Jiaciiaa,
Ifuku, Win.lhaai and Kpplad at 7.3
a, ai. and I.U3 p. aa.
Far Xlaacheater, Caacard, and point! NortL

For NEW YORK.

at 1.03 p. at.
Far Rochester, Mprtagrale, Alfred, 17 a ter.
bara, anil Mara Hirar at 7.30 a. aa.,|l.«3
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
For firrhaa at 7.30 a. a., 1.03, 0,40, it
(mixed) id 0.30 p. at.
Far Maccarappa,l uaiberlaad XIilia, Wta
break Juartiea and Weadfard’a at 7.J4
and 10.00 a. aa., 1.03, 3.00, 0.40 ar.C
(mixed) -0.30 p. aa.
Far Farm .1 rraar (Deeriag) HOOa.a
3iOOaud 0.40 p. Mr.
The 1.03 p. na. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Jaact. with Heaanr Tuaael Heate for
the West, and at l a lea Depot, Worcester, for
New Verb via Norwich l iar, and all rail,
via MpriaaOrld, also with N. V. A N. K. K. H.

leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. in. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, Now York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, J it.
Saturdays at 4 p. in.
septal-dtfGeneral Agent
Steamers

PACIFIC

MAIL STEAMSHIP tiMPim

—

LINE FOB—

California, Japan, China, Central
and South America and Mexico.
NEWPORT.sails Mouday Nov. 16, uoon
From New York, pier hot of Canal St., North
River, for Mas Friiariu. via The l.ihiuu. of
PSSSBM,
Great reduction in rates to San Francisco. Cabin
(HO| Steerage *30.
From Sau Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF SYDNEY sails Saturday Nov. 20th,
at 2 p. m.
For Freight. Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. AO A.nr* & CO.,
113 Mtnte rttree*. Car. Hraad Hi., He.tea.
dtf
jelo

I

|

sf fcAM

November, Okeoon,
18th November, I Vani ocvick,
2d December. 1 Sails n.

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
Crown ; Knight Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella { Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order oftheRed Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion at

Honor, Ac., Ac., says:
LIEBIG CO’S COCA BEEF TOOTC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
alia.

cure

It ia in

no tense

of the word

a

patent

remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation ana know it to be not only n
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but also worthy
or the high oommendations it has received in all
parts of tne world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
8herry.**
Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervous,
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with
weak

kidneys.

Beware of Imitations*

HIS MAJXSTTS FAVOSITI CCSH2TI3 CL7CZSIHZ.
Used by Her Royal Highness the'JPrineess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin. Complexion, Erupt ions.Ch up p 1 ng. Roughness. SI.00. Of druggists.
LIEBIG CO’S Genuine Syrup of Sarsaparilla. is guaranteed sa the best Sarsaparilla In
the market.

N. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.

dec?_M&Klynrm

For “v on-out/*
run-down," drluliti.t d
school t'Mclisrs, mlibners, seamstress^, hotisekeo!>onet. «.i l over-worked women generally,
l)r. Pierce’.; ,^uvorit"> Preucnpiion Is tho best
of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-all,”
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being a most- f*otont Specific 'or all those*
Chronic WmkneesGS and Diseac' A pc ciiliar to
It is a powerful, ger ml tis well as
women.
uterine, tonic and nomine, and imparts vigor
•jtnd strength to tho whole r vstere. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, tndiryestion. bloating, weak luick. nervous prostration, <lebility
and sleeplessness, in either sex. Favorite Proscription is sold by druggists tinder our 7»o*itivr iptftrantrs. See wrapper around bottle.
Price $1.00, or »lx bottle* for $5.00.
A largo treatise or. Disease*, of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address. World's Dispensary Medical
Association, «S3 Main Street, Iiuffulo, N. V.
SICK HEADACHE, TWInns H.^dnehe,
and Constipation, promptly cured l>y
Dr. Pierce’s Pcllefs. 25c. a vial
by druggists

thnu thirty days.

(“Steamer Maryland Houle”) for Philadelphia,
Haltinaerr, Wnabiagtoa, and the Meath, ami
with Heaton A Albnoy K. K. for the Weal.
Close connection made at Wraibreek J a <ie
tiaa with through trains of Maine Central K.U. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, wltii through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all uoiuts West and South
may be hau of S. ii. HKI.LKN,Ticket Agent, Pert
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
oct23dtf
J. W. PETERS. 8udC

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PANMK.WfiKH TRAIN

WESTERN DIVISION.
Far Haatoa at t7.30, t8.40 a. m„ 12.40, «8.3<’
1.00
p.m. Haatoa far Fortlaad 7.30,8.30 a. in
and 4.00 p.m. fur Mrarbere Brack
Piae
Poiai. 7.30, 8.40 a. in., 3.30, S.30 p. m. Mura.
Hiddrfard, Hcaucbuuk. 7.30, 8.40 a. in.,
12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. Wells Henrh 7 30. 8.40
Narlb Berwick, lltcai
m.. 3.30 p. m.
Pieter. Haverhill, l.aw.
Falls, Darn
rracr, l.awell, 7.30. 8.40 a. in., 12.40. 3.90 p.
ni.
Horheatrr. Faraaiaatoa had Alton Mu),
8.40 a. m„ 12.40. 8.30 p. in. Xlaachrairr and
Caacard via Lawtence 8.40 a. in., (via Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. in.
•Connects with all Rail Lines.

Londonderry.

Portland
via Halifax.

28th
nth
23d

November.
December.
December.

HHIHTOI. SKIIVH K, Avoiimoiith Dock.)
FromAvoum'th: STEAMERS, :From Portland,

it

Scud for (Ik- It (-port of (Ik- Chairof (Ik- Necliwn of Obstetrics

■nun

Circulars xterc sent by him to all the PhysUians
in the United States, askiny what their experience
with Murdock's Liquid Food in its use Jor if*»
fants under, as well as over, one year old.
was

2d
November.ITkXAS,
December,
25th November.J Dominion,
11 *’>th December.
Klairs of Passage
Cabin.*5i> anil .$80 Return.. *80 and $ 150
Return.. *80
Intermediate^)
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.$13
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TUBKANCK Si CO.,
nov'idtlFoot of India street.

to scarooro

For Ha.t.n a2.0O, *9.00 a.m., sl.tjo, >6.00 p inHoaisu tor Porllaad 17.30. 9.00 a. in
12.80.
17.00 p. III. Cape FIlZHkctk, 1,10 a. 111., 1,00.
(1.00 p. til.
s.f«, 9.00 a. in., l.oo p. mlliilrleford. 2.00, 0.00 a. III., 1.00, 8.00 p.
ill.
Partsmeulk, Scwbarrgari, »nlcab ami
1.1 an, 2.00, 9.00 a. in., 1.00, 6.00 p. m.
tuir.biii
9.00 a. iu., 1.00 p. iu.
Parlor and
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.80,
9.181 a. III., 12.30. 1.00, 4,00, 7.18) p. m„ and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30,8.4o, 9.(8) a. m., 12.40,
1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and

Then what results, willi all the
different Milk preperutions,Orain
Foods, I'eptouoid Foods and Beef
Extracts.
The Surgical Staff oi Murdock's Free Hospital
for Women are in daily attendance, except Saturday, to examine patieuts and assign beds.
EVERT BED FREE.
Our Free Surgical Hospital for Women, located
on lluntiugton avenue, above Westchester Fark,
contains fifty (50) beds.
Our Free Surgical Hospital for Women, located
on Gainsborough street, corner of Huntington
Each hospital In
avenue, contalus 50 beds.
charge of a separate staff of responsible surgeons.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 40
beds, and is lo .tied at 11 to 21 Causeway street.
Many of these b .ys suffer from Scrofula. Eczema
and other skin diseases, which yield quickly by
the use of our Liquid Food.
From the fact that no two beeves or sheep are
alike is the reasou of our different brands Wing
different in flavor.
All brands are made by the same formula. The
letter represents the day of make, and the figure,
the tank.
If richer, it Is stronger In smell and flavor, and
will bear a greated eduction. It cannot be reduced so low but It will bo superior to all other
preparations In treating chronic cases.
If you cannot obtain Murdock's Liquid Food
from your druggist, we deliver, free of express.
12 oz. for $1.00.

MlRIIOl’k LIQlil) F(K)I» CO.,
my2o

Boston.

SM&Wtt

SR. RAM'S

BosloiilPfiiladelpliia
STEAMS lit T

LISE.

From Long Wharf, Boston, b
p. m. From Pine Street Wnarf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a ni.
.illsvAw Insurance one-half the rate of
,.

jWDf^

VovngaaS**’sailing

vessel.

Freights for the West by the Penn. U. It., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com.
mission.
Kssul Trip SIN.
Passage £10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
K. H. MA.MPMON, Anal,
70 l.out tVhurl
31dU
Hosloa.

|

Portland 2.00 a. m.
iPrem Ne»tlr Berwick to Scnrbvrv
• ug via Western Division.

end West.
To leave pssseugers only.
Through Tickets to all points Wssi and South
(or talent l ■!•■ nuiIm Ticket Office (•■).
■nrrrmlSIrrrl, Pvrllaad.nsil Clin Ticket
Office, 40 Ksebsogv Sired.
JA». T. PCKBKK. (len l Manager
D. J. KLANDKKS, Hen. P. t U

GRAND TRUNK RAH WAV OF CANAL*.

p.

i

SharpPains.'

rjT^^KhciimaUam,

Crick, Sprains, Neural.
or Hip. Kidney
ula. Stitchce, Sciatica, Lame Side
in any part, local
Bcro
Choetorpain
Affections.
when a Hup Planter
or deep-seated, quickly go
Prepared from Burgundy Pitch,
la applied.
Canada Balaam and the medicinal virtues of freeh
Hops. Acta Instantly, cures quickly. The great,
ng plaster ever known. Allroady
eat
and country stores.
to apply. Sold by druggiat
SB eta., 6 for $ 1.00. Mailed for price.
Maas.
§.
tors, ijpP PLASTER CO.. Boston,

All Druggists,
Q. H. HAM JC
54 Broad Street, BOSTON,

Hop Plaster |
COCKLE’S
anti-bilious

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

DR. WILSON
4'ongrcssNt.,

Indigestion, etc.

Fre<> from M»-r-

corner

of 4

Pram Lcwblaa nu<l

12.06, 3.16 and a.bo p.

in._aug28tf

CONSUMPTION.

I have a positive remedy for the abovo disosse; by Its use
thousands of cases of the wont kind and of long standing
have been eared. Indeed, so strong Is my faith In ItsefBcsey
thst I will ssnd TWO BOTTLES FREE, together with a VAL.
CABLE TREATISE on this disease, to any sufferer. Give es-

prsMhr.o.adUna* i>&. T. a.blocum,i»i Feanst*. y
dAwBm
I, A III KB, Knamel your
Ranges twice a year, tops
week and you have
the fiuest-poUshed stove In
lie world. For sale by all

once a

_

11. II. Kit
au!6

IN

|

it,

tlrociTs and sieve Deal

rs.

v-

MW4813w

lep30

ttlld

in.

Anbnrn, 6.36

a,

ft.

m.

From I war Kuna, 8.36 am.. 13.06 and 6 So p.
Pram t hicago nud TOouirral, 13.06.
► r*m 4|urbrr, 13.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland

•»

Montreal.

TM'HCT OPPM Ki

35 Eichange SI., and Oeool Foot of India Street
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RAIL
TO
('•■•da.
Dr trail, C'hicaca, Jlilwnaii
I ini innnn, Ml. I.auia, Oiui.hu, Mi**»mw, Ml. Paul, Mull |,uhr
Dearer, Mma Primriw*
and all points in tbe
—

laitil

knnlliur^

A.M.
h.ui

r.v.
2t.2<»

A a;.
Arrive Portland.
10.56
l..-ave Portland P&O.KU.)
*.35
3.16
Arrive Hitdglnn..
H.l*»
*».» «»
at
n
for
North
foiinevtion*
Urul^L
Mage
llridg
ton. Harrison and Waterford. Waterford siage
leave* on arrival of 11.10 a. iii. train.
Sweden Stage connect* Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday, with 0.00 p. m. train.
Stage dally from >andy Creek for So. Brldgton
on arrival of 6.63 p. in. train.
oct6dtf
_J. A. HKNNKTT. Supt.

PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.

AALU D¥

Only Liar
Iwrra

B. STANLEY & SON, Importers
MMEKAL SPRIM
IMKHISO*

WATER,

.VI «IMF.

HEIIKB1 GIVB5T,
subsei ihci has been duly appointed and takNOTH
himself the trust of
K IM

Administrator of the
upon
estate of
JOSEPH E. MILLER, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bunds ;is the law directs. All persons having <temands upon the estate of said deceased, are reto exhibit the suite; and all persons Inquired
debted to said estate are called upon to make payen

ment to

PRKD V. CHASE, Ad in r.
Portland, Nov. 3, 1880.
nov8dlaw3w*

WIDMMOK*

TABLE

SAUCE.

The most d ’llclotu In Savor; appetizing In rt
feet; and by literal use enables |,yspeptic, to eat
meats and hearty food without Injurious results.
For sale by all t.roeers. M. A. JEWELL & I O.,
octtleodStu
Agents.

T'TTT^ T> \ PLMJ msytwfoundoaillleatlMh
1 tilo t <1 A it IV r. Bow.lt A Co's Newspapct
ThMAwlrnnn

ft.

ALL KIN DU.

r«*M

mild

7.10

LIQUOKS Portland and
Qgdansburg R. R.
ORIGINAL PACKAIIBH,

u« u.

4'on.uiiu
No cure, no pay. only for medicine.
liou anil l ximaination free. Office hours from
9 a. m.to 8 p.

novfl

V

NO. 410 FORE ST..
PORTLAND, ME
Also ttoitera) Managers (,»r New England forth
Celebrated

be consulted at his

PILLS,

Bile

TI1E

NEW ROOMS, MEC1IANICS’ BUILDING, SUMMIT

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
Knr I Ivor

IS

_

can now

g

n p o k t e d

or

W. &Mly

Strengthen!

Proprlo^

MASS.

nnd

Cbirngo

In effcn Ocl. I,
Train* Leave Uridgton—..

WINES nnd

CO.v

Trade mark uateuted. Mailed on receipt ot price
bv facorge c. Saoodwin A- l a. Ueneral Agents,
oet20-W. F.v M -t'.mn rm
Ilostou.

Alaairnil,

in.

dRIOGTON & SACO RIVEB H. %

SO(MRw6fllcW

oct27

Corhiia,

Var Hurts lft«*l«l und tun tan,
1.30 p. m.
AKKIV4 lgM.

JOSKBU HICKBON.Rcieia) Alai.
r.
WM. K1H1AK. (i. 1*. A
.1. 8T K BURN SON. Supt.
Nov 1.
iltt
IS86,__

both

—

1.16
6.30

m.

For

Qurbrc, 1.3* p.

Xorlliural. IF«>«l

certain in its

l>r. J. Miller's Vegetable F.xpevtsrast la invaluable for Coughs A Colds. 35c. A $1. at Druggists.

I, IMMfl

Pnr (..burnsod l.ewiatna, 7.10ft. m.,
«uid 6.2<) p. m.
••'or Oorhuia, 7.10 a. in., 1.3k>, 4.CO and

Perfect and Immediate Relief in Cases of
PAIN AND INFLAMMATION,
Externally and Internally. It Is sa/o and
action. For bums. Poisoning, Erysipelas, Inflammation of tho Eyes or Bowels,
Earache. Dcaftiesa, Rheumatism, Pains in Side,
Back or Shoulders, Piles, Sore Throat, Croup,
or Bronchitis. Prioe 26 eta. and 91. at druggist*.
g. I9MAI k tMH, Proprietors. Pro,id»srs, E. I.

ARKANUEnENTS.

after AIONIDAV, IN«v.
iraia* will ran m fallow*
UI P IBTI HPN.

The Beet Medicine* Ever Invented For

SURE CURE FOR
Dysfefsia. Iediobstios. Livrk Avn Kipvky
CoMFLAIHTB, NERVOL SSE88, IlKARTSi UM. V\ UD
is the Stomach or Tains imtlk bo vs:.j.
Headache. Heowsieess. Low 8i*iuitj.
MRLAECHOLY. and ISTEUIRHAXC.t
As » Medicine ll is quick and effectual; coring
the wor«»t and m<*t aggravated cases of byspepaiu.
Kidney Complaints, and all other do range menu
of the Stomach and bowels.
It will instantly revive tlie most melancholy an#
drooping spirits, and restore the weak, feeble,
nervous, ana sickly to health, strength, and vigor.
Nightly Dissipation. Persona who, from
dissipating too much over night, foel the evil
effects of the poisonous Manors In violent headaches,
Sickness at stomach, weakness, Giddiness, etc.,
will find that one dose will remove all l>ud leellugs.

and

On

t'lfy.

ARt&WJALSM
I_

M. L. WILLIAMS, (ietl'l Agent.
dtl

0Ct23

WINTER

JwimMWMMHMl.

Traw

•Connects with Hall Lines lor New York, Son'll
and West,
•Connects with Sound Lines tor New York, South

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency, lor the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
November 0, A. D. 1886.
In case ol WILLIAM B. QUINT, Insolvent
■ Debtor.
fit II Ml Is to give notire, that on the sixth day oI
i November, A.D.;i88H,a Warrant in Insolvency
was issued
by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of the
Courtof Insolvency, for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
WILLIAM 1L QUINT, at Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor on petition of
said Debtor, which |>etltkm was hied on the sixth
day of November, A. D. 1886, to which date Interest on claims Is to he computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of anv properly
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to l)e boldeu at Probate Court Room,
In said Portland, on the sixth day of December,
A. D. 1886. at 10 o'clock ill the forenoon.
I liven under niv baud, the date first above writ•
ten.
II, R. SARD ENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger, of the Court of Infor
said
of
Cumberland.
solvency
County
uov8At3

’/k

crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.

..

IHKELT

MONDAY TRAINM
1.00, 4.15 p. in. via Eastern Division

for Beaisa

h

From BOSTON eiery WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA my TUESDAY and FRIDAY

PORTLAND

TRAINM I.KAVK

From

;

SKHtlf'K,
Muuday, October 44. IM««.

effect

la

..

of (lie .linrrlcau Institute of Homoeopathy, read al .Saratoga at the
annual meeting of IKbtt.

TRAINS.

and after Headay, Uel. 43,
I *•*«. Passenger Trains will Lean
on

Fee

Liverpool.

j

at_A

points beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 5 o’clock,
.r. B. COYLE. Ju. Manager.
octltt

HAll-INC. DATES:

dally

IWfinf M

A._octPDdtf

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

o’clock; arriving In
connection with earliest trains for

day evening

From

rnUr.Uno.LUUVvlU VUN

V

BRADFORD, O. T.

WHARF, Portland,
alternately leave FRANKLIN
at 7

every week
season for

*

m.

via. Xovllie and Halifax.

Machlas fur

>

Leave Portland, via 0. T. Railway, 7.10 a m.;
S.OO; Mechanic Falls imixed train)
H.45; arriving at W. Minot 0.06; E. Hebron 9.80:
Buck6eld 0.45;
E. Sumner
10.36; Hartford,
10 65; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 130 p. ro.; Lewiston 1.67;
Mechanic Kails 3.15; arriving at W. Minot 3.27;
E. Hebron 3.37; Bucgtelit 3.50: E. Sumner 4.08;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.26; Gllbertvlile 4.35 p.

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,

and contain 38.UOO feet of floor.
Our Liquid Food can be retained by the weakest
stoman. Four tablespooufuls
will make
eight per cent, new blood weekly. When used for
infants, never chani'p their food, hut ;ul«l
or
more drops of Liquid rood at each feeding, and
their lost or needed vitality will be restored in less

iffwi Mac. I,

Lewiston

FARE ONLY $1.00.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (via

Is -1_<<■_

Tiverton.
Slcl 12th, ling Gipsy Qneen, (from Portland) for
New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Sailed 11th, schs
Humboldt. Thomastou for New York; George \V
Glover, Rockland for do ; Red Rover, Sullivan
for do; Manna Loa, and Kmellue G Sawyer, from
St John, NIL for do; Stephen J Watts, Nova Scotia lor do; Laconia, Rockland fordo; J Whitehouse, Providence for do.
Also sailed, (alter returning) schs Jas S Lowell,
Ablne Walker, Maggie Ellen, and Jacob Reed.
WOOD'S HOLL-Sld 11th, sell Laura Robinson,
Matthews, New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 12tli, sell Laura 11 Jones,
Stevens, Bangor.
81U 12th. sells A T Rowland, Mitchell, and G W
*
Rawlcv. Alley. New York.
VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 11th, sell Ella Fran
ces. from Perth
for
Portland;
Anna
ElizaAmboy
beth, Bangor for New York; 8 8 Blckmore, Hall
St John. Nit, fordo.
Sid lltli, schs Zella, New York for Lynn; EC
Gates. Calais for New York; Garland. Sands River for do;
Huntress, Lubec fordo; Enterprise
Richmond for do; Win E Barnes. Augusta fordoSardinian, and Ida A Jayne. Rockland fur d ■’
Wide Awake, do for do; WL Newton, Boston for
do; Jeruslm Baker. Machlas for Tiverton; Iua
Mlllhridgc lor Providence; M B Mahoney, Bangor
for Sag Harbor.
11YANN IS-Ar 12th, sell Mexican, Lowell fm
Bangor for Wood's Holl.
BOSTON—Ar 12th, sch James W Drury, Baker
Baltimore; E L Higgins, Mitchell, Calais; Victor'
Bunker, do; Carroll, Sawyer, Machlas; Harmony'
Pendleton, Bangor.
Chi 12th. sell Jane L Newton, Stover, BayonneEvaC Yales, Yates. Bangor, to load for N York
Ar 14111. schs Veto. Marshall. Port Eaton, LlEtta A Tanner, Malloch. Eastport; Margaret'
Leighton, Mlllhrldgefor Providence; M FSmith’
Smith, B iktol: Eva Belle, Smith, Jouesport; Arboreer, Clark, Kllswortli; UP Newcomb, Allen
and F N Tower, Kuowlton. Deer Isle; W 0 Norcross, Robinson. liockport; Judith Ami, Condon
Friendship; Cock of the Walk, Lewis. Wiscasset1
Cld 13th. brig Mary C Haskell, Oliver, for Domarara; schs J I. Newton, Siover. Bayonne; EvaC
Yates, Yates. Bangor; Mark Gray, Randall and
Minnehaha, Tryou. Kennebec.
SALEM—Ar 12th, sch Annie Lord, Kemlall
aHI1,
Port Johnson.
Ski 12th, schs D Eddy, Ellen Perkins. Angola
*
F P Drlsko, Mary Farrow, Win Mason.
FOKTSMOTUH-Ar 12th, *ch Maud 8, Osmore

Wialer Arraagcaacat— la
isse.

1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS 1M8-7

deod&w'ownrmyie

Andrews, Walts, Boston;

L F Warren. Thompson, do.

Ruinford Fulls k fokfaM Railroad.

STEAMERS.

4th

Sell Pennsylvania, from Portland for Belfast,
before reported at Bootlibay leaky, lias repaired
and sailed for Belfast.
tysee general news columns for other reports!

—

_

Wilmington.

goula.
Cld 12th, sells

ASP ALL PARTS OP

rates.

Steamer4'ITV OP MCUM»makeetwo
am
trips per week on the r.mte between PorUaad
Portland at 1100 p.m.
Machlasport, leaving and
Machlasport at 4.00 a
Tuesdays and Fridays,
m„ Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKRK, General Manager.
F. K. BOOTHBY.Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Art.
Portland. Gel. a». IHHii,oct22tf

—

DOMINION LINE.

Ini Manilla Sept 23d, ship Panay, Bray, for
Boston.
Ar at Nuevitas 10th inst, sch Aldine, Dennison,
New York.
Ar at F'almoutli, E. 12th inst, ship Hecla, Day,
San Francisco.
Ar at Hayti Oct 28. sch Georgia LTWake.Wlley,

Willey,

worn

BDSTON

Sid

Memoranda.
Sch Helen Montague, from Baltimore for Portland, before rep ited at Rockland In distress, took
the gale of the 7th, when 30 miles north of Cape
Cod. and was blown off; lost tlyingjtb, and split
fore and mainsails.
Sch Elbrklge Souther. Fales, for Philadelphia,
drove ashore on a reel at Turks Island nth. She
was hauled off 7th without apparent damage, after jettisoning part of cargo.
Sch Mary Jane, from New York for Winterport,
had stern badly damaged at Vineyard-Haven 13th
ho ....lliot,...
,....1
.I.IHnA
I...

ll seed

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
eodlmnrm

above from Commercial Street

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.

W HARD OR SCiT, HRT 6S S3J.D WATER.

THE

nov8

as

ings.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a. m.;
Lewlatou, 8.60 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor at 12.40 and 12.46 p.m.; the afternoou trains
from Bangor. Watervine, Bath, Augusta, Hoc inland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
■dualled Tickets. Aral uud scceud Otss, IH
all peiuis in Ike Provinces eu sale at ce-

The new Steamers of this Line will leave RailWharf, loot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY anil FRIDAY at 6.00 p. »., for
EASTPURT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. EF“Freight received up to 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange 8t., or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, fool
of State street
J. B. COYLE. JR..
nov20dtf
Gen’l Manager.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, Nov. 13.
Arrived.
Helen
.Sch
Montague, Green, Baltimoie—coal to
Ramlall & McAllister.
6ch|Julia Ami, Parker, Deer Isle—canned goods
to C P Mattock.
Sch Urllliaut, Hooper, Rockport—lime to L C
Cummings & Co.
Sch James Henry, Mmiroe, Rockport—lime to
L C Cummings & Co.
Sch Lion, Cliatto. Rockport—lime to L C Cummings & Co.
Scu Snow Squall, Crowell, Rockland—lime to L
C Cummings & Co.
Sch Capitol. Wiley, Bremen.
Sch Perseverance, Willard, Rockland for New
York.
Sch Mabel Hall, Bartlett, Rockland for New
York.
Sch Ella M Doughty, Doughty, with 50,000 lbs
cod, (two days out).
RETURNED—Schs Eva May. and Cora Etta,
(tatter ashore: see other columns,).

Baagar

CONUliEMS ST. STATION,

Rrsuwirk, Nuvu Neutin, Prlucr Elwards Island, and Cape Breluu.

SAVKS t..1.BOV.. T?M" ai.<» SOAP A.1IAZ
-• e» utt.vrf,t!
INGI.Y, uitl
.Ktlun.
family, rl. h u* tnwr ihouM bo w iiitouK it
Sold by all vjr*» t». Br.W \lli: of Imitations
Arell doiitSiUNl t:» mislead PRA KLINES is the
5NLY SAS'C labor-saving c-ur pound.
Always bears the nbovo symbol, end name at
JAM:.3 pyus, NEW YORK.

LACTATE CO.,
Boston, Mass.

173 Devonshire St.,

For

m.

where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained (or principal points East and West.
tThe 11.15 p. in. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays Included, through to Bangor but not to
Skowheganou Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn-

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Get a 10c. trial size bottle of your druggist.

Vaace-

m.

Station, stop at

road

WASITOJ £*« BLEACHING

til.15p.

m., 1.25 and

R. trains timed

International
—

BEST THING KNOWN

Hnrber,

_

New

“BOSTON.
I recommend Lactart and
Honey’ as a safe and very
efficient remedy for Coughs,
Colds, Croup, etc.
M
O. G. CILLEY, A M., M.D.”

NEWS.

I, 1886,

EASTPORT. CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B„ HALIFAX, N. S.

*

U U 111

1.26p.

MTRA.I1KHM.

—

»*

for Kllrwerlh. Bar

A Plaeuli'qui* K. H., 7.10
Am,, til.16 p. m.,
foi Nkawbcgaa, Bclfaai aa„ Better, 1.20,
1.26,111.16 p. in.; Watervllle. 7.10 a m.,
1.20,1.26, and, tll.16 p. m.. and on Saturdays
only at 5.15 p. in..for Augusta, Hallew, II,
Gardiner aad Hi uaawlrk, 7.10 A lu., 1.26,
6.16, tll.15 p. in., Bath, 7.10 a. m., 1.25, 6.16
p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.;
Kacklaad and Hues aad Liacelu ft. K.,
7.10 a.m., 1.26 p.m.; Aalara aad Lawialaa at 8.30 a. m., 120, 6.00 p. m
l.ewitlea
via Brnaswick, 7.10 a. m., 1.25, tll.16 p.m.;
Paratiagtaa, .Vlaaaaaath. Wiaikrap. Oak
inad aad Marik tun, 1.20 p. m.; Kurutiaglea via Bruaswick. 7 10 a. m. and 1.26

Leave Great Diamond 8.10, o.oo, 8.1B, 5 06
Leave Trefethen’s 6.06, 8.66, 3.10, 6.00
Leave Long Island, 8.46,3.00.
MINDAY TKIHs.
If pleasant.
Leave Portland for Peak’s, Little and Great Diamond. and Trefethen’s. 10.30. 2.16.
Leave Portland for Long Island. 10.30,2.16.
1-eavc Little Diamond, 11.36, 3.20.
Leave Great Diamond 11.30,3.16.
Leave Trefethen’s, 11.25,3.10.
Leave Long Island. 11.15, 8.00.
Leave Peak’s, 11.40. 3.26.
sep2QdtfB. J. WILLARD. Manager.

can

follow*:

bere, at. Jaba, Halifai. aad tke PvevlkAreeateek I caalf,
cm, Mt. Mlrphra aad

STEAMSHIP CO.,

believing it will meet
with universal favor, and
soon become a necessity
in every household.

....

MARINE

varies.

never

Honey,

MINIATURE ALMANAC..NOVEMBER 15.
Sunrises.6 37l Hiirh water 1. 103
Sunsets.4 14 HlgnwaterJ. y y0
9 37 H„,_ht
I... 8ft7m
Length of day
•Wail

powder

-A-ISTD

Saratoga.New York..Havana
Nov 20
Finance.New York..Rio Janeiro. Nov 20
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool... Nov 22

..

This

strength and wholesomeuess.
than the ordinary kinds, amt

LACTART

Nov
York..Glasgow
Nov
York..Antwerp....Nov

York..Bremen

Catalonia.Boston.Liverpool. ..Nov 18
Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool. ..Nov 19

IUUI'11

Pure.

«

time not interfere
with the digestive organs
or affect the nervous
system, we offer our

Niagara.New York..Havana.Nov

■ nU|

Little and Great Diamond and Trefethen’s,.....
6.46,7.00, 8.00, 2.16,
4.30,8.10.
Ixiave Portland for hint Island, 8.00, 2.16,
Peaks’ 8.20, 7.26. U.10, 3.26, 4.50, 8.30.
pave
Leave Little Diamond 8.15,7.20,0.06,
3.20, 6.10,
0.35.

Absolutely

a*

Hauser, 7.10a. m., via 4>«nui 1.20 p.
III., via l.rwlaira. 1.25 and 111.15p. m, via A*-

tVMrf)

On uimI After Cel.

3ame

8AILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Portland
For

Leave Portland for Peaks’

Croup, Hoarseness, and
Sore Throat, and at the

9d; Club
i*jOs
Western

On und after NONDAV. Off. <3,
INN«, PfMM-nrer Train* Leave

WEEK DAY TRIPS.

POWDER

drugs, which will effectually cure Coughs, Colds,

6s

KBOM

(Custom House

LACTART and HONEY.

LIVERPOOL.Nov.13,*1886.—Quotations—WinWheat

Elder.New
City Alexandria..New

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1, t88«, steamer (JOttDON
will leave Custom House
Wharf dally, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Llltle Chebeague, Jenks,Great Chebeague, Harpewell and Orrs lslaud at 2 p. in.
Keturn, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Iutermlnate landings at (i.40 a. m. Arrive Portland
at M.lo a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain,
GEO. F. WEST. Manager.
sepaodtf

ON

Foreian Ports.
bid fm Victoria, BC. 2d Inst, ship W A Campbell
Hathorn, (trom San Pedro) for Departure Ray,
At Montevideo Oct, brig H H Wright, Meyers,
for Boston.
At Utilla Oct 27, sch Clara L Dyer, Bodden, for
New Orleans. Idg.
At Corn Island 1st lust, seh Kuule McKown,
Bradley, for Blueflelds, trading.
At Uiiatan Oct 31. sch Jos P Mucbeeea, Nickerson, lor New Orleans.
At East Harbor, TI. 8th Inst, brig Hattie M
Bain, McDonald, from Trinidad, ar 4tli,for Boston
2th, ldg.
bid fm Cardenas Dili lust, brig Raveu, Nash,

TN response to many in•Aquiries, from both the
medical profession and
the trade, for a medicine
FREE from objectionable

HUI.KOIOX.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT W, V.(I.\E CEATRAL RAILROAD

Spoken.
Sept 24, lat 27 16 N, Ion 22 38 W, ship Almeda,
Nickels, from Liverpool for ban Francisco.
Sept 21, lat 4 8, Ion 28 W, ship band Skolfleld,
from New York for Calcutta.

1,0 NOON. Nov. 13.1880.—Consols 101 9-16.
LONDON,Nov. 13,1886.—U. 8. 4%s, 112%.
LIVERPOOL, Nov. 13,5 1886.—Cotton market
active and firmer; uplands at 5 3-16d; Orleans at
6%d; sales 12,000 bales; speculation and export
2000 bales.

Wyoming.New
Philadelphia.New

INLAND NTEAflERL

Tuspan.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

Devonia.New
Ellis.New
Rhynlaud .New
Servla. New
Cllyof Chester...New
Schiedam.New

MIBC FI.LO KOI[7*.

Ar at 8t John. NB. 12th, schs George A Pierce,
Sherman. Machlas; D Sawyer, Beal. Jonesjiort.
Cld 12th. schs Afton. Odell, Portland; Win F
Green, Crockett, New York ; Almeda, Mullen,
Rockland: Vesta Pearl, do.

MelM^s

ter

Bid 12th, schs H LCurtis, Hutchins,for Bangor;
Fanny Flint, Warren, Lubec; EC Allen, Meady,
Kennebec.
BATH-Ar 12th. sch Minm A Reed, Nash, Port
laud for Bowdolubam (and proceeded.)
Cld 12th, sell Clias E Italeli. Maaaon. for New
Orleans; GeoM Adams, blandish. Philadelphia.

..

Receipts, 29,400 bush.

N! L'U’ Df kl>T

Mess.120Oa|g:

do covered

a

Chicago Cattle Market.

Large Bauk2 25®2 60 (Beef—
Small.2 00®2 26j Ex Mess.

Med. 3s.
Small.
<8
Proilnte.

8. Kii

Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick \*
Uhl 1 50 'L1 62‘52.

251

Shore Is.21 50825OOl
Shore 2s.12 50(gl6 OOl

..

>

768500{Middlings.

Uackerel!?bbl—1886. iHams

16
8 Vi

Savage—. 644
Bodie. :_ 2S&
Yellow Jacket.3
Crown Point
2V4
Gould & Curry. 2V4
Best.
5 Vi
Mono. 2Vi
Bulwer. 11/,,
Utah. 2 Vi
Hale & Norcross. 2 Vi

L

68

Stocks.

to-day:
Con. Cal. & Va.

1 Spring aud
XX Spring..4 o0<g4 2G Oats, carlots_3 u-m
latent spring
Oats, bag lots_4:>« ; l
Vlieats.GOOgB 25 Cottonseed.
car lots..22 GO,d23 mi
dich.straight

Pails.7

Mining

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov.13, 1880.—The followare
ing
closing official quotations of mining stocks

(.run.
|
iHlgbMxd Corn.B2:d52 Va
50 Corn, bag lots_n3„a;>4
Meal, bag lots... 6 • <>,52

No 1... lit cl 6c I

Stocks.

00
00
Bodie (Jon. 2 40
Hale & Norcross..2 25
HornSilver. 1 75
Ophlr.9 00

PORTLAND, Nov. 13, 1886.
The following are today's closing quotation, of
1 iraiu, Provisions, &c.:

l>argeSliore2 75®3 00l

Mining

i" on

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

j

71%

Ontario.24
Sierra Nevada.2

COMMERCIAL

:INANCIAL AND

mlltM' .4r»0rt4 71S
rin
9.A. fWt•>". n
clear do— 4 yB a4% Sack'd lir'u
tone ground. 4y»c.4 35| car lots. .16 00618 no
do bag...17 OOc 10 no
it Louis si'gt
roller.4
1H 0Oc2i. .".
clear do—4 25®4 60 do bag lots,10 00c 22
Winter Wheat
I'roruiou-..
!
Patents.6 OO a5
Pork—
I Backs ...15 0081 65 •
i
Clear ....14 5o®14 75
3od,!?<itl—

miles of

Erie 3ds.101%
Kansas Pacific Consols.107
Oregon nav. rsis.no%
Union Pacific 1st..110
do Land Urants

NEW YOKE,Nov. 13,1886.—The following are
for mining slocks to-day:
Colorado iCoal..36(25
Quicksilver... 6 60
do preferred. 23 00

constipation, headache, impure blood,
Athlophoros Pills are unequaled.

Var cluefs seem to have had power to sell,
1 ’robably they acted as agents for the com1 uunity, and their power
depended on their
1 lersonal influence at the time. The earliest
two

United States bonds, 3s.100%
New 4s, reg.127%
New 4s, coup.127%
New4%s, reg
.109%
New 4%s, coup.Ill
Central Pacific lsts .116%
Denver <S It. Gr. lsts.118%

closing quotations

lomcn,

Flour.
lupertine and
low grades.2 G0g3

eying

The transactions at cue Stock Exchange aggregated 810.990 snares.
ue louowtng are to-day’s
quotations of Government securities:

tun,vi

06(83 16; fancy 3 406,3 60; extrafamw tsS
80; patent 3 9544 8?. Wheat
lower; No 2 Mixed 33%c. Oats easier- No 2
Mixed at 26%@26%c. Lard at 5 86 w(! w5.
Receipts—Flour, 3,000bbls; wheat,^8 ooo bucorn. 36,000 bush: oats, 26,000 lush
u
rve 4’,Jt0
4 (X O
rye-

Market.

[By Telegraph.]

Great Falls, N. H., March 12, 1886.
With me Athlophoros outsells all rheumatism
nediciues and herewith 1 give you one sample of
is work in this place. Mr. Cyrus Curtis has been
0 afflicted with rheumatism for the past three
ears he has
been unable to walk, exeept to put
me foot out aud drag the other up to It and thus
;et along. Three weeks ago I recomended Atliophorus to him, two bottles has so (as he states)
inJoosened him that he can walk natural again.
Hi is now an earnest advocate of Athlophoros.
F. H. Wingate, Druggist.
Every druggist should keep Athlophoros and
but
where they cannot be
Lthlophoros Pills,
lought of the druggist the Athlophoros Co., 112
Vail St., New York, will send either (carriage
aid) on receipt of regular price, which is gl.00
ier bottle for Athlophoros and 50c. for Pills.
For liver aud kidney diseases’ dyspepsia, indi;estion, weakness, nervous debility, diseases of
<

Money

TBy Telegraph.]

NEW YORK, Nov. 13 1888.—Money on call
Is quiet, ranging from 4% to 7 per cent.
Prime
mercantile paper at 4$6 per oent. Exchange quiet
and steady at 4 80%®4 80% and 4 84 $4 84%.
Government bonds are dull and steady. Railroad
bonds quiet and generally strong.
The stock
market closed quiet and Arm.

Now York

test,

t he men. When a question of war arose in
t his council the War Chief called for volun1 sers for he was only a leader and not abs olute in his commands.
Yet in the dis
I msal of laud to the Whites both Peace and

< nnr) funml iu from Vnnhlt..

New York Stock and

..

Augusta, Me., April 10,1886.
No Sir! I don’t think anything about it. I
:now Athlophoros to he the best medicine that
iver was for rheumat ism or neuralgia; when my
;ou was very ill with neuralgia and was being
rented by doctors all the way from Boston and
langor, who said neuralgia was a hard thing to
landle, they did not case him, but three doses
if Athlophoros knocked the pain out of him, as it
lid for me.
For seven weeks I could not do a stroke of
vork. 1 took Athlophoros, because It has done so
nuch for my boy; my rheumatism troubled me In
he hack, legs aud feet. Athlophoros will kill
min quicker than any medicine I over saw or
ook.
Vouanols Kimball.

little widow broke

are

a

213

East Tenn, 1st t>r«<.
74%
Kansas & Texas..
30%
Houston A Texas.. 35
Metropolitan El. .210
Mobile & Ohio.....
20%
Morris & Essex. .141%
Oregon Nav.107%
Kichmonu Si Danville. 195
Wells. Fargo Express..127

and addresses of many
;ueu persons to those desiring them.
Athlophoos is tlie Is the only remedy for these diseases

aid Marchiiu had held that post before him,
1 or he was especially commended for his
i

Telephone.

Boston & Maine Railroad. 209
Wisconsin Central. 23%
Boston & Albany Railroad. .197
Maine Central R. 6s. 10-49 bonds.108%
Bidfleford City 4s, 19 11.101%
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R.... 133%($133%

K.

names

hat can stand such

108
102%
107
111

—

an

Atlilophoros Co. gladly reffers sufferers from
'heumattsm, neuralgia, sciatica, nervous or sick
le.idache,kidney agd liver complaints to those who
iave hern cured of these diseases by Atlilophoros,

1 ost that quaint gold ring which our fair
1 riend Mrs. E. was showing us on her finger
t he other day. Each tribe had two head
< hiefs, one the War chief, the other the
] ’eace cnief, wlfo kept order in the tribe.
Phis reminds us of the Japanese a genera*
i ion
the Mikado
was
ago, when
the
’eace chief, and the Tycoon the War chief,
! iquidrayset was evidently the War Chief,

106
112
112
123
134

Boston Air Line.100*
Purlin to. fe Cedar Kaplds. 65*
Cauaoa Southern. 64%
Canton.

Hie

ind will furnish

106

are received
dallv:
and
Atch., Topeka
Santa Fe Railroad. 93%
New York and New England Railroad.61%
donref
146%
Eastern Railroad.
123%
Marquette. Houghton and Out. R., com.... 39
Eastern Railroad us.132
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com.
do pref.
99
Mexican Central 4s. 46V4

A SWINDLER.
Iocs not refer possible purchases to ids victims.

lime was

106
101
116
124

do! ore..113%
Texas Pacific.
21%
Uuinn Pacific
60%
0. S. Express.
61
Wabash, SI. Louis Si Pacific
21%
do pref. 38
W. tern Union telegraph
78%
o ton & lerre Haute. 37%

or.

^

125

1st orei..
.118
S\ Pa 1.
95%
St. Paul preferred.120%
•St. Pan., nliuu. &[Man.119
st Pam Si
nialia. 62%

O. M.—In putting un the price of coal?
C. M.—Certainly. Half the diseases known to
ihysieians come from overheating..

return: In 1C31 Squidrayset was the
< hlef of Casco
Bay. lie might have been the
iriuce referred toby Levett in 1G23, but more
ikely was an older chief, for he led the pari y who slew Bagnall and his
family on Rich-

116

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

do

;oing—
Coal Magnate—Oh, my dear sir, do not use tlial
erm.
It is extremely unjust.
O. M.—That’s Just what you are.
C. M.—Oh! no, no, nothing of tlie kind. We are
ihilanthropists.

io

107

Pullman Pa'ace.J43%
tteailing.
36%
Kock island..
....127
st Louis & San Fran.. 35%

“What wound did ever heal but by degrees?”
Hie thousand eases daily cured by Salvation Oil.

“Yes, but that was an entertainment, and
if course the ladies would lie invited. But

65

wheat

ataspa1*^;' ta3mHyiat''2I66^3l70b“o*ce

XXX

3
3
Is

100

Boston Stock Market.

Bell

Shipments—Flour, 7,000 bbls;

63
125
146
80

Northern Pacific. 29%
do ore!
64%
Northwestern..119
Northwestern preferred.141
New York Central...
.113%
New York. Chicago & St. Louis. 14%
do [pref. 27 %
ihio Central.
Ohio & Miss.... 30%
Out. & Western. 19%
Oregon Transcon. 36%
Pacific Mail..... 54%
Paniuiu
98

Tlie Texas Tribune says:—“The late atmospheric freshness has brought on many cases of
tough, and cold, and Dr. Bull’s Cough Srynp is in
ireat demand.

are

165

National Traders’Bank.loo
Ocean Insurance Co.100
Port hunt Company.
l ortland Gas
Company. 50
BONDS.
State of Maine Os, due 1889.106
1 ortland City Os.Muulclp’l varlouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907...124
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.102
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various_100
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid.. ..113
Bangor City 6s, long Mun.122
Belfast City (is, K. R. aid
104
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various... 105
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s. 1895 110
Leeds & Fannlng’tu R. R. 6s.110
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s.. 121
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s.... 132
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s.106
Portland WaterCo. 1st mtg6s....101%
’’
2d mtg 6s.106
SdmtgOs... .110

do

ary man. He wrote "Tlie Bigelow
Papers,”
andMrs. V.—What! Them? Wliv, I made GwenJolen stop leadin’ them only this morning be■ause they was so vulgar.
He don’t even know
liow to spell.

Omaha Man—When

75

168

M issout t.Paciiic.116%
New Jersey Central.—. 62%

Mrs. Vulgargrand—Who is this James Russell
Lowell the papers are making sucli a fuss over?
a

Bank..

Asked

Manhattan Elevated.163%
Michigan Central. 95%
Mum. si st. Louis. 21%

Dr. Seth Arnold’s Vegetable Pills for blilious25 cts. at
ness, costiveuess, £c., do not gripe.
all druggists.

he’s

Merchants’National

Bid.
166
163
110
60
128
143
80
00
02

Erie preferred
.| 70
Illinois Centra!. .134%
Iud Bloom, id Western. 17 Vs
Lake Erie Si West. 15%
Lake Shore. 96%
Louisville & Nasu....
69%

James Nisbet, of Pawtucket, It. I., informs us
that he has used Dr. Seth Arnold’s Cour/h Killer
for a severe cough, the most gratifying results. It
works like a cliarin. lie cordially recommends
it. 25c., 50c, and §1.00 per bottle.

Bongtong—Oh,

Middle street.
S T O C K 8.
Pa Value.
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.100
D®“oNat. Bank.100
First National Bank.100
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
186

Erie. 35%

tind

“I would like to get an engagement in your
company,” said an indifferent actor to a star.'
"I don’t think that I have any use for you.”
“I’ve had considerable experience as a walking
gentleman.”
"You have, have you? Well, I would like to
see you walk.”

Mrs.

Brokers,

American Express.107%
Central Pacific.
47%
< ihesapeake & Ohio. l o
Chicago & Alton.145
Chicago & Alton preferred.100
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy .*...139%
Del. & Hud. Canal.100%
Del., Lack. & West.140%
Den & Ilio Uraude. 33V*

we

matism, &c., will

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Bakbktt, Bankers and

do Sinking Funds.
The following New York stock market is received daily, by private wire, by Fullen. Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
Adams Express.140

no

Prisoner—But do you think they will liang me?
Counsel—Let them do it if they dare.
It would
he the best tiling that could happen for our side—

“And in helping torture the condemned
aptives, were they not?” asked the Profes-

nd Ammoncongan
liief styled liimself Sagamore, and received
1 or his territory one trading coat and one
Land was cheap
I lallon of liquor a year.
rnnnfr
onH hV’orHrivnn moohinuei- v<».n1
hen, hut in thus receiving a yearly rental he
naiutained his dignity as a landed proprierapidly.”
“Very true,” I replied. “The old chronicler t or, and Small paid yearly tribute as a tenint. The chief kept his famous cornfield on
says they rarely attained great age, and
mostly died young. Tliat the state of exci- 1 he north side of Ammoncongan Falls, but in
000 Squidrayset had been succeeded by
tation in which they continually lived, the
Varrabitta and Nunanieut, and those two
hardships which they underwent in their
1
long journeys, their prolonged fasts, and at
sagamores sold it to llunjoy, and he added
times inordinate feasts, cut short their days
I o it half of Small’s tract, which his fatherand brought on premature age, so that a savi n-law, John Phillips, had purchased in 1058.
age of forty seemed as old as a European of
tmmoncongan signifies Fish-Spearing-Place,
fifty or fifty-five. Their life, in its best es- i nd must have been the headquarters of
tate, was not favorable to longevity'. The I lie
Casco tribe, it would appear from
wigwam was a mere tent covered w ith birch < lie large amount of land they cultibark. It was leaky and moldy. It had no
ated
there, though Squidrayset seems
floor but the hard earth. A fire was built in
I o have lived mostly below
lower
the
the middle and the smoke escaped by a hole 1 alls
mouth.
of
the rivar
its
near
at the top. The smoke must have injured
1 Ie found it convenient
to live where
their eyes and wrinkled their skins. It was
I e could
But the
watch
the harbor.
exposed to drafts and that meant rLeumal ( Id chief no longer watched the entrance
tism and neuralgia. They threw all the offac f his favorite Presumpscot, (the Many Shalfrom game and fish upon the ground at their
1 iws Itiver), he had gone to the happy liunti ug grounds.
very doors, and that caused putrid fevers,
Warrabitta and Nunanieut
rere still selling land in 1072.
In the war of
Everywhere about them were swamps, and
that gave them malaria,”
1 075 several familiar names appeared here,
“Civilized people were not over-nice in 1 nit they belonged elsewhere. There was
their ways in those old times,” observed the ! iquando, chief of the Saco tribe, whose baProfessor. "The plague was rampant in 1 iyhad been drowned by English sailors,

the average longevity would have been much
below the ratio among more civilized races.
It is always so among nomads. Athletes die

only; very small; very easy
pain; no griping; no purging.

cine

var.”

I he

the men did not
ns hard workers, for their

easy.

u jw anil

“A significant indication of the influence
>f the women,” I added, “is that they were
illowed to participate in the councils of

•What

“But the burden of existence layr in the
chase ami fishery. That was liable to be
long and exhausting. The agriculture was

fumue,

generally pure. It is true that they consider women as slaves, vet they never insult
hem. A young man who dared commit that
ault would be severely punished.

, Hid

"Twas the women who iu spring-lime
Planted (he Dmad Helds and fruitful,
’Twas the women w ho in autumn
Stripped tlie yellow husks of harvest.*

mu*, vuu

ire

polygamy?”
“Yes, until

the French missionaries converted them to Christianity. But our Indians were of a superior race, and that
implies
courtesy and consideration towards women,

vjiu

arrows, dog and kettle, in liis boat, while
their noble attendants rowed beside them in
canoes. When they passed English
fishing
vessels, she welcomed their crews to her
country, and drank to them because they
were Levett’s friends and
countrymen. She
drank to her royal husband also, and welcomed him because lie was come into Casco
Bay, which was her patrimony. The drinking healths was a new fashion which she
had learned of the whites along with the
taste of rum. Doubtless she drank out of a
black bottle, but the sentiment of hospitality was the same.”
“That looks as if the rights of women
were well considered among the
aborigines
of Maine,” said the Professor.
“Yes, those of the queen and heiress; but
as a general ailing their wishes were more
considered than their rights. Among semicivilized races woman generally liaslier own
way, but it is as a boon and not as a right.
Where might is right, woman must persuade
and not demand. Where law makes the
dwarf as strong, in liberty, as the giant,
woman may claim
equality as a right. We
may get a picture of their domestic relations
from the French historian
The young man who wishes to marry offers to the girl whom lie desires to take for
Ins wife bracelets, and a belt and collar of
wampum. If the girl accepts these presents
die two young people live together for some
dme. After this period of experiment, if
die girl still pleases the youth, the
marriage
s celebrated and the union made
permanent;
jut if the girl does not please him, he loses
us presents and chooses a wife from some
itlier family. These unions are contracted
n the presence of the chiefs and of the relaions of tlio young couple. Their manners

gatherings here?”

s.

Carter’s Little Liver l’ills are free from al
crude and irritating matter. Concentrated medi-

n

utwt

-..v.,

^.viroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Nov. 13, 1888.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 37 cars miscellaneous
merchandise; for c >uaeellng roads no cars miscellaneous merchandise.

DAY THil.YI
P,rtl.a4 n,4 t1oot>rnl.

running

hr.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Mo.ndaj, October 4, 1886,

ami until nirth-i

uotlee Basaeuuer Tram., will
P.rlltmd aa billows
N.:»3 n n>. for Brtdglon. Fvyeburg, No. Couwav
Fabyana, Hlableuam. Lancaster,
Whitetel.l
l.lttfeton, Well. Klver. Montpelier, St Joi n
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal. Burlingt ,n, Swauton, Ogdeusburg ami West.
3.13 p. na. I .oral I'ortbtutI to Bartlett ami tnlermedtate atatlona, with stage cmineotlun. for
No. Wlmlham, Stantllah, Lrmliiaton, Sebaao
Naples. Bara ,t.ll'lil. Knar Falla, ltenmark’
Lovell. ami Conway Corner; alao (or No. itrldg.'
toll. llarrLaon ami Waterlorrl via. Brldgton.
Train, Arrive in Fnr,lnai4]
to 33 n. na. from Bartlett ami Way Station,
•i 33 p. m. ’rent Mom real. Burlington ami Weal
J. HAMILTON soul
1
CHAS. H. roVE. O. T. A.
ISSti.
t.
08.
oetldtf
l.envr

Nlllchcll’a

Kpllndonim

IMumern.

Krrrrtiv. Hnar4) tor paill or weaktle a
the Breaat. Side Bark, or Limb*; also tor
Liver Loin plaint, Weak Lungs, Cough, Cold Snot
between the should*, Asthma, bifllcultv in BrratIng BleurLsy, etc., In which case* thnv give im
mediate and permanent relief. Thl* I* the oldest
and moat reliable Belladouna Blaster made, and
contains an extra 'inanity o( belladonna.
Wold by nil ISrugglnl,
An

lu

aep24

odtim

»-

"the pkkrsT
MONDAY

MORNING,

PORTLAND
NKW

THE STORM.

Narrow

NOV. 15.
■

ADVftHTINIimKN'rM TO-Ujtl

NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Overcoats-Boston & Portland
A.

Co.

■

Ceneral Crant visited
every civilizet
country; yet in all his travels, he had never seei
a more effectual remedy for coughs and colds tliai
Adamsom’s Botanic Balsam. Sold by druggist:
and dealers at 35 cents. Trial size 10 cents
Large bottles 76 cents.

16_MVftStv

Collier..-MRS.
WINSLOW’!
SOOTHING 8Y1UIP should always be used wliei
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the lttth
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep bj
relieving the child from pain, and the little clierul
awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleas
ant to taste. It soothes the child, softens tin
gums, allays all oain, relieves wind, regulates tin
Vowels, and is the best known remedy for dial
rhoca, whether arising from teething or othe r
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
M

_SM&W&wly

If you are tired taking the
large, old-fashlone j
griping pills, try Cart, r’s Little Liver Pills an 1
take some comfort. A man can't stand ever
tiling. One pill a dose.
novdd&wlw
iiAiti-i.it
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-Tills l>e:i tiful

weekly pub

llratlou U a welcome visitor lo tlie parloi clrrlt
The number for tlie ensuing week baa been re
eel veil by N. a. Fessenden, 484 Congress street

MUNICIPAL COURT.
ItEFORF. RECORD It U DYER.

Saturday—Thomas Qiiiley

and Foster Mtlie.r
Iutuklcatloii. F.aeli in days in county jail.
8u*au Hamilton. Intoxication; second offence
Ninety days in tlie city liouse il eoi rection.
lolm it
Flynu. Assault. Ten days in th
'' unity
Jail.
William D'xoti. Assault.
Thirty days iu th
uoty Jail.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
Tlie tug boat William Scott is having
shaft repaired at the marine railway.

he r

Vaughan street church, Portland, has eon
tributed about $30 for the Berwick church.
Tlie other two boys who escaped from tin
Reform School were arrested at Lynn.

There were forty-seven arrests last weel
of which nineteen were for drunkenness.
The committee on streets did not aware
the contract Saturday for furnishing

10,00<

square yards of granite paving blocks.
The storm cleared Sunday noon and tin
weather was clear and cold tlie wind blowini

from the northwest.
Marshal Hawkes went to ;Bridgton Satur
day and brought Libby, who stole the tean

from Jason Morse of Scarboro to this city.
There will he a social assembly at Mechanics’ Ifail tomorrow evening, with music

by Chandler.
Tiie Gorham High School closed
term Friday and the teachers left

for

its

fall

Saturday

a two weeks’ vacation.
A contribution of one hundred dollars was
collected at Free Street Baptist church, yesterday, to aid in rebuilding the Baptisl
church in Farming!'in.

Officers Skillings and Sterling confiscate!
about two barrels of bottles of bottled laga
at Lane's bottling works Saturday fore
noon.

The Ella M. Doughty arrived from th.
Banks Saturday, with 60,000 pounds of coc
and hake worth $400. A good two day’;
catch.

The third of tlie course of assemblies be
ing given by Bosworth Belief Corps will
take jilace at Gilbert’s Academy tomorrow
evening.
The members of tlie Portland Light infan
try will give their annual ball at Mechanics
Hall on tlie evening of Thanksgiving day
vuunuivt

*****
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hue muon.

The Natural History Society will hole
their second regular meeting this evening ai
7.30 p. m. The subject of “Toads” will be
presented in a paper read by the Rev. Dr. T
Hill.
The stormy weather of Saturday interfer.
ed with the excursion of the directors of tlx

Ogdensburg

over the road.
Onlyone or twe
The Mayor was absent. The affair
was a purely social one.
Notwithstanding the weather Saturday,
quite a number of visitors inspected the
Aged Men’s Home, and were cordially welcomed by tire inmates of whom there are now

went.

six or seven.
The repairs on

Shaw, Goding & Co.’s shot
factory are nearly completed and tbej
expect to commence work again Thursday
Their Freeport factory, to which the men’s
work only is to he moved,will be ready aboul

December first.

Dr. George H. Bailey,
cattle quarters at Orono

lately visited the

and found them
thoroughly disinfected. Some steers have
been placed in the building for experimental
feeding until the Legislature makes an appropriation for blooded cattle to take the
place of those lately killed.
The Ocean Traffic.

The
and

ocean

traffic service between Portland
in about to recommence for

Liverpool

the winter. Mr. John Torrance, Jr., of the
Dominion Line, arrived Saturday, accompanied by Mr. Dufresne, of hat office, and
Mr. Robinson, of the Allan Line, is here.

The Oregon, Captain Williams, of the Dominion Line, is expected today or tomorrow.
Captain Wylie, the commodore of the
Allan Line, has retired from active
service,
and will receive a farewell dinner ,it the
Windsor Hotel, Montreal. This retirement
will give the position of commodore of tlx
line to Capt. W. H. Smith, lieutenant of the
Royal Naval Reserve, and also the cominana ol tne Parisian.

—

The Dominion government lias made an
amendment to the new Atlantic mail service, the new contract not to go into effect
until April 1st, 1888, and time for tenders extended to December 31st of the year. The
shins must have a speed of 15, 1C, 17 and 18
knots per hour. Mr. Andrew All-n says his
company has decided to build several larger
steamers than the Parisian and of greater
speed. The Canadian Pacific are negotiating for four large steamers built for the Mexican government that, it is
claimed, can
steam 18 knots an hour.
In the Interests of Labor.
of delegates from various
labor organizations of the city was held in
Knights of I.abot hall yesterday afternoon
to consider the advisability of
all the
A

large meeting

uniting
head, without

organizations under one
surrendering their individual organization
There was considerable interest manifested
in the proposed organization, and after discussion, a committee consisting of B. B.
Martis, W. J. Healey, Charles A.
Tracey,
W. H. Green, M. L. Stlckney, L. B.
Howard,
Messrs. Monroe and Connor, were
appointed
to notify trades unions not
represented, that
another meeting would bo held uext
Sunday.
Apples for England.
Mr. M. Ennis, of the Arm of John
Mills,
Manchester, England, is stopping at the Merchants’ Exchange Hotel. This is his fourth
season in Portland. In the
business of buying
apples and shipping for the English market,
he being one of the
largest buyers in the
countiy. At the present time the average
price for good fruit is $1.35 per barrel. The
average price of best Baldwi
n Liverpool
is leu shillings per barrel. He
has already
shipped many, and 6,000 barrels will go on
the first steamer that leaves
here.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the
Kegistry of Deeds:

lauda«loo—Jolm
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Charles 8.

Fa‘*"

Iandt»20008arah *"

to

“>

Homer,
A.

George A. Miller,

Mi^s.tSr»46Srle“81‘enneu
Webber
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Friday afternoon quite a fleet of vessels
sailed from this port, and among them was
the Cora and Etta, a three-masted schooner,
of 243 tons, belonging in Rockland and

expected the wind would blow

GET RID OF THAT BAD TASTE.
V lieu you wake up In the
morning with a ba. (
taste in your mouth, with a
yellow coating 01 ,
teeth
and
your
gums, don’t imagine it was al I
caused by what you ate the night before. O
course everybody does that and
everybody “swear:
off” from again eating such food. The trouble i:
that your liver is clogged, your kidneys are over
worked and your bowels are not doiug their
duty
Take from three to ten of Biiandkth’s Pii.i.
and note the sudden and wonderful
change ii ,
y.tir system.

™il6

and

signal

FINANCIAL.
Westerly Water Works-11. M. Payaou &Co.

Advice

Cora

by R. W. Messer aud others. Tlie
service .predicted a gale from the
northeast, and as a warning had hoisted the
black and white flag, signifying that it was

co-

Wanted— Partner.
Dr C. 8. Pierson.
For Sale—House.
For Sale—Type Writer.
Wanted—Girl.
Rooms to Rent.

nov

the

owned

Clothing Co.
&

of

10

t0

Rev.

Dr.

Dalton’s Second
Lecture.

Etta.

AND VICINITY

gtSS6.
^i!Krice~0weu'
Atkinson &
it.

Escape

PESSIMISM.

*-

Fred C. Merrl-

at tlie rate of
33 miles an hour. As a matter of fact tlie
wind did blow during the night at the rate of
27 miles an hour.
When some miles out the gale caught tlie
Cora and Etta, blowing with great violence,
aud accompanied by a blinding snow squall
At first Capt. Fales thought he would
keep
on his course, but finally resolved to
try and
run into Portland harbor without a
pilot. In
the storm aud darkness he failed to
the

keep

channel, and the schooner was discovered to
be dangerously near the Cape Elizabeth
shore. Both anchors were let go, but they
dragged and the vessel struck on the rocks
close by Cape Cottage. The crew took to
the rigging and remained there exposed to
the seas that washed over the craft until
morning, when the perilous position of tlie

schooner

was seen

and a tug

telephoned

for.
out, and

Warren, Capt. Bogan, went
although the sea was so rough that there was
danger of her grounding—which she did
lightly once—a fish line witli sinker was
Tlie

thrown over the schoonerand hauled aboard,
the other end of the line being connected
with a hawser. The schooner was then
hauled off and brought safely by tlie tug
into the harbor. She will go into tlie
dry
dock for repairs.
Yesterday tlie captain of tlie Cora aud
Etta sailed away with his vessel to parts unkmwn, and forgot to pay the owners of the
tug for hauling the schooner off the rocks,
which was done accompanied with much danger, and tlie action of the captain of the Cora
and Etta is considered mighty mean.
A heavy sea rr.u in tlie harbor and vessels
tugged at their moorings. At Peaks’ Island
» scow laden with six tons of
coal, belonging
.MI.IUVI

Ilian

H

UKt*

loose

ami drifted to the city, going ashore near the
fort. The Katahdin of Bangor remained in

the lower harbor and lauded her passengers
to enable them to proceed to Bostou
by rail.
A fishing schooner broke adrift and went
across the harbor, but a tug pulled her back.
A small schooner went ashore on
Hog Island

Ledge.

Several im-hes of snow fell during the
night, and the streets were pretty sloppy

yesterday, the

changing to rain iu the
forenoon, but at night the rain and snow
alternated, and Saturday night may be called
a nasty one.
At Cape Cottage the sea was
very rough, dashing on the shore with great
snow

violence. No vessels were reported in that
vicinity Sunday in distress. The City Point,
which arrived Saturday night, said that a
number of fishermen made for Richmond's
Island harbor lor safety, including the Geo.
W. Cushing. Tlie Boston boat did not go
up
Saturday night, but the one from Boston
came down.
Five inches of snow fell Saturday on the line of the Ogdensburg at North

Conway.

_

He Didn't Become a

Bigamist.

Saturday morning the Portland police
notified from Biddeford that Stephen
Rounds of tiiat city was in Portland under
the name of Charles H. Hanson.
Rounds
lias a wife in Biddeford but he had registered
his intention of marriage with a Portland
ladv and the wedding ceremony was arranged to be performed by Mr. Southworth
in the evening. When Rounds went to the
City Clerk’s office Saturday morning. Deputy Marshal Black arrested him and took
him before Recorder Dyer.
Rounds stated
that it was true that he had a w ife in Biddeford to whom he had been married a year,
but she was going to get a divorce from him
and lie thought lie had a right
to marry
again. When told how narrowly he had escaped the State prison, Rounds broke down
and cried like a baby.
The lady whom he
was going to marry, a
widow with three
children, was also much affected but appeared pleased to get out of her unpleasant
situation so easily. She stated that she had
known Rounds but two months. As Rounds
had actually committed no crime Recorder
Dyer dismissed him witli a reprimand.
were

Dr. Dalton delivered the second lecture in
Ills Saturday course to a good audienee. The
lecturer began by saying that all must have
noticed the frequent use within a few years
of certain words which formerly were seldom heard. Pessimism, Optimism, Social-

ism, Communism, and Evolution are examples. To unfold and examine the systems
which these words indicate will be the purpose of the present and future lectures.
Pessimism and Optimism are opposed to
each other. They stand for different and
antagonistic views of life. The question
is, which is more common or diffused, happiness or misery, good or evil? Is the world
growing hotter or worse? Is there more reason to hope or despair of human progress?
According to the answer a man gives to these
and related questions, he is an optimist or
a pessimist.
Pessimism takes the dark view
and has several aspects. Individual pessimism complains of personal griefs. “Look
and see, all ye who pass by, if there is any
sorrow like unto my sorrow.”
“No one before was ever afflicted as Ihav* been."
Family pessimism says the same of itself.
National pessimism predicts the speedv decline of one's country or race, and declares
that it is already on the road to ruin. Others go so far as to say that the whole human
race, all mankind, are marked for final, if

speedy extinction by mutual
self destruction, universal suicide.

not

Again, pessimism may be

ble

trophy, on or about the 30th of May of
next year, and that he prefers to meet Monahan of Albany, who holds the
championship.
Conley has made very rapid progress as an
oarsman, and the Shawmut club is deservedly proud of him.
Will Succeed His Father.
Mr. James A. Marwick, son of the late
Capt. Albert Marwick, who was so long connected with the insurance business in this

city, has received

the appointment of agent
for the Orient Insurance Co. of
Hartford,
Conn., and he will also do business for the
\\ ashlngton Fire and Marine Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass., both of which companies

first-class. Mr. Marwick has had a long
experience in the business with his father*,
and will occupy their old office, for the
present, at 19 Exchange street, but in a few days
will remove to the office of W, D. Little &
Co., where he will be glad to see all his old
are

customers and many new ones.
St.

Dominick’s Conference.

St. Dominick’s Conference of St. Vincent
de Paul, will give a promenade concert and
coffee party at City Hall, Wednesday evening, for the relief of the poor. These conferences do an immense deal of good throughout the country. In the United States there
are 280 conferences
comprising 5981 members who have visited, the past
year, 13,907
families and assisted them to the amount of
$135,000. Iu this city there are two conferences, one at the Cathedral and the other at
St. Dominick’s, and in the past six years

they have expended $6,000 on the poor
this city. It is to be hoped there will bo
large turnout Wednesday night.

of
a

Week of Prayer for Young Men.
This is the week of prayer for young men
and Young Men’s Christian
Associations,
which is observed for the twenty-first season
by the Associations in all lands. Meetings
will be held at the Association rooms in this

city every evening of this week, except
Tuesday evening, at 7.45 o’clock. The topic
for tonight is

“From self-willed exiie to
11-24; leader, F. I). Winslow. Several of the city pastors have
signified their intention of being present
during
the week. The public are cordially invited
to attend._

home,” Luke

xv:

Portland Typographical Union.
meeti..g of Portland Typographcal Union was held Saturday afternoon, in
the office of Owen, Strout & Co.
It was decided to have the annual supper at the Preble
House, the first Saturday evening in December. The committee are Messrs. Frank K.
Barnes, Charles A. Tracy and Fred O. Turner.
Messrs. Robert M. Barton, William H.
Green and Charles A. Tracy were chosen
delegates to the meeting in Knigiits of Labor
hall Sunday afternoon.
A special

Silver

Wedding.

Mrs. Frederick Fox received a
surprise party at their residence on State
street, Saturday evening, on the 25th anniversary of their wedding.
The party was
composed almost exclusively of relatives,
and some of the gifts were very handsome.
There were several elegant silver pieces, besides flowers and fruit among the presents,
and two separate gifts of 25 silver dollars
each.
Mr.

and

Sold a

Mortgaged Horse.

Marshal Hawkes has

received a letter
from Joseph F. Wilson, No. 247 Washington
street, Boston, stating that J. A. Carle
mortgaged to him his horso, harness and
wagon, and that he (Carle) sold the horse to
Mr. Ayer of Cambridge, Mass.
From Mrs.
Carle’s statement he understands that Carle
is a Portland man, and asks for his arrest.

regarded

even
as

(1)

real satisfaction in life is not attainable;
that the evils of society are increasing and
human misery as a consequence. Social pessimism says that the rich are growing richer,
and the poor poorer: that capital is cruel,
and that there is little or no hope for the
humbler classes of society. Ignorance, intemperance, poverty and crime are rife and
on the increase.
(2.) Poetic peatrimixm. The office of poetry is to idealize life and lift us above its
petty cares. Vet nowhere does pessimism
show itself more than in literature, and in
no department of literature more than in poetry. It must be confessed that the leading
namesin tile literature of
each age and
country arc as onen pessimistic as optimistic. Snakspeare, Milton,
Shelley, Byron,
Swift anil De Foe are examples In English

Voltaire, Montaigne, Pascal,
the French; and Leopardi,

literature, as
Habelais are in

Tasso, Machlavelli and Dante in the Italian.
The writings of Homer, -Esohv'.us, Sophocles, Aristophanes, Lucretius, Horace, Juvenal and Tacitus reveal the same sentiment as
to the classical writers of

antiquity.
Take Shakespeare’s heroines, c. g., arid
consider the fate of Destlemona, Juliet, Cordelia, Ophelia and the lest. Also the per-

common

sonal fortunes of Hamlet, the gracious DunIn the old
can, Othello, tt il omne genus.
times we have lphigenia, Aleestis, (Edinus,
Antigone and her brother, Prometheus, Agamemnon, Ajax and a host of otheis.
Of course there is an explanation of this
drift in dramatic poetry, it is of the essence
of the tragic drama to paint the sorrows, defeats and all the dark shadows of life. This
species of poetry addresses itself to our
sense of pity and terror, which can be successfully appealed to in no other way.
(3.) Philosophical pessimism. The Germans
Schopenhauer and Vonhartmann are the philosophers who have formulated this system
in our day. The system itself is too elaborate and well wrought to admit of adequate
treatment in the littlo space allowed to it in
a popular lecture.
.Suffice it to say that it is
no trifling matter.
Schopenhauer, Vonhartman and their allies are exceedingly able
men and writers, and they have influenced
many minds. The systerii is atheistic, and
assumes that the world and man are not the
product of an intelligent mind, but evolved
by blind force, which so operate* as to make
human happiness a chimera ever pursued
but never attained. The freedom of the will
is an illusion. All are driven on like
galley
slaves to a foregone conclusion, an inevitable
and irresistible destiny.
As brain power is
evolved, the sum of acute misery is increased,
and the probable end for the human race is
self-destruction, the only way to escape from

intolerable suffering.

(4.) Seligious pessimism.
According to
this the world is only wicked and yet growPure religion will never
ing more wicked.
prevail among men. They are too depraved
to receive it, and the world is doomed. Only
a few will be saved.
Error abounds and increases. Truth can hardly get
a hearing
and will never prevail till the present order
is entirely overthrown by the coming in of a
new dispensation and tlie second descent of
Christ upon earth.
Such is a brief outline of the salient features of thought and belief known as Pessimism. Of course, its advocates have something and even much to say in its behalf, or
it could not have flourished so long or so

generally.
Optimists, however,

are firm in opposing
it, and the next lecture will disclose many of
the facts and considerations which go far to
refute the theory of Pessimism.
SUUIETY OF

rusher on the Bostons..
In addition to Sclioenck and Hatfield, Manager Spence has secured three new players
for next year. One of them is a
catcher,
another a shortstop and the third an outfielder.
All three are first-class men, whom
Mr. Spence is much pleased to secure.
William F. Conley, of the Shawmut Rowing Club, of Boston, authorizes the statement that he will row any amateur sculler in
America a race of 1J to 3 miles, for a suita-

or

Popular, (2) Poetic, (3) Philosophical (4) lteligious. Pessimism is popular whenever and
wherever the belief is widely diffused that
life is not a blessing, that the conditions of
existence are too hard for human happiness;
that

Athletics.
Mr. J. H. Foster of this city has
signed
with Frank Winslow, and he will play first

Saturday

ART.

The Press View of the Autumn Exhibition.

and 12, bv Misses Jennison and Harding of
Bangor, {hat are beautifully executed.
These are but a few of the pictures exhibited, and we shall have to speak of the
others with the water colors and black ahd

another occasion. The exhibition
will be open on and after today to the members until the 27th inst.

whites’ on

PERSONAL.
Mr. Sumner Richardson lias accepted a
position’on the New York Sun.
Gen. Booth of the Salvation Army will visit
but two places in the State, viz: Lewiston
and

Augusta.

Rev. W. H. Lane of Dexter, Me., lias accepted the call of the Baptist church in Yarmouth.

Dr. A. C. Hamlin of Bangor, delivered a
lecture on the Frigate Adams, in Hampden,

Thursday evening.
A. P. Lovejoy, a State Senator-elect of
Wisconsin, is a native of Nortli Wayne*
Me.

Henry M. Burt, editor of ‘‘Among the
Clouds,” Mt. Washington, was at the Merchant’s Exchange Hotel Saturday.
Mr. Joshua Saunders, who died lately at
Woodfords, was a member of Maine Lodge,
1. O. O. F.

Governor Robie lias appointed Ex-Mayor
James F, Davis of Ellsworth, county treasurer of Hancock county in the place of Win.
O. McDonald, Esip, deceased.
Messrs. John and Augustus Mixer of this
city, were ushers at the wedding of Miss
Margaret Kimball and Willett M. Clark of
Boston, at Stoughton, Mass., Thursday.
The venerable Harris C. Barnes, is very
ill at his residence on Federal street. He Is
one of the oldest members of the I. O. 0.1'.,
in this city.
Benjamin M. Wright, a graduate of Bangor Theological Seminary in June. 1880, is
engaged to supply the Congregational church

Bridgton, for one year.
Sargent Hugh I. McGowan, nephew of
Patrick McGowan of this city, has recently
been elected marshal of Kansas City, Missouri, at a salary of $3000 per year.
Mr. M. St. Bartlett has resigned his position as superintendent of the North Wayne
Tool Company, and will go into the clothing
business in tills city. Mr. William Barclay
of Winstead, Conn., succeeds him.
Mrs. Israel Washburn, who
has
been
spending the past year in San Francisco, returned last week, and is stopping at the resin
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Spring street.
Mrs. Edwin E. Emerson, says the Waterville Mail, has just had issued from the press
volume entitled “Indian Myths,” the material for which she was collecting during
her residence in Waterville.
Mrs. Emerson
and daughter are bow in Germany, where
the latter is engaged in the study of music.
Tlie Haydn Association liave presented
Mr. Harvey D. Murray with a beautiful
clock as a wedding present.
It is of French
make, inlaid with light marble, with two
a

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

hibit of local art to the press and the members of the institution. It was a wet,

nasty
the occasion,

night, by no means favorable to
and yet a large and brilliant company assembled and, for two hours, the pretty galleryresounded with the buzz and hum of critiThe Society has given a number of exhilocal art. but none, we feel assured
that has proved more satisfactory than this!

There

are G3 oils, 14 water .olors, and 17
black and white displayed on the walls, and
they are hung with much judgment. There
is a great deal more variety than usual in the

subjects,

and the list of exhibitors includes

several new names.
The two artists whose work will excite the
greatest interest are Mr. Benson, the newlyelected instructor of the Society, and Mr.
Charles L. Fox, both of whom are graduates
of foreign schools of high repute. Mr. Benson

displays

pictures,

three of which
arc portraits, two figure pieces, and two
landscapes. Mr. Benson began his studies
at the Boston Art Museum, and then went to
Paris, where ho became ;a pupil in Julian’s
school. He has made quite a name for himself, by- reason of his portraits, in Salem,
from whence he came to take the position
offered him in the Portland society.
The
three portraits by him in this exhibition have
called out much favorable comment.
No. 1
is a portrait of himself.
The face is very
spirited and the coloring solid and truthful.
The hair gives especial pleasure from its naturalness. No. 2 represents an old gentleman
seated holding his eye glasses in one hand
and a book in the other.
The management
of the white hair against the background is
veiy skilful, the hands are particularly good,
especially the one that holds the eye-glass,
and it would seem as if the likeness must be
admirable. No. 5, a portrait of a young girl,
is remarkable, for its brunette
complexion
which is very striking. On this point criticism is honestly divided. To some there is a
feeling that there is a little too much vellmc
in tne skin, wlnle others think that in
this
very feature lies one of the chief merits of
the painting. Some go so far as to prefer the
execution anil management of the drapery to
the treatment of the face. No. a shows a
young Paris student in his room playing a
banjo. The light striking on the back of the
student, and the management of the paintings and bric-a-brac about the mantel, are
very line, in No. 17 the treatment of the
complexion of the girl to many seems more
natural than in No. 3. In No. 18, a boy’s
head, the face is very well handled and very
strong and clear. The two landscapes, Nos.
‘J and 10, are especially good in
coloring. In
No. 9 there is a breadth that gives character
to the painting, while the grays and
greens
are handled in a masterly manner, and in
No. 10, ail early morning in
September, the
treatment of the blues is excellent. The
mists seem to be lifting from the marshes
just revealing the tall weeds and the moist,

damp foliage.

seven

Mr. Fox offers but one picture, and we
could wish there were more. The one he
displays, No. 8, the “Influence of Music
over Old Age and Youth,” is very effective.
Two faces, side by side, in protile, are evidently listening to music. The face of the
elder is in shadow, and with its lines and
meagreness brings out all the more forcibly
that dazzling complexion and that charming
red hair of the younger which Mr. Fox
paints so well. The shape and pose of the
head, and the portion that embraces tho ear,
with the treatment of the hair about it, are
admirable. It is a delightful picture that
would adorn any gallery.
Mo much space has already been occupied
in this article that a few running comments
on some of the other pictures must do for the
remainder of the oils. No. 02,
by II. li.
Brown, a view of Simonton’s Cove, is one of
the most artistic and pleasing pictures that
ever came from his brush.
No. 47, an unfinished picture of an old mill at Waterford,
F.
by C.
Kimball, will attract attention. No.
4, an old flume, by Walter Griffin, is excellent in coloring, but his decorated door is to
our mind one of the best things in the exhibition. In No. 15 M. L. Gilbert has a very
strong head of an aged man, and in No. ti, the
bridge at Waterford, the stone work, even to
the peculiar glint of the stone, is most conscientiously brought out. Mrs. Charles Dyer
offers several pictures, all of them good, and
No. 32 in particular, a country scene, Is full
of merit. No. 55, by Fred Morse, an autumn
day, is full of feeling and tenderness. It is
to us oue of the most charming pictures in
the collection. The artist in tiie foreground
is said to be a Cortland celebrity. In still
life there is a basket of yellow Scotch roses
No. 10, by Sanborn; some yellow roses, No.'
50, by Mrs. Fierce, and pink roses, No. 5 44

This is

evidently an OVERCOAT

Having

manufactured

YEAR with

twenty-five thousand,

over

25,000, of them for our entire New England trade
this season, and have sold more to date than for
several years, the REASON of course is, that in
making up such immense quantities, WE OWN
THEM LOWER than any other house in the State
of Maine, and consequently are able to offer them
at much lower prices FOR THE QUALITY.

NOTICE THIS:
So far this season we have been receiving DAILY
from our wholesale house in Boston, new styles,
patterns, and sizes of OVERCOATS for MEN,
BOYS and CHILDREN as fast as we sell them.
BEGINNING TO-DAY we shall REDUCE PRICES
ON OUR PRESENT STOCK each week until January 1st, to close out lots instead of ordering from
our wholesale house.

BIG BARGAINS THIS WEEK.
Men’s $ 8.00 Overcoats for
“
9.00

$ 5.00
6.00
“
“
15.00
12.00
Young Men’s $12.00 and $15.00 Overcoats for 10.00
Coys’ $8.00 Overcoats for $5.00, sizes II to 18 years.
Children’s $6.50 Overcoats for $4.00, ages 4 to 10.
‘
“
“
8.00
4 to 10,
6.00,
and a great many more bargains in OVERCOATS
not mentioned here.
These are all NEW COOOS, good materials and
made up in our BEST MANNER, for

;;

AMD

SEE

fine, and some of the more
prominent effects realistic to a degree rarely
seen on the stage.
The story is compactly
and gracefully told in the dialogue and the
action is brisk.
The incidents follow one
another naturally and effectively.
The dialogue is^risp and sharp and the construction,
both for scenic and dramatic effects is admirable. It is a good play well acted by a good
company. The full cast is as follows :
Tom Cooper.Wm. S. Harkins
George Benson.H. W. Herman
Jim Farren.George H. Edeson
Abe Nathans. W. W. Allen
Mr. Arkwright.\Y. H. Burton
are

~..liuniu U.

Joe Downey.Ed Morris
Annie Standlsli... 1
,,
TI
Helen Standlsli... |.Miss Helen Rand
Biddy Konan.Miss Annie Ward Tiffany
Mrs. Higgins.Mrs. E. Boswell
Nellie, a child.Little Gertie Boswell
The play will be produced tonight at Port-

Middle
W.

uovlG

SUBURBAN NEWS.
Mr. S. M. Watson has been elected chairof the finance committee of the Village
Improvement Society. Tonight, at S o’clock,
the fair committee will meet, when the Question of locating the new lamps and buying a
steam fire engine, will come up.

man

in.

SACCARAPPA.
Sheriff Chute arrested Francis Cody. clerk at the Maple Leaf drug store, Saecarappa, Saturday, on four single sales of

Deputy

He was brought before Judge Shaw
and fined $30 and costs on each sale. Fines
and costs all paid.

liquor.

MARRIACES.
In this city, Dec. 12, by Rev. J. W.
Bashford,
George Moran and Miss Agues McFarland, both

Tortlanri.
In Woolwich, Oct. 31, Joshua B. Wright ol
Woolwich and Miss Frances B. Webster of St
N. B.
John,
In Lisbon, Oct. 30, George H. White and Miss
Hattie L. Newell.
In Natick, Nov. 9. Capl. Seth T. Woodward of
Bath and Mrs. Viatta 1). Forsyth of Natick.
of

DEATHS.
Ill Edgecomb. Nov. 5.
years.
Ill Boothbay, Nov. 6,
years 20 days.
In East Oxford, Oct.

Frank O. Lewis, aged 16
29, Clara D. Soule, aged

80 years.
In Canton, Nov. 1, ltoscoe S. Kidder, aged 22
years 0 months.
In New Gloucester, Oct. 24, Stephen Morse,
aged 84 years.
In Haflowell, Nov. 8, Edwin P. Norton,
aged
80 years.
_

mnging

one case of

size Rubber Circulars at

Ladies’ small

only 25 cents each. Todiswidely as possible we shall sell only

tribute these as
one to each person, and
to sell

none

again.

whatever to any

Extra Good Electric Gossamers
“
Wartanted
Electric Gossamers
“
“
Black Gossamers
Children’s Warranted Black Gossamers
“
“
Electric Gossamers
Heavy Warranted Qualities

the ears, sometimes a roaring, buzzing sound,
snapping like the report of a pistol, are caused
by catarrh, that exceedingly dis Agreeable and
very common disease. Loss of smell or hearing
In

or

1.50
1.25

.69
1.00
1.75

We shall offer for sale at retail, 35 dozen Hamburg Trimmed good fitting Corset Covers at only 25
cents each. These are in all sizes for Misses and
Ladies.

HORSE BLANKETS.

spitting

was

yard.

good selling quality

Two Cases All Wool 45 cent
per

yard.

at

25 cents

quality

31

at

Half Case Unshrinkable Flannels at 31

,.er

cents

cents

yard.

per
«

Embroidered White

riety.

Skirting Flannels

in

large

va-

RINES BROTHERS.
novlG

dlt

\

HOSIERY AT HALF PRICE.
We shall sell

painful.

» sarsaparilla
gave me relief immediately,
while in time I was
entirely cured, iam never
without the medicine in my house as I think It is
we'*** 111 Bold.” Mrs. U. B. Ghib,
102.) Ktgbtli Street,
W., Washington, jj. c.

“I have been troubled with that annoying dis-

ease ,nasal catarrh, and have taken all kinds of
blood purifiers, but never found relief till I used
Hood’s
which I am confident will do

Sarsaparilla,
.t is claimed. Hurrah for

To-day,

100 dozen Children’s

Heavy Pure All Wool Ipswich Hose, sizes 0 to
8 1-2, at 25 cents per pair. These goods were
mude from line selected wool, are very heavy
handsome goods aud really worth 50 cents, hot
wishing to make a stir we have decided to sacrifice this lot and give our customers the greatest
bargain In Children’s Hosiery ever ottered in
New England.

Hurrah for Hood’s

.,.

Hood's Sarsapa-

k* Routt, Markshurg. Ky.
^ y°u have decided to get flood’s Sarsai..
*,
parilla do not be induced to take any other.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Bold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
HOOD & GO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass

J

SICK HEADACHE)
Itress Iran Dyspepsia,®
li ndigestion and Too®
Hearty Hating. A pcr-HS
feet remedy for Dizel-H

J®

tT'Jt AT
1 * J,

I \i

I

8S

■-TM P * CU » 4
DIS I ©
■

Dro«si-B
ucss.
mss, Hull Taste in the®
Month,
Nausea,

IMjw.

CoatedTongiic^jjjj

They regulate

the

liman®

ami prevent Constl-SE
ration and Piles, 'i'lic eniallcstimu easiest to take®
one pill a done. 44 in u vial, Pnrcly VegJj|
Stable. Price 25 cents. 6 vials by inal! for$l .(iuB
CO., ‘.‘rop'rs, New York.

DR. C. S.

PIERSON,

Practitioner in

Announce to all the people a golden op'
j port unit y to furnish your houses from
the largest and best selected stock of all
kinds and grades of

c

v

7

v

CARPETS,

WANT

Mi
Congress St.. Portland.
eodtf

MR. LOUIS JULES EZERMAN I
and Herr Vauder Linden,
of Holland.

WE -WII.I, DO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IX CILEAFLY.
WE WILL DO IT WEI.L-

II IJB tV STHI KT.

B. THURSTON &
I

dgw

MHBIMBa

iV.

W.

QUIlSrCY’B,

AT 97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST..

o*er

nov4

FINISHED

FINELY

Cabinet Photograph; HASKELL &
Viral

exhibited east of Boston or Yen
rarely exceeded by those
cities. And positively the largest line ol
ever

York, and

RANGES,

470 Concrai St

WE M.

sense

nor

HARKS,

Book, Card
AND

—

—

Job Printer
97

»

-8

Exchange HI., Portland,

enormous

All orders by wall or telephone promptly at-

Our Feather Room is oO feet
is full of

long

NO. 514 CONGRESS

and

Bargains.

We have

,

In large

variety, and everything for
everybody.

DINNER SETS,
TEA

SETS,

toieiSt SETS,

Shades and Drapery.
Special

mention must be made of onr

LICE CURTAIN
DEPARTMENT'
•

Nottingham

Lace Curtains $1.00 per

Attorneys and Counsellors at Lae,
bare

STREET,

removed to

180 MIDDLE

P. X.—Those who hold (Tab 1 irkru of Our. »
use the same by paying $3.00 besides th 5
ticket, and receive tbe 12 Cabinets. Kamil f
tickets can be used by paylnft $3.30. thus makin
(the total amount paid). $4.00tor the dozen, th
same as here advertised.
novlOeodtf

STREET,

Three deer* weal of fee earr eflee.
Johkph A. Locks.
Ira a. Locks.
feb27
dtf

can

TumerBros.

Lounges

EASY CHAIRS

novlleodtf

LOCKE Ac LOCKE,

Photogra p h e r,

quantity.

I

SPECIAL SALES.
LOT NO. 1. Colored Silk Plushei
88 cents, usual price $1,25.
LOT NO. 2. Colored Si!k Velvet!
88 cents, regular price $1.00.
LOT NO. 3. Colored Brocade Vel
vets reduced from $2.00 to$1.50
LOT NO. 4. Silk and Wool Dresi
Goods 42 1-2 cts., former prie<

$1.00.

Pure

Absolutely

SPICES.

The superiority o( these spiers and mustards consists In thetr

|

LOT NO. 5. Homespun Dress Good; >
reduced from $1.00 to 60 cts.
LOT NO. 6. Black Cashmere Bar
retz reduced from $1.25 to 75c,
LOT NO. 7.
Black Freuch Ar
mures 45 cts., former price 75c,
Seal Plush Clonks a specialty, new
lot just received.
Seal Plush Cloaks made to ordei
by the best wrorkmen.
Extra bargains in Black Silks.
Satin Khndames, and several
new weaves just received.
Best Prints 5 cents. Westbrook
Ginghams 8 cents.

PERFECT PURITY,
GREAT STRENGTH
AND FULL
WEIGHT.
They are the BEST FLAVORED and
MOST ECONOMICAL for the consumer,
the BEST SELLING and most attractive shelf goods for the retailer.
We
have in stuck a full line of above goods,
and are pleased to offer them to the retail trade.

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS.
novll

darn

_

PROF. BROWN,

n

BLOCK,

ceuts.

Turkoman Curtains $5.50 to $25.00 per Will Open Saturday, Nov. 14, 8

MENTAL
4i© i.)

SCIENCE,
ntkkkt.

All diseases treated successful!}-.

l to 4 and 7 to »
p. in.
* onaulialien free.

A 'UHL

MAL,E-I!ouse on New High Street. 14
roona»_ In perfect repair, of modern build, arranged for two families, occupied by goods tenciits, rents for ttsoo per annum; owner going

Our Carpet Floor is the largest, lightest auu best in the country, aud we are
showing the best goods for the smallest
amount of money that we ever had to offer, but we canuot guarantee the prices
only from week to week. That these
trades are appreciated can be seen
by
the crowds or people who have visited
our store the
week.
We
ask
a
call
past
and we will tru-t the quality of the
goods and the price on them to do the
rest. One thing we will add. Yeu have
no conception of the extent of our
establishment or the beautiful goods we
handle uuiess vou call. This is no
ghost
story, but solid facts whleh will be
borne out to your entire satisfaction If
you will come and Nee. We keep open
every evening until 9 o’clock, aud have
electric lights on three floors.
Any of
the goods we will sell for
cash, or a
quarter down at time of purchase and
balance $5 per month, if tne amount be
$.»0 or under, and $10
month if
$IOO or under. To make per
it more plain
we will sell a $40 Plush Set
for $10
down and $5 per month; a $20Chamber
down ““«! $5 per month; a
*?r
$.0 Carpet for $5 down and $5 per
month; a $20 Range for $5 down aud
$o per month. Come and see us, see the
stock, see our building, ride ou the elevator np and down from floor to floor.
We guarantee yon the
fairest and most
honest treatment that can be accorded
to customers.
13
your obedient servants. Respectfully

CO.

FOB

Office hours
nov 15(11W*

to do general hcus'work, who Is also
a good cook.
Apply ai 10 PINE STltEET,
between the hours of 7 and 0 p, m.
uovlSdtf

for lnvestmeid.
weu’TOe»desirable
H. WAl.DKQN, 180 Middle
W.
St._15-1
A®
Parti»er
in
a well established
W
,7.a
business; capital required.
,’T

Office *-,°’000 Add""s PAK™’
rooms to lot in
K.Wm.n,",rT? “Kl'T-Fine
*’
« unfurnished.
Referencere«uHi
'u,r1nlshe<i
re iu retl- Call
or address, 94 HIGH
8TBBET*

We shall Introduce our new store hi
offering >2) two perfect bargains:
BARGAIN NO. 1. 100 dozen real French
Kid Gloves, 7 button; this glove caunot be imported to be SOLD for leg*
than $1.73 per pair. We shall offei
the lot at the low price of »0c. per pair
BARGAIN NO. 2. We will sell 20 dozet
elegant Emb. Back. 4 button, gzunl
de Suede Kids for $1.00 per pair.

DARRAH’S KID GLOVE STORE,
No. 463

wrlterl Cm
Applj 141

fg?

Portland, Me

____

TXT O T* X g"—*

dtt

XT*

THE

IS

Hprrtarlra

as will give Perfect VUiaa
Reader the Ureal'st Passible Aid.

ARTIFICIAL
Of Ibc Rrsi

—

TIN

AND

wise at

to 235

Federal St.,

Where he will be pleased to see his old customers and new one* to.

JOBBING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
novl!9

TKI.KPHONK NO. 333 X.

dlw

TENNEY & DUNHAM,
MOLB

AUK NTH

FOB

—

MAGEE FURNACE CO.'S GOODS
—

AND

name

12 AND 14

uu

Charles

Augustus Cniniiiinirs,
—

EXCHANCE ST.,
FM&WtJayl

CLIPPER

.SLEDS,

WUOLK8ALK AMI UTAH.

A

and Furnaces,

Ranges

PORTLAND, HI

4

Air Furnace and the Uarlaad
Oil Stove.

_dll

Night Dresses,

69 cents

Night Oresses,

75 cents

Night Dresses,

SI.OO

Above are Rev goods
and a»

from Original

Which ere offer at low prices. Also
WOOD AND IKON KNOW NHOVKI.N.

KENDALL

—

Agent for the OLEXWOOD B. and XEW
ELK WOOD, Ranges and (Uenwood
Parlor Stove; also Xoveltv Hot
nov

prices

tire

juut

received

advancing

call at once.

WHITNEY.

u2w

RINES
novi3

BROS.
at

CHINA FIRED
FOR AMATEURS.
IS A SUPERIOR MANSER.
tllAKUKS MODERATE

W. W. WHIPPLE &
oct2

*

toO. W. FULL AM,)

dkalbb in

everywhere Ladles should

novla_

novla

ear-

—

PORTLAND, NIE.

FRAME AND

his

NO. 41 EXCHANGE STREET,

We have a fine line of

..

the Preble House will rece'vc

ROOFER,

Temple

EYES
ly.

liest attenl Ion. Having received a generous patronage from Portland people In the past, he hopes
to merit the same In the
future._nov 13dti

Stoves

—

Hag removed his shop from

41

Rital

Please give your name to his advance Agent
when he calls, or an order by postal card or other-

WILLIAM A. LOWE,

PLUMBER

ar

He alsa laeerts

i*uccemor

CHILIRE.VS SLEDS A\D SLEIGHS.

Orders by Mail will receive
prompt attention.

OPTICIAN,

again at the Preble House. Room 106.
Take
the Elevator. Office hours 1 to 2 and 7 to
H.3i> p. in. This being hla 12th annual visit to
Portland. He does not claim to do any miracles
but can lurulsh from his large stock of goods, all
aandr r.prcially far kb trade, a perfect At.
or If any complication of visual defects exist, will
make to order such

Patterns,

'

novtB

Congress St.,

DEERING BLOCK,

Repairs for

Open Every Evening until 0.
Electric Lights on :i Floors.

Press

MB*CIALWREET.,eW tU“eS'

a. m

vtair

r-

Me.

SPECIALTY.

ended to.

Portland, Maine.

in

_

'’MINTKK*’ KU'Httiai,

MATTRESSES
—AND—

d«

mv22___

will the work b< ,
need they
fear that inferior stock
will be used.
no

slightest,

depended upon and fair
price* Kiiartr utecd.

Uaeuter Biiil<lin<r,

Thla opportunity baa never before beei
offered by at, aad nlibough ihe price
ia very low, we wiah tbe public
to know thut

In

Keady

BEST MATERIALS ANO WORKMANSHIP
may be

PER DOZEN.

4.00

Hade

CLOTHING.

$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00 PER DOZEN.

of

Pailor Furniture

lor a abort
rime
Oulj
C'laaa Cabinet Phoio|ruph« for

I3m

( uikiom and

(Qualify

firs!

Commencing Tuesday Morning, Not. 9,1886,

Prut Cffioa.

JONES,

.

$250.

CO.,

PRACTICAL FRITTERS,
97 1-2 Exchango 8t., Portland, Mo.

Bonk-binding of every deserljdfnn done in a satAlso blank
isfactory maimer at low rales.
bonks made and warranted at

we -nail Mak«

display

M

Pupil of Herr Vink

Positively the largest assortment evei
offered to the public by auy house in the
country. Also, the largest and grand'
est

^

PWERINTIN ]

Portland School of
NtcBoyraplijr,
instructed In shorthand am
type-writing. Day aud evening sessions.
Send tor circular.

54.00 PER DOZE*

ranging in price from

to

WK&Mflm

TO DO YOL'R

-FOB-

$ 16.00

PORTLAND ME

J«2S

(took

SETS,

—

12 EXCHANGE ST..

PufrilstliOTimghly

novlli

all kinds and grades of

Ultra

AND

—

KUCHIN FI RMSHI\(i GOODS.

>

<v7

r

•

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

_

m

Jj

STOVES, TIN WARE

dtl

Mis*. A. L. Sawyer, 537

PORTLAND,

&

Inly

jCARTrajEDICiNE

Comer Pearl and Middle Sts.,

B. A. Atkinson

aprl-dly

■iiiimh

COMORO

DUNHAM,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

143 PEAKL STItr.ET.

—

100 Doses One Dollar

-.s_-|7V,t,iHgniy Cured by®
PA lSTV Qi
I those Little Pills, fl
un !\ I Lf\OI They also relieve Dls-H

w.

C4BD4.

KID GLOVE

"I used Hood's Sarsaparilla for
catarrh, and received great relief and benefit from it The
catarrli was very disagreeable,
especially in the
winter, causing constant discharge from my nose,
ringing noises in my ears, and pains In the back
of my head. The effort to clear my head In the
aud

TENNEY &

pair aud upwards.
Nottingham Lace Curtains $2.00 per 488 & 490 CONGRESS STREET.
dtt
novlO__
pair and upwards.
Swiss Lace Curtains $0.00 per pair and
DARRAH’S
upwards.
Madras Lace Curtains $3.50 per pair
WHITE FLANNELS.
aud upwards.
We shall offer considering the advancing market
Lace Curtains $7.00 per pair.
STORE,
much better values in All Wool and Part Wool White Applique
Silk
Laee
Curtains
$8.00
per
pair.
Flannels than could possibly be expected.
463 Congress Street,
Madras Lace Curtains by the yard, 50
Four Yards usual 10 cent quality for 25 cents.
DEERINC

Pains in the Head

nlngby hawking

BI'NINKNN

Olven to private pupils by the subscriber,

j.

c. »■ au.KN

_dtt

Now is the time to secure Street or Stable Blankets. We shall sell for one week at less prices than
the manufacturer will sell them, or can make them
for to-day.

also results from catarrh. Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
the great blood purifier is a pecullary successful
remedy for this disease, which it cures by purifying the blood. If you suffer from catarrh, try
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the peculiar medicine.

ino

DONNELL BUILDING,

$1.00

—

Noises

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
V. O. II tll.i'V.
marl 4

■

one

CORSET COVERS 25 Cts.

Half Case

Simou M. Huff, aged 77

Manager. dtf

SMALL GOSSAMERS 25 Cts.

CCMI1ER I.ANI) MILLS.

The new church bell has arrived. It is
from Meneely & Co., West Troy, N. Y., of
bell metal, and weighs 1000 pounds. It rings
in the key of G.
It will probably be put in
place and completed in time to ring the New
year

WARE,

Will take a limited number of pupils during tin
ran and Winter season. Instructions given ii
Lrayun Portraiture from the Hat aud from life
"M rree Hand Academic Drawing from casts
Stm-llfc, and the living model.

Jan24

—

PRICE.

Street, Portland, Me.

C.

Auctioneers and Commission Imhants

1CAL STUDIES

MAMMOTH WAREROOMS
IN

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

MR. A. E. MOORE

LNSTKLCT10N l\ ENGLISH AND CLASS

OUR

SPRINGS.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

We shall sell TO-DAY

NOTES.

Stockbridge will give a concert at City
Hall Thanksgiving night, at which the Hungarian Gypsy Band and Prof. Churchill, the
elocutionist, will appear.
Nov. 22d and 23d, Ben Maginley will apat Portland Theatre, as Uncle Bartlett
pear
in “May Blossoms.”

AT

art LESSONS !

STUDIO 34 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

FEATHERS

1UIUU

Crouch.Tlios. Brennan
Biggs.... .Tlios. Lyton
Simon Abies.Charles Scott

& CO.

IJS.

The tour of the “Shadows of a Great City”
lias been very successful. It is said to be

surroundings

B. A. Atkinson

Al t TIO* NAIsKR.

FINE JOB PBINTINil A

ULSTERS OR REEFERS.
CALL

EDUCATIONAL,.

at price* from $15 for a prime Range
with all the Ware, pipe, zluc, Ac., to an
elegant high and low hot closet Reservoir Range at $50.00.

OVERCOATS,

STRICTLY OKTB

thoroughly original in its plot, its situations,
and clearly defined characters.
Its scenic

ADVKRTIMKnENTft.

us.

SHADOWS OF A GItE AT CITY.

cism.

bitiousjof

NEW

—

Apollo.
The remains of Dr. Scully were forwarded
Saturday, to the home of his parents in Groton, Mass., by the 3 30 p. in. train over the
Boston & Maine railroad. Handsome floral
tributes were sent from many of the doctor’s
friends, and among them was an elegant
pillow bearing the work “Doctor” in blue
violets, also a cross on which were the letters “G. L. A.” from the members of the
Grattan Literary Association.

ADVERTISEMENT*.

OVERCOATS!
OVERCOATS !

corrugated marble pillars, and supplied witli
a French movement and a gong.
The whole
is surmounted with a bronze statuette of

land Theatre.

Saturday evening the Portland Society of
Art gave a private view of its autumn ex-

NEW

41 Tgarbrl Sq..r«.

CO.,
utl

v

